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Wise man. Not that we've anything against advertising.
'We do
quite a bit of it ourselves. But when it comes to a long
decision like choosing a bank we agree that you want
term
to know
rather more about it than the mere fact that it employs
a
com petent copy-w riter.
So
consider
these
facts.
are members of the biggest
banking group in the world. We
At the
time we are the
least 'centralised' bank - in other wordssame
we give our managers
great freedom of action. We have a reputation (which
we're
proud of) for specialising in private accounts and
we
wxict the _eople who open them to be wildly rich to don't
begin
wi h. Fina ly, as you may have read somewhere, 'money
is
our business.'
Then ask yourself if this isn't the sort of bank you want
.• t to- do business with - even if
n
in (tisements
the first place!ia you did read one of our adver-
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Staff

List

Headmaster: 0. C. Wigmore, M.A. (Oxon.).
0

3

Master: A. K. Fyfe, M.A. (Cantab.)

•-Second

Assistant Masters

""
WW.R.

,

Salmon, B.A. (Toronto)
JW.
H. fiversidge, E.D., M.A. (Oxon.)
t R. McLellan Sir, N.R.I.A.D.
N.N.R.M. Chadwick, M.A. (Cantab.)

•! ...

•

C. Hurst, B. Com, (Danelm)

D.W.A. Minette, B.A.(London), L. is L. (Lille)

SC.

R. Burton, M.A. (Oxon).

.. A. Seldon, MA..(Cantab,)
Lockhart, Dip. Mus. Ed,, R.S.A.M., L.R.A.M.
J. R. Hopkin
W. D. Wright, mm., T.C. (London)
1. H-athcote, B.Sc. (Reading)
R. S. Earl, B.A. (London), ARC.
Canon M. G. Capon. M.A. (Cantab.)

L. V. Walker, M.A. (Cantab.)
Mrs. D. M. Cooke, T. C. (London)

Captain E. L. Barnett
* A. G. A. Larthe de Langladure, B.A. (London)

M. T. Saville, M.A. (Oxon.)
G. W. Outram, B.Sc. (Liverpool)
* A. J. Phillips, B.A. (Wales)

Future employers Will judge him by
his appearance, and cleanliness and smart
appearance are an important part of his
Bata shoes and socks are a
schooling.

0P.
",

fitting complement to any school uniform,
whilst Bata tyres and tubes will ensure
his regular and punctual attendance.'"

0

J. A. Cave, Dip. Ed. (H)
V. Caswell, Sc. (Birmingham)
D. S. Hogge, B.A. (Natal)
A. G. Potter, M.A. (St. Andrews)
F. Hill, D.C., BSc. (London)
P. C. Read, M.A. (Oxon.)

Commander L. H. T. Hollebone, O.B.E., A.M.I.E.E., R.N. (Ret.)

Start him off on the right foot with

H.R.M. Cowie, M.A. (Oxon.)

t.cu t r
S•

Mrs. S.
Swift, T.C. (London)

L

Editorial

1). S. Atkinson, ft.Sc. (Ounelm)
S. A. Ware, BSe. (London)
P. S. Wheeler, B.Sc. (Birmingham)
M.A. (Aberd.)
D. L. Gillespie, B.A. (Rhodes)
R. N. Irwin, Dip. Ph. Ed., D.L.C. (Loughborough)
M. P. Earl
S. S. Tudor
SMrs.

D. Oxhide, M.A. (Edinburgh)
Revd. P. R. Davies, M.A. (Oxon.)
J. H. Atherton, B.A. (Cantab.)

P. 1. Brown, B.A. (Liverpool)Yerag

M. Wilkey, N.D.D., A.T.D. (Leeds)
D. W. Haylock, B.A. (Oxon.)
P. L. Adams
School Staff Instructor: *A. C. Maynard
Headmaster's Secretary: Mrs. M. E. Skett
Assistant Secretary: Mrs. K. S. Pinkerton
School Medical Officer: Dr. 1. D. McCaldin, M.B; B. Chin.
"sonorous
Sanatorium Matron:

When I read the address given by Canon Capon at the Dluke •f York
School's Founder's Day earlier this year, I thought 'What a good story!"
As indeed it is, only not just a good story in the ordinary sense, but a story
that has goodness in it - inspiration, dedication, striving - so many of
the worth-while aspects of human endeavour. I am glad he gave me
to
illustrate
will serve
it inofour
to reproduce
permission
To the
their totime.
happened itbefore
whatmagazine:
a story
our new generation
older ones it will probably induce some nostalgia, a remembrance 'of
things past. it sent me off to the Library to browse again through the
school photograph albums, one quiet afternoon in the August holidays.
There were no bells, no movement of feet, no adolescent
chitter chatter
to disturb the peace of the place - a sense of timelessness peivaded thd
whole somnolent atmosphere.
Years ago
My imagination was swiftly conveyed back over the yeart as I
turned the pages - Captain Nicholson in full-dress naval uniform; boys
in slouch hats for King's. Day; the bare areas of the compound where
there are now gardens, trees, hedges, flowers; figures strutting in pith
helmets; box-body cars: here was another world. What a:pity'the record
was not fuller, for the albums are very incomplete; nor do early Impalas
sketch in much background, for some of them ran to only twenty or thirty
pages.
However, I thought that a small album of random photographs might
be a pleasurable concomitant to the text: for memories are made of
these. I remember when I was young, in the days of "steam" radio, the
voice of Patric Curwen who used to introduce from time to tiriie
a Scrapbook of a chosen year: 1910, 1920, 1930, and so on. The episodes

Mrs. S. P. Welford, S.R.N., C.M.B.
Assistant Matron: *Mrs. M. Booth, S.R.N.
Miss C. Sexton, K.R.N.

were linked with appropriately tingly music and 'the page. of Scrapbook
turns l

Bursar: Captain A. Grant

Personal Memories

Superintendent of Works: R. McClelland
Book-keeper: T. H. D'Souza
Bevening

For my part, in my decade here, I shall think of the first Eyensong in.
the new Chapel, its lights and half-lights, with a misty, drizzly July.
gloom outside; the year of the polio scare when the Remembrance

Bursar's Clerk: V. George

Day service was held outside the Assembly Hall beneath the trees and always the sonorous poetry. of the names on the Roll of Honour,
and the prickling sensation behind the eyes when the Last Post' was
played by an invisible bugler ....

Catering and Linen Matrons: Mrs.. Brady (left Oct); Mrs. Braye;
Miss Cochrane; Mrs. Dawson (left April); Mrs. Elkington (left
Sept.); Mrs. Flemming; Mrs. Jessop; Mrs. Megson; Mrs. Oxiade;
Mrs. Pell; Mrs. Phillips (left July) Mrs. Wilkie.
t Left April, 1963
Left July, 1963

The lowering of the flags after Sports Day; the lusty singing ol
"Lord Dsmiss Us"; the excitement of Cock House Suppers, the excitethe
intensityhadof laid
Boma
thethen
whenthe
matindes
playthe
schoolafter
of light
ment
EvelyntheBaring,
Sir came;
Governor,
evening
the Chapel foundation stone; the closing shadows in Main Quad when
the Band beat the Retreat after the Old Cambrian matches ....
7

Staff Notes

Mr. Pletchet

A printing gremtin whipped out the lines about Mr. Liversidge in the
last Impala; I can only offer belated, sincere apologies now. He acted

The Final Assembly when Mr. Fletcher retired, and the cheering
for him that went on for longer than one had ever known, and how
with supreme self-control he managed to address us in an atmosphere so
electric.

as Vice Principal during the first two terms of last year, when Mr.
Goldsmith was ill in South Africa. Mr. Liversidge stepped into the breach
with customary efficiency and dry humour; his grasp of detail and situation

The pure notes of Miss Cochrane's solos soaring up from the Chapel
balcony in the "Messiah"; the wittiest speech I have ever heard - when
Ray Barton paid tribute to Jack Forrest at his farewell party . .. personal
memories that reflect the getilus loci that must surely be about the place
.
now, thirty years on.

were invaluable to the Headmaster.
In January Mr. A. K. Fyfe was appointed Second Master, adding
this to his duties as Senior Science Master, Officer Commanding the
Combined Cadet Force, and on the games field; however, he relinquished
his Housemastership of Clive where he was succeeded by Mr. F. Hill. We
congratulate Mr. Fyfe upon his election as President of the East African
Rugby Football Union, a just reward for his great service to the game,
both inside and outside the School.
The Reverend P. R. Davies and Mr. D. Oxlade joined the Staff in
January. Mr. Davies assumed the duties of Assistant Chaplain, and Is
teaching mainly Classics and R.K. A Marlborough and Oxford man, he
has taught in Canada, and came to Kenya from his Cannock parish in
"Staffordshire. Mr. Oxlade is a graduate of Edinburgh and was teaching
in High Wycombe before coming out to join the Geography Department.

Swan Song
And now my turn is over. Having edited this magazine for a decade,
I too am moving on. Of swan-songs one hastily thinks first of S. T.
Coleridge's couplet:
"Swans sing before they die - 'twere no bad thing
Did certain persons die before they sing."

Mr. Bruno di Sopm, the well-known local artist, took the Art classes
second term, after the retirement of Mr. Sim, who presented the
the
in
School with a magnificent framed oil-painting of Mount Longonot and
the Rift Valley - eventually to be hung in the Library. Since Mrs.
Watson left, Mrs. Earl had also been taking Art classes, until July of this
year, when in view of their imminent departure for England, she did not
return. We thank her for her skill and conscientious work, not only in the
Art room, but In the arrangement of the Chapel flowers and the
administrative Work entailed therein.

Nostalgia is patently a mate preserve. Ladies, God bless 'em, have
other, more urgent things to think of. So mums and wives and sisters
will have no truck with all this. But dads and husbands and brothers
"and sons may idly reflect over halcyon days and golden memories as they
at the photographs.
and glance
of the. school
history faces
the names,
read
People,over
places,
O0always
faces, faces, faces.
e ps
..

Good Luck
And so good luck to you, Prince-o :--gather ye rose-bud; . . . Many
of us leaving will think of you and in our mind's ear will hear the bell
tolling, the gaiety of the noise at the swimming bath, the roar that
greets a well-earned try at Rugger; and in our mind's eye will see the
jacaranda-strewn main drive, the numbers moving in the cricket scoreand
board, the Band marching against the colonnaded background .
when the world is hushed and still, the school lorry arriving home after
an away match that we won -. heralded for all to hear by the team's
beating the lorry sides and singing victoriously:
WlesI we wilt not be moved."

a9

I ,as

Mr. G. 1. Hughes, after only one term here, moved over to the Other
Place, his old school - their gain is our loss.
Mrs. M. R. Clark left at the end of the first term - with our thanks
for her good work, and best wishes on her transfer to the High School.
KentwlthIs oner transf-govene h School.
Foh m ur tat, an
Prom June 1st, when Kenya attained internal self-government status,
members of staff who wished to retire under the general compensation
scheme were able to give in their notice. So at the end of the second term
the school lost the services of Mr. Hurst, Mr. Heathcote and Mr. Phillips,
well as those of Mr. Larthe de Langladure who retired under normal
Mr. Hurst's wide book-keeping and mathematical
circumstances.
"experience was put at the service'*of the school for over fifteen years.
He was an assistant Housemaster in Intermediate for a long time, had run
the Tuck Shop with great success - and profit! - for many years, was
in charge of administering the School Fund, -the Swimming Bath Fund,
the Chapel Appeal Fund and many voluntary jobs of this kind- such as
the booking plans for School plays - to which he gave many hours of
devoted application. His dramatic appearance in the doorway with :the
Cock House and Work Shield points at final assembly every term- will

e pt

Mrs. Phillips left with her husband and family in August. Wethank her for all her good work in Hawke-Grigg and wish her a speedy
to the best of health. Mrs. Oxiade took her place.

be part oa Oceis pneasurabrk.
e recollections

School life. Mr. Hurst '•
now eacing
earWarwck.return
sound and cinema
Mr. Heathcote's wizardry with his camera, the
equipment and his devoted work as head of the Physics Department made
him invaluable. He worked for Scott House for some years as both
Assistant and Acting Housemaster. Mrs. Heathcote's splendid work as
supply Matron has been mentioned in a previous Impala. He is now
teaching in Southport.
Mr. Phillips contributed Celtic fire and enthusiasm to School Rugger
and Squash Rackets, as well as to Hawke House as Housemaster.
He is now in the extra-mural department of Birmingham University.

Mrs. Elkington has left this term, as her husband has taken a post
in Southern Rhodesia. We wish them both good fortune in their new
enterprise, and sincere thanks for her fine work as Catering Matron in
Main Block. Mrs.. Pell, from the New Stanley Hotel, came in her place.
We hope she has settled happily here.
We also welcomed Mrs. Braye in the third term.
Mrs. Brady has been with us for eight years,, coping with the
bottomless stomachs of endless Junior House boys. She is going with

Mr. Larthe retired from the French Department and has taken a
post at Peterhouse School, Marandellas, Southern Rhodesia. He came here
from British Guiana, bringing Caribbean warmth and good fellowship,
He was active in many administrative capacities during his time here, as
was Mrs. Larthe. One recalls Mr. Fletcher's tribute that "whenever dark
clouds seemed about to lour, they were swiftly dispersed by gales of
laughter." Such valued happiness and friendship were bound to -leave
a vacuum,

her family to Australia - the wrench is a very tough one, after a happy
life-time spent in Kenya from the pioneer days. We thank her for all
her good work and wish her much happiness in het new life.
We congratulate Mr. A& P. Davies on his engagement to Miss Alison
Gill of Muthaiga.
After sad farewells, joyful arrivals: congratulations and felicitations
to Mr. and Mrs. Atkinson and to Mr. and Mrs. Outram on the birth of

Mr. A. C. Maynard, the School Staff Instructor, also left in July
after a short stay here, to return, with our good wishes, to the Army in a
civilian capacity. As well as his enthusiastic work for the C.C.F., he
also looked after the grounds and the tuck shop.

their sons, and to Mr. and Mrs. Hogge on the birth of their daughter.
On your bills and cash receipts, you will usually see a.small hieroglyph
'E.&O.E.' - a neat let-out, meaning Errors and Omissions' excepted down in the bottom corner. It might not be.a bad idea for me to put

We welcomed five new men to the staff in September. A graduate
of Liverpool University, Mr. P. J. Brown joined the English department
from Mount Pleasant High School, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia, where
he taught for some years, after working in Capetown. Also in the English
department is Mr. P. J. Atherton, from Hastings Grammar School, Sussex;
he was at Fitzwilliam House, Cambridge. Two Oxford graduates, Mr. A.
P. Davies and Mr. D. W. Haylock. joined the History and Mathematics
departments respectively. Mr. P. L. Adams comes from London University
to teach General Science. Mr. M. Wilkey has been teaching Art in
Doncaster - already his delightful drawings have enlivened notice boards
and magazine covers.
At the end-of October we were sorry to hear of the death of Mr. H-.
Patersan, who taught languages here during 1961/62.
sympathy to Mrs. Paterson in her bereavement.

. -

*
The Editor acknowledges the following paragraph, written by the
Headmaster: 'The end of the year brigs news of further losses: Mr. F.
Hill is taking up a Mathematics appointment at Blackpool Grammar
School; Mr. L. V.. Walker, Head. of the Magiematics Department, has
decided that he must get his family togethei- again and is off to England;
Mr. C. R. Burton is leaving Rhodes House to join the staff of King's
College, Auckland, New Zealand; both our senior Gebg~raphers have also
decided to return "home" - both Mr. W. J. Liversidge and Mr. R. S.
Earl will -be
bringing their families together again, Mr. I. A.
will
Selden wis going to teach Biology in Italy aiowhere
il
t
Iaywer
eah Blgyi
gog to
edn i
undoubtedly carry on his hobby as a painter; he has certainly --nade a
good reputation for himself in Kenya, and it has been a privilege to have
him on the staff. Mr. S. S. Tudor is going to Britain for a spell, but we
certainly hope that he will return to continue his excellent work as Kenya's
Tennis coach. Miss V. M.-Raw-is retiring-and we extend-to her our-grateful
thanks and best wishes. After 14 years at the School, Mrs. Jessop has
best wishes.
The life
list of
withgreat
our very
decided
is long to
andretire
sad; and
all does
have so
made
contributions
to our
andleavers
work

We extend our

Mrs. Dawson left in April, after sterling service to RhodesNicholson, thus ending a long family association with the school, where
her four sons were educated. Mrs. Dawson enlivened any gathering with
her tremendous zest and WKenya pioneer' spirit; her going was yet another
sad one to be recorded, amongst so many this year.
- -Mrs.
Booth, assistant Matron in the Sanatorium for two years, left
during the second term, with our thanks for her devoted skill, and our
best wishes, Her place was taken by Miss Sexton, recently out here from
the US.A.
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one in here at this pointl

-

and we shall miss them.
them God Speed!"

We thank them for their service here and wish

11.

Office Bearers
HEAD OF SCHOOL
t R. P. Broad (H)
J. C. Charlton (N)

SCHOOL PREFECTS

Always a hit!l
• .•A LTE
e .
*.

R

I. A. Blair (G/I); J. C. Charlton (N); tG. C. Deacon (G);

t R. S. King (R);
D. A. McFarnell
D. Milton (C); tD. 1.
Tooley (S); E.
J.
Wainwright
(C/J). (N); J.

X

From Second Term, 1963:

LUEA

NM.J. Borwick (S); N. P. H. Macaulay (S); F. D. Rosenkranz (N/I); A. M.
Sutherst (H); P. K. Swan (R); R. J. Tweedie (H).
From Third Term, 1963:
. R. Lyth (N).H
KEY

THE 61111=11111M LUBRICATION SERVICE
a..

Catan
...

i.

D.A't~rnl

Vice-Captain

C. Chariton

-1.

SWIMMING AND WATER POLO

*...*

G
Captain

-

Captain -

Captain - P. R. Nolan
RUGBY FOOTBALL
D. A. McFarnell ATHLETICS Vice-Captain R. H, Bundred

Aecretary -

J. D. Milton
Y. C. Charlton

CRICKET
Captain Captain -

•

M. R. Lyth
Vice-Captain - R. M. Trendell
ASSOCIATION FOOTBALL
J. C. Chariton
Vice-Captain - D. 0. Robinson
TENNIS

Captain -- M. Barford
BOXING
Captain -- M. W. McFarnell SAILING Secretary -

Be kind to your car
-and

Commodore -

R. A. Dudin

T. A. S. Gibson

Secretary -

J. A. Gatti

GOLF
Captain - E. J. Wainwright

yourself

Assk for

Captain -

SQUASH
E. J. Wainwright

COMBINED CADET FORCE
Senior Cadet -3 . D. Milton Drum Major - P. K. Swan, tD. I. Tooley
tHE ••'-"_.
usrl1•a

•Captain
LBRIATIN

2

SERVICE AT YOUR NE.AREST
VE
CALTEX SERVICE STATION

0. Y. Adu;
Langley; J.
Rosenkranz;
J. Tweedic;

-SHOOTING
N. P. ff. Macaulay.
Brass Band: A. J. 0. Woods
Ohoir: I. R. Lenten
Library Prefect: E. J. Wainwright
Reading Room: J. P. Maclure
Assistant Librarians
W. P. Allen; M. J. Borwick; A. Boscovic; T. J. Ellis; A. G.
P. Maclure; M. May; D. 0. Ridsdale; R. 1. Rodgeis; F. D.
D. E. Scrimgeour; M. Sears; I. S. Sharrad; :J.E. Smart; R.
D. C. Upward; A. J. Welford.
t Left end of First Term, 1963
• Left end of Second Term, 1963

School Notes

SCIEX (EAST AFRICA) LTD.
P.O. Box 30199

NAImOBI

Office for Survey, Drawing Office and Dental Equipment
Lullington House, Ground Floor, Phone: 23044.
Office for Laboratory Equipment Mansion House,
First Floor, Phone: 24518.

STOCKISTS AND SUPPLIERS
OF REQUIREMENTS
for
LABORATORIES, 'SURVEY AND DRAWING OFFICES.
DENTAL SURGERIES
SOLE

AGENTS

FOR

KENYA

UGANDA

-

-

TANGANYIKA

-

ZANZIBAR FOR THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES:.
BAIRD & TATLOCK (LONDON) LTD.
Designers, Manufacturers and suppliers of Complete Laboratory
Installations and Apparatus for all Sciences.
HOPKIN & WILLIAMS LTD.
Manufacturers of AnalaR Laboratory Reagents and Fine
Chemicals.

W.

B. NICOLSON (SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS)
Physics Apparatus for Educational use.
HILGER & WATTS LTD. (HILGER DIVISION)
Refractometers, Spectrographs, Polarimeters, etc,
W. WATSON & SONS LTD.
Microscopes.
WORCESTER ROYAL PORCELAIN CO. LTD.
Laboratory Porcelain Goods only.
JAMES A. JOBLING & 0o, LTD.
Pyrex Laboratory Glassware.
EVANS, ADLARD & C0.
LTD.
"Postlip" Filter Papers.
EDWARDS HIGH VACUUM LTD.
Vacuum
Pumps. LTD.
HILGER
& WATTS
MASON

& SONS

LTD.

Drawing Office Equipment and Supplies.
WILD HEERBRUGU LTD.
Survey Instruments, Drawing Office Equipment Microscopes.
AMALGAMATED DENTAL CO. LTD.
Dental Surgeons' Requirements.

C. F. CASELLA & 0O.

LTD.

Meteorological Equipment, Altimeters, Compasses,
Photogrammetry.
ELGA PRODUCTS LTD.
Makers of Delonisers.
Also StOokIStSN ofiWHATMAN FILTER PAPER.
SPRING BALANCES (SALTER) Gram range only.
Suppliers of:ELECTROTHERMAL HEATING EQUIPMENT.
QUICKFIT & QUARTZ GLASSWARE
14

helps Youth Show in February.
*

LTD.

Survey Instruments and Equipment.
E. N.

A large party from School was amongst the 10,000 spectators duly
'sent' by Mr, Cliff Richard and the Shadows at the Mitchell Park Youth
*

The Nairobi Musical Society's production of Gilbert and Sullivan's
"Yeomen of the Guard" was enjoyed by an appreciative Sclhool contingent.
Mr. Lockhart was the musical Director; Mr. Liversidge had a leading part
and the set designed by Mr. Sim and built by Mr. Cave and Prince
of Wales boys, drew delighted applause from all audiences.
*
. .
Early in the year, the old Kikuyu grass disappeared from the Main
Quad. Capz Royal was sown, tended and watered. By Queen's Day, the
new greensward was pleasing to the eye.
*

*

Sir Donald and Lady Wolfit gave a Shakespeare Recital at the
National Theatre, which included generous extracts from "Macbeth",
this year's School Certificate play. During both evenings, school parties
were warm in their reception of such fine acting.
*

*

*

The Band of the 1st Staffordshire Regiment (The Prince of Wales
Own) gave an instrumental concert in the School Hall before a delighted
audience.
.

..

Sir Stanley Unwin, head of the famous London publishing house of
George Allen and Unwin, gave a fascinating talk on the publishing world
to senior boys, who plied him with penetrating questions.
*
*
There is now tarmac from C Entrance down past Rhodes-Nicholson
to the Second Master's corner. The approach road to the swimming pool
was much improved; many flowering bushes and shrubs were planted inpothe
classrooms area, and concrete pavements have been laid there, thus
facilitating movement between classes, especially during the rains. This
has also been done around Intermediate House.
15

Owing to the closing of the Salisbury Pool, the Kenya Swimming
Championships were held in March at the school pool, in an atmosphere
of great excitement.
*
*
*
During the long rains in April-May, the Nairobi water supply from
Sasumua Dam on the Kinangop was dramatically cut, when a landslide
severed the main pipe. Consequently there was a severe water shortage,
despite the deluging of the rains.
* * 0
Rugger enthusiasts flocked to Ngnng Road to watch.the visiting
Richmond (Surrey) XV play Central Province and an East African XV
in May. Richmond played their game against Nondescripts here at the
state of the Parklands ground.
end of their tour, owing to the water-logged
0 * 0
Pupils from the school joined parties from three other leading secondary
schools as guests of East African Airways at Embakasi Airport. They
were taken for a flight in a Friendship aircraft, which they were afterwards shown over.
*
*at
J. R. Q. Dawson won the Junior class of the Esso sponsored Art
competition for their 1964 Calendar.
*
* *
E. 1. Wainwright won the Kenya Junior Golf Championship.
•* .
*
In June the combined production of Gilbert and Sullivan's "The
Mikado" with the Kenya High School made school history: our first
musical production, our first stage venture at the National Theatre, and the
first with our sister school. Its success was so overwhelming that 'House
Full' notices went up all the week, and an extra matinee was called for on
the Saturday. The producer was Mr. E. R. Prince, an ex-member of the
Staff; Mr. Lockhart was the musical director with Miss Harmsworth from
the High School. An appreciation of the production appears in this issue.
*TOK
was also held on the school
League
Rugger
The final of the Army

Sir Hugh Foot was a surprise and welcome distinguished visitor during
the second term. Sir Hugh had served in Palestine, Jamaica and Cyprus
as Governor of the latter Colonies. He is now in the Economic Development side of the United Nations in New York. His fascinating talk
illuminated all those worlds for us most vividly.
*

*

frames and Shutters and number-rollers were made in the woodwork
room under Mr. Cave's expert supervision.
* * *
The winning design (illustrated below) in the Kenya Olympic
Aslociation stamp competition was submitted by J. H. Dawkins. More
than 300 designs were sent in. Other awards were Dawkins' second design;
H. Anderson; E. A. 1. Ulyate. Highly commended designs were sent in
by R. G. Townsend, F. Gritzalis and P. R. Simplon. I. R. Pickett was
awarded first prize in the Commonwealth Development Corporation bookcompetition.
pe

ein
The School had the honour of playing hosts to the visiting M.C.C.
Cricket team, which played a Combined Schools Xi in October. The
occasion was graced by the preseuice of the Acting Governor, Sir Eric
Griffith-Jones.

E*

A

T__

pitch, since there was water, water everywhere-else. The Scots Guards
played the Royal Horse Artillery. The match was preceded by a colourful,
stirring display by the Pipers of the Scots Guards.
*

*

4

St. Mary's play, "The Fourth Wall" by A. A. Milne, and the Duke of
York School production of "The White Sheep of the Family" by Ian Hay
and L. du Garde Peach were both greatly enjoyed by the school parties. The
Alliance High School's "Henry IV, Part One" was yet another production
we saw and liked.
Internal self-government for Kenya, after the KANU victory in the
General Elections, was declared on June lst, which was declared a public
holiday. Our half term had already been arranged for the following
weekend:- a memorable two for the price of onel
16

*

The cricket Scoring Hut, designed as a memorial to the late E. I.
Boase who was Master in charge of cricket from 1948 to 1960, was opened
in readiness for the cricket season in September. It is situated on the far
side of ihe Oval, to the right of the sight-screen wall. The woodwork
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P. Lacey; S. B. Leech; M. R. Lyth; I. A. McKechnie; J. D. Milton;
B. A. Newton; P. R. Nolan; E. R. H. Pickwell; J, R. Prickett; D. 1.
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The Thorn Tree

.*

Principal Subjects

Subsidiary
Subjects

East Africa's very own
Continental-style coffee
Shop and soda fountain
"The Thorn Tree",
delightfully situated in the
heart of Nairobi, and so
convenient too! Discreetly
separated from the roadway
by a car drive-in and
an island of flowers,
"See you at the
Thorn Tree"!

A BREATH OF PARIS IN THE HEART OF NAIROBI

THE THORN TREE

P. L.
C. M.
G. N.
C. P.
H. J.

Bonner
English; Hiqtory; French
K. Deas-Dawlish English; History; French
Gray
English; Hivtory; French
M. Harrison
English; French; Music
Molenveld
History; *Maths.

NN.P.
L. Price
D. L. Rhoad
A. C. Schwentafsky
C. Shaylor
P. W. Shearer

Sundays 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
OPEN-Weekdays from 8 a.m. to Midnight.

History; French
History
*Geography
Geography
French; *German

Latin
Latin
German
Latin
Eng. Lit.

H. C. Skett

tEnglish; French

J.
P.
J.
M.

English; French
Physics; *Chemistry; *Biology
*Physics; *Chemistry; *Biology Maths.

Waterton
E. Bundred
R. C. Carne
M. D. LawrenceBrown

History (Govt);
Geog.

Physics; Chemistry; *Biology

L. D, J. Macaulay

*Physics Chemistry;

K. P. W. J. McAdam
W. H. Stimson
J. G. Thorp
D. M. Anderson
J. G. Broome
A. J. Duncan
M. B. Evans

Physics;
Physics;
*Physics;
Maths.;
Maths.;
Maths.;
*Maths.;

*Biology

Chemistry; *Biology
Chemiltry; *Biology
Chemistry
Physics; *Chemistry
Physics; Chemistry
Physics; Chemistry

J. D. H-omfray

Maths.; *Physics

C. B. Lyle

Pure Maths.; App. Maths.;

D. Pereira

New Stanley Hotel - Nairobi - Kenya

English;
English;
History;
History;
English;

Latin

R. G. Taylor

H. Rt. Timmins

t distinction

Physics

*Maths.;
Maths.;

*Maths.;

Maths.
Maths.

Maths.
Maths.
French
French

French

Physics; *Chemistry French

*Physics; *Chemistry French

flPhytics; Chemistry

*pass at Subsidiary Level.

In the General Paper, I boy was awarded "Distinction" and 4 boys
were awarded "Good."
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A Good Story
Duke of York School Founder's Day

M. D. KAMPE INSURANCES
ROOM 113 MANSION HOUSE
P.O. Box 206 NAIROBI

Telephone: 20626

W hole Life Endowment
and

Education Assurance

Fire, Accident, I edical
and
ALL OTHER CLASSES OF INSURANCE
ARRANGED
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January 28, 1963.
"Let us now praise famous men and our fathers that begat us.

. ."

That verse and what follows it is often read or used as a text on such
occasions as this. For it is good at least once a year to look back, to see
from where we have come and to pay our tribute of gratitude to those:
who in their time did so much to leave for us such a School as this.

I find that this School* opened "in Government House with about 80
boys on January 27, 1949". Hence this commemoration today. And I read
also that the Headmaster was Mr. R. H. James, with three assistants Mr. Harris, Mr. Hesketh and Mr. Kitchener.
I read all that and much more about the early days of this School
in a publication called The Impala. In case-any
of you does not know,
that is the magazine of the Prince of Wales School. And the reason why
that is perhaps the best place to read about the foundation of this school
I will now try to tell you. It makes an interesting story.

"Early Days
European education had begun in this country originally. I believe,
for the children of railway officials. It expanded and what had begun as
one school in successive stages divided into primary and secondary sections
and also - perhaps this has been a great loss - into schools for boys
and separate schools for girls. About 1929
Sir Edward Grigg, then
Governor and later to become the first Lord Altrincham, had the vision
to see that Kenya would soon need a school to be rutn along the lines
of the English public schools. A good many people
thought he was crazy
not long after that I first came to this country and remember well the
fears felt by my friends. They really believed that if their children were
kept out here during their 'teens they would grow up either mentally
deficient or physically deformed or both. But despite those fears the
Prince of Wales School was founded and began on its present wonderful
site in 1931 - all honour to Sir Edward Grigg for his vision and persistence.
The girls were left to carry on much where the old railway school had
been, the site of the Nairobi Primary School now. They did not achieve
their magnificent new buildings until much later.
But the fears which I mentioned were a big factor in keeping down
the numbers of boya at the School for quite a while. Then the War came
and made it impossible to export boys for educational purposes, apart
from the few who gained entry to schools in S. Africa. People watched
with fascinated awe to see what would be the result of this enforced
experiment - what shape would these boys be? Would they be able to
think, to articulate, to pass examinations?
The event proved that, apart
23

to grow several inches taller, the Kenya products
their uptendency
from
to standard.
were well

New School
Sir Philip Mitchell then went on to tell his audience of how this site

I remember, in fact, reading about the end of the War an article in
the British Medical Journal by Sir Heneage Ogilvy. He was then attached
to the E. African Forces - now he is a Consultant Surgeon at Guy's
Hospital in London. He wrote full of praise for the effects of the African
sun, climate, food and ways of life on young men of European origin. I
am sure that we should all agree with Sir Heneage.
The Bulge

had been found, how His Majesty the King had graciously given permission
for the new school to be called the Duke of York's, and how he and Lady
Mitchell had decided to move from Government House so that the School
could begin there the next January until its first buildings here could be
ready.

So more and more parents, and after the War many more came to
live here, were deciding to have their boys educated in Kenya. By 1948
this was causing grave concern to the educational authorities and even
more anxiety to the Headmaster and staff at the Prince of Wales School.
The problem was where to put the greatly increased number of new
boys that had to be admitted in 1949.

"In this episode between your Headmaster and myself about the 100
boys requiring places in school next January, you have an admirable
example of discipline, and especially that self-discipline of which your
Headmaster spoke; the discipline of myself by himself. But, joking apart,
the epiaode was in fact an admirable example of discipline - of that
discipline which enables a man - which indeed compels a man - when
he sees that a thing is wrong, to go straight to the highest authority and
say, 'This is wrong and must not be done.'

On King's Day in October 1948 the Guest of Honour at the Prince
of Wales School was the Governor, Sir Philip Mitchell. I must quote part
of what he then said, and again the source of my information is the Impala
magazine.
"I was very glad to hear your Headmaster (that was Mr. Fletcher who
had come to the School in 1945; he retired in 1959) say that he was
profoundly thankful that Government has decided not to increase any
further the size of this school; you will note, however, that he did not say
that he was surprised to learn of this decision; and I will tell you why . . .
With a hundred boys to be provided for by the end of January and no
really suitable building available anywhere, you may imagine that there
was a flap. After personally examining every suggestion that anyone could
think of, I came to the conclusion that the only practicable thing to do
was, in the first place, to start building a new school on a suitable site
as soon as possible, and secondly to send the new draft to the Prince of
Wales School until their own buildings were ready. That seemed to me
to be a nice tidy arrangement which would have met the difficulty and
given us time to build the new school. Mr. Thornley, the member of my
Executive Council responsible for education, accepted this concluqion, but
obviously with some trepidation, which I found difficult to understand, for
he is a resolute man from Yorkshire. The same trepidation was perceptible
in the highest circles in the Education Department. I had not long to wait
however to discover the reason for it, for immediately the decision became
known to the Headmaster, I had one of those painful interviews with
him with which no doubt most of you are familiar; I had the slight
advantage that it was in my study and not in his, but the result was what
you would have expected. It began by my saying, "You've got to take
another 100 boys next January", to which he replied, "You've got to build
a new school". I said I couldn't build a new school by the middle of
and we argued about it and the whole question quite a bit. But,
as I have said, the result wa4 what you would expect, and we have, in
fact, decided not to send the new draft here, to build the new school at
"
once and to build it as rapidly as possible ....
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Earlier that same day Mr. Fletcher had spoken about the need for
discipline and so the Governor continued:"

In a sense that completes the story of this School'4 three principal
founders - Sir Edward Grigg who founded the first boys' secondary
boarding school, the Prince of Wales - Mr. Philip Fletcher who insisted
that this School begin in 1949, and Sir Philip Mitchell who made it
possible.
But the story certainly must not be left there. In the next number
of the Impala (July 1949) there is a section of 2 pages headed "flke of
York School". It tells of the early days of this School, first in Government House and then on this site of its own. And it tells how the School
had begun with three of its staff of four having come over from the Prince
of Wales. They have since, aa I expect many of you realise, been joined
by others. So began, and so has continued, a very close relationship
between the two schools.
Mr. Fletcher said on King's Day in 1948, speaking of the new school
soon to be founded, "We shall do all we can to help and encourage that
school. We look forward eagerly to the day when it is large enough to be
our rival, and provide that competition and stimulus which at present
" and the Impala echoed that sentiment some six months
we lack ....
later with the words, which have in them perhaps an understandable note
of patronage, "The Duke of York School must now settle down to the
long and patient struggle to build up what We all hope will one day be a
fitting rival to its elder brother, the Prince of Wales School."
Friendly Rivalry
Perhaps, as one who has been, both as parent and master, so closely
associated with "the other place" for more than 12 years now, I may be
panuary, to add how very fully I believe this School, under the leadership
permitted
first of Mr. James and now of your present Headmaster, has achieved all
that its elder brother hoped for it in those early days. And I hope too
that the rivalry between the two Schools, continue in the atmosphere of
25

much persoinal friendship between both staffs and boys, will always be a
help and spur to both fulfilling their task better,
As I have often said to visitors to this country, I believe that we are
indeed fortunate that a land whose resources are in many ways so small
should have not one but two schools so good as these.
Today we think with gratitude of this School's founders. It is therefore appropriate that I should finish by telling you a little more of what
they themselves had in mind.. On that same famous King's Day Mr.
Fletcher spoke, I think, more deeply from his heart than at any other
time about his aimst for his School. He said this:
"What is the summit to which we must try to climb? I make no secret
of it - any good school must aim to become a parish of the Kingdom
of God upon earth. Every boy and every master must be able to reach
the most perfect stage of spiritual, mental and physical growth of which
he is capable. I look for the day when boys may leave here aflame with
love for God and men, self-dedicated to the service of God and men, seeking nothing for themselves save the opportunity of work to do and strength
to do it. This is no hopeless or idealistic aim, to which only those richly
endowed with brains may aspire. The dullest boy in the dullest form has
in him a spark of the divine life. He can become honest, upright,
confident, industrious, reliable; he can, by his sheer goodness of character
and courage, become a shining light to all who know him; the salt of the
earth, the solid rock upon which a better world can be founded.
That is the summit. Upon myself and my staff there falls the terrific
responsibility of so shaping the curriculum of studies and of life here that
the School may continue to walk uphill, and not imagine that all is now
done . . . Our own skill and spirit are inadequate for the task; we need
advice and encouragement and constructive criticism. We need divine
help; this will surely come if you, and all who wish this School well, will
join your fervent prayers to ours."

complaint, whining and grumbling . . . , He went so far as to say that
people of that pessimistic sort would do best if they went out into the
garden and shot themselves. They would then "at least perform one useful
function, as fertiliser."
Sir Philip then went on, in more serious vein, "But if, combined with
a real faith and belief in God and in the Christian way of life which you
have been learning at this School and I hope in your homes, you have
also the inspiration of loyalty to the King, to Britain and to the Commonwealth, and especially to this country in which you have made your homes
if you can see that life may well be dangerous, even more dangerous
for the next generation than for the last, but that it is tremendously
worthwhile, and that there are on all sides things tremendously worth
doing . . . "
So said the Governor of this country, one of the founders of this
School, in 1948. And he ended his speech with this quotation, "written
about those who founded the American Colonies in the 17th century:
What were you carrying, Pilgrims, Pilgrims?
What did you carry beyond the sea?
We carried the Book, we carried the Sword,
A steadfast heart in the fear of the Lord,
And a living faith in his plighted word
That all men should be free.
I think no words could better express the spirit in which this great
School was founded ". . why then you will find opportunity continuously
within your reach, opportunity for doing things which you will be glad
to remember afterwards; and you will be the sort of young men this
country, the Commonwealth and the world need . . .

Well-founded
Such then were the thoughts in Mr. Fletcher's mind when he was
fighting so hard and so successfully to make sure that this School should
begin its work in 1949. They seem to me to sum up well how it should
be in a place founded and built up for the fostering of "godliness and good
learning" - to borrow a phrase from the Founder's Day prayer of my
own old school in England.
Together with Mr. Fletcher, the Headmaster of the Prince of
Wales School, you regard Sir Philip Mitchell rightly as your founder. In
making his lovely home available for the School to start under its roof
he was also your first great benefactor. On that same day Sir Philip
spoke words that might seem even more to the point, now, after 15 years,
than when they were first spoken. He warned about the danger of the
people he called the "Weary Willies" - people who display "a sort of
mixture of cynicism and defeatism and, if I may be permitted such an
expression, of 'what the hellism' which findS its outlet in continuous
26
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Sir Eric Griffith-Jones, K.B.E., C.M.G., Q.C., Acting Governor of
Kenya, was our Guest of Honour this year together with Lady GriffithJones, The Guard of Honour was mounted once again, and for the last
time, in Main Quad, which looked attractively green with its new carpet
of Cape Royal grass. Junior Under Officer I. D. Milton commanded the
Guard and Sgt. P. K. Swan was Drum Major of the Band.
After the Royal Salute, Sir Eric inspected the parade; then returned
to the dais to take the Salute at the March Past. The weather, the setting,
the colour, the larger group of spectators, than ever before - all these,
plus the superb turn-out of the Cadet Force, and the knowledge that this
was the last of all the Queen's Days and the King's Days that have been
the occasion a proud one and one that will
- made
held
at the School
be remembered
down
the years.
Guests moved down to the Hall for the Speeches and prize-giving,
some to sit in the shade of the trees and to listen to the loudspeakers,
others in to the Hall itself, whose stage had been beautifully decorated
in a red, white and blue motif by Mrs. Agar. Lady Griffiths-Jones was
presented with a bouquet by Claire Saville, daughter of the Senior English
master, as the distinguished guests arrived to take their seats on the stage.
Colonel Dunstan Adams, Chairman of the Board of Governors made a
wise and witty introduction of our main guests, reviewing briefly Sir
Eric's distinguished legal career, and paying tribute to his wise counsel
and deep and broad humanity.
He called first on the Headmaster to
present his annual report.
The Headmaster formally welcomed our distinguitihed guests in this,
the last Queen's Day as such. A new tradition would have to be set in
the name and the time of the future prize-giving-cum-speech day. He
was sorry that no Minister of Education.had yet been able to attend the
celebrations, especially as they would have to pass the 'temporary' classrooms en route for the 'squalidness of the Hall'.
"It is usual on this occasion, for the Headmaster to deliver a report
on the School's year; but Schools are so much alike, the world over, and
when you've heard one such report you've heard the lot. I could, of course,
change things by telling you about some of the more sordid happenings
of our year, but I doubt whether my job would be safe if I did." He
outlined the satisfactory trend of the examination results and School
games; then turned to the Combined Cadet Force. "The C.C.F. has had
a profound effect upon the history of the School ever since its inception
and it has helped to shape the lives and destinies of a great number of
boys. Its value in character training cannot be over-estimated and the
way in which it has helped those boys who have not otherwise been able
to find a niche in which they could shine has been quite priceless. To
Major Fyfe as Commanding Officer and to all the other Officers who have
.9

given up much time to run the Corps, believing in its value, I extend
my srympathy that it must die and my gratitude for their selfless service
in the Cadet Force.
I was, therefore, extremely glad to find that many new clubs and
have sprung up all over the School and have met immediateciumtnehaben
societies
popularity. The Scouts have continued to thrive and we may now have
to start a second troop. Mr. Cowie's invasion of Kilimanjaro with two
hundred boys was another welcome innovation. I hope that we can
develop in all these directions and so lessen the severity of the loss of
the C.C.F. Many members of the staff have been magnificent in their
efforts to get these activities going and I am most grateful to those of them
who have become so willingly committed. I feel that there is a new
atmosphere of zeal about the place.
For me, and for many others I am
was the production of the "Mikado" in
School. The. atandard of singing achieved
quite wonderful and I do hope that such
in the years to come."

sure, the highlight of the year
concert with the Kenya High
by Mr. Lockhart's training was
occasions will become frequent

The Headmaster reported that sixteen members of the Staff would
have left between August and next April - whilst being unable to
disguise his sorrow at their loss, he was deeply indebted to them for
their service to the School and wished them good fortune in their future.

In conclusion, the Headmaster thanked "Mr. Fyfe as second Master
and all my staff for so nobly rising to the challenge of difficult
circumstances for the School throughout the last few years. That the
School continues to flourish and, I'm sure, will continue to flourish is
tribute in itself. The British characteristic of becoming strong in adverse
circumstances has been much in evidence this year, and if anything, I
uhinvdnetisyrndfayhngI
think-the School has grown in stature. Coupled with the staff, I thank,
also, the Chairman and Board of Governors who, though often hitting
their heads against brick walls, have sometimes managed to knock the
walls down - few bsee the devoted work they do, but all should be
taff for all they he
ors
oth
G
My thanks tob
gatl
grateful. My thanks to both Governors and Staff for all they have
achieved in 1963."
The deCadet
I-aaffForce.
Cup This
is awarded
best Cadet
the
Combined
year itannually
goes to toI. the
D. Milton,
who incommanded the Guard of Honour today.

Form Prizes:
W Mathematics
IV Science
IV Arts
IVe
IVd

Fry
F. Warren
French
Dawkins
Nicholson

Form IV Subject Prizes:

He pleaded with Government to consider three year tours for
expatriate teachers, "to maintain continuity and the smooth running of
the School", thereby newly recruited teachers would give more loyal and
continuous service and not give the impression of being rolling stones.

English Language
History
Geography
Latin
French

The Headmaster commented on the integration of non-European boys
in to the School, in the light of two years' experience as 'certainly beyond
moet peoples' expectation.' He then sounded a warning to both parents
and boys that they should think of a future career in terms of where a
boy's greatest talents might lie. The Headmaster was perturbed by the
number of boys who were leaving school prematurely before achieving the
summit of their potentiality - such short-term thinking inevitably led to
regrets and remorse. Self-discipline was the basic answer, which would
respond to the disciplinary code of the school. "What does emerge is
that the environmental influences have become stronger than those of
the home, and all the forces responsible have been castigated on speechdays up and down the length of the land. How can we make our
youngsters realise that they are being systematically exploited for their
inexperience by big business And commercial enterprise? I can't profess
to answer that and I am really sorry for parents for having such an
unequal battle to fight. But fight they must; of that I am certain, if their
children are not to be a disappointment to them."

Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Art
Metalwork
Woodwork
Technical Drawing
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P.G.
1. D.
P. H.
J. H.
M. P.

P. H. French
B. A. Dokelman
D. A. Henderson
P. H. French
P. H. French
P.
P.
D.
P.

N.
H.
A.
M.
x. H.
R. H.
R. K.
W. J.

T. Lisle, P. 0. Fry
French
Henderson
Byro
Dawkins
West
Joslyn
Poppleton

P.
R.
J.
E.
E.
F.

Hime
Tweedie
Fielden
Wainwright
Wainwright
Rosenkranz

Upper Vl Subject Prizes:
English
History and Geography
French
Mathematics
Physics
Chemistry
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i.
J.
A.
I.
J.
D.

F.. J. Wainwright
P. D. Cahill
P. J. Hime

Subsid. Subjects
General English
Government

John Charters' Memorial Prizes for Music :
J. R. Lepton
A. J. 0. Woo(lc

Vocal
Instrumental

Old Cambrian Prizes for Public Service :
E. J. Wainwright
R. A. Dudin

Library
Services to Sailing Club

Headmaster's Prizes for Chanel Reading:
R. J. Tweedie, J. R. Lepton
Hoard of Governors' Prize to Head of School:
I. C. Charlton
SIR ERIC GRIFFITH-JONES
"The Headmaster has referred to the previous occasion on which
I spoke at this School. It was shortly after the first Lancaster House
Constitutional Conference in February 1960 — when all in Kenya were
trying to assess the strength and character of the 'wind of change' and
the effects that it would have on each of us. and the little worlds in
which we lived. Some did not much like what they saw in the mirror
of the future; some were reluctant to look into that mirror and preferred
to keep the curtains of the then present and familiar past drawn across
it. Eventually, however, all had. to face that mirror. Most of those who
didn't like what they. saw have. left the country -- I don't blame them
— it is better for them -- and for those who stay that they should
have gone. Others, like myself, have left or will leave shortly because
in the shape of . family
their task in this country is done, and destiny
or another job calls them elsewhere. For all, there are probably
regrets of one kind or another; for all too, the reality when it occurs,
be it the staying or the going, is seldom as bad as it appeared in prospect.
This does not mean that we should delude ourselves that all is for
the best in this best of all possible worlds in Kenya, or anywhere else;
there are, and always will be, many difficulties, troubles, dangers, to be
solved and overcome. But as we face the challenge of the future, whatever it may hold for each one of us, let us not frighten ourselves with
imaginary dangers, fears and difficulties; the real ones will tie enough!
Let ua rather face that challenge realistically, with good sense, courage
and faith in that "Divinity that shapes our ends, rough-hew them how
we will."
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"East African Standard".
Queen's Day: The Inspection of the Guard of Honour.

Queen's Day: The March Past.

"East African Standard".

"East African Standard".
Queen's Day: Lady Griffith-Jones receives a bouquet from Claire Saville.

Among the regrets for many of us will be tint the Combined Cadet
Force is, as the Ile:Monster has mentioned, passing from the scene. But
judging by its final formal parade today, which I had the honour to
inspect, its bearing at its passing was a fi tting climax to an honourable
history of service and training. My respectful and valedictory congratulations to all who were on parade today and especially to Junior Under
Officer J. D. Milton, who commanded the Corps and to the C.O., Major
Fyfe, whom incidentally I meet regularly whenever there is a major
demonstration off the Ngong Road of that form of non-nuclear warfare
known as Rugger. In the absence of the Cadet Force, I very sincerely
hope that as many of you boys as possible will swell the ranks of the
Scouts; and avail yourselves of that splendid shaping and testing ground
for character - the Outward Bound Courses at Loitokitok.

P. S. Whee:er.
The Swinurzing Tecon.

I want to refer to another matter mentioned by the Headmaster;
premature leaving. I have another reason to add to the Headmaster's
for considering it vitally important to the boy himself that he should
be allowed, and left, to run his full course at School. The academic
value of education is of course enormous, and the Mtainment of the
maximum academic qualifications within a boy's capabilities. To my
mind, no less an important aspect of education is the moulding and
development of a boy's character. Ills years at School are his most
impressionable • his formative years --- and the qualities that he will
display in later life will trace back very largely to the influences that were
brought to bear on him during those formative years when he was at
school or should have been. A boy who left or is allowed to leave
school before he has had a chance of becoming a Prefect, or getting
colours for some sports that he is good at, or learning through duties
of the more senior boys what it is to exercise authority and to carry
responsibility for others. is suffering an incalculable disadvantage." Sir
Eric kid particular stress on this aspect of a boy's career, and spoke
from his own personal experience. "Education is an expensive business,
and the greatest value for father's money is to he had in my experience
and judgment, in the seventeenth and eighteenth years of a boy's life."
Quoting an extract from Kipling's "If", Sir Eric continued on the
subject of sportsmanship. the importance of which in a boy's developing
sense of value he laid emphasis. He instanced several recent had examples
of supposedly grown-ups on the liekl of play which betrayed the standards
of sportsmanship, "which is greater than sport itself."
In conclusion, Sir Eric quoted part of a prayer which Rudyard
Kipling wrote for young people:

A. K. Fyfe.

"Father in heaven who loyal all,
0 help thy children when they call;
That they may build from age to age
An undefiled heritage,
That we, with Thcc, may walk uncow'd

The Shooting Team.
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By fear or favour of the crowd;
That, under Thee, we may possess
Man's strength to comfort man's distress.
Teach us delight in simple things,
And mirth that has no bitter springs;
Forgiveness free of evil done,
And love to all men 'neath the sun."
Mr. B. A. Kampf made a sincere and warm vote of thanks to Sir
Eric and Lady Griffith-Jones. Then after three rousing cheers for our
Guests of Honour, called for by J. C. Charlton, Head of School, the
formal proceedings were rounded off by the National Anthem.
Parents and friends then had refreshments in the Main Dining Hall
and were able to browse round a wide variety of exhibitions — the
Geographical Society, Metalwork, Motor Club, the Natural History Club,
Scouts, Woodwork, the Photographs of the Kilimanjaro Expedition in
August, as well as to watch a P.T. demonstration by the Gym Club.

This space kindly
donated by

•

Clive House
Housemaster: Mr. F. Hill
Assistant Housemaster: Mr. S. A. Ware.
Head of House: J. D. Milton
Prefects: J. P. Maclure, B. A. Newton, P. H. Sapiro, J. S.
Sharrad, E. A. J. Ulyate, P. J. Hime.
Again Clive has done well this year, despite the loss of many
outstanding members at the end of last year, and once again the cups
have, at last , moved round the edge of the mantel-piece.
We began the year by winning the newly inaugurated Hockey festival
and managed to keep the Knockout Cup, for which the team played hard
and combined well under Ulyate's Captaincy. Unfortunately our League
teams failed to keep the League Cup, which we lost to Grigg. Milton,
Sharrard, Ulyate and Mytton Watson played for the School 1st XXII. As
usual the Swimming Standards were not brilliant and we came down hard
in the Gala. Nolan distinguished himself once again and our
congratulations go to him for being School Swimming Captain. Erasmus,
Fallon, Becher, Chedotal, Duxbury and Rundgren swam well for the
School. However, this year 'we, at last, managed to win the water polo
in the hard game against Nicholson.
We managed to keep up our good work on the Sports field in the
second term, for much to our surprise, we won the League Rugger Cup.
In the knockout Competition we were narrowly beaten by Nicholson in the
final. Milton, Carroll, Ulyate, Sharrard and Duxbury played for the
School 1st XXX. The first two were awarded their colours. Milton and
Carroll played for Combined Schools, and also went on the tour to Dares-Salaam.
Ulyate won the individual school Driving Competition and the house
won the new Taunus Trophy presented by Ryce Motors for the interhouse Driving Competition, organised by the Motor Club.
We got off to a good start in the Athletics by winning the Standards
Bowl. Unfortunately, we did not shine in the actual Athletics Competition.
However we won the Composite 'B' relay and were narrowly beaten in
the Composite 'A'. Duxbury put the Midshipman Cup back on the mantelpiece. Hime ran for the School and was reawarded his colours. Our
success in the Athletics was made possible by the work of Film in
organising our efforts.

V. M. BROWSE LTD.

In the football, Clive seems to be settling down comfortably. Sharracl,
Ulyate, Carroll, Snaith and Duxbury are playing for the XXII. In our
Cricket we narrowly lost the Cricket Festival to Rhodes, but we have made
a good beginning on the House matches, having beaten Hawke and Scott.
Milton, Maclure, Simon, Newton, Rundgren, Harvey and Hime are playing
in the 1st XXII. Clive supplied a large number for the Guard of Honour
and as a result of Junior Under Officer Milton's leading the parade, we have
regained the de Haaff Cup. In minor games we have been successful in
winning the squash and golf where Wainwright and Sharrad excelled
themselves.
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During the year we lost Nolan and Erasmus, whose presence was

Grigg

missed on the Sports field.

At the beginning of the year Clive sustained the loss of Mr. Fyfe,
who has been Housemaster of Clive for over eleven years. He took over
the position of second Master and with deep regret we hear he will be
leaving the school in March. He will indeed be a great loss to the School,
especially on the Rugger Field. Our congratulations go to him on being
the President of the R.F.U.E.A. this year. However his position of Housemaster has been very ably filled by Mr. Hill, to whom we are all very
grateful and sorry to find he is leaving us soon - at the end of the term.
To both of these outstanding masters we wish a happy and prosperous
future.
I We were also very sorry to see Mrs. Elkington. leave this term, for
*he, no doubt, produced some of the best food in the school. To her also
we wish the best in the future. Her place has been filled by Mrs. Pell,
and, as always, we extend our grateful thanks to Miss Cochrane for her
efort
beindthescees.the
stout efforts behind the stou
scenes.
This year, unfortunately, we have dropped to last place for the Work
Shield. However, this term all boys are working hard to gain better resu!ts.
Finally, to those boys left next year we ,wish the best of luck, as we
do to those who are leaving.

TEILOUS6

Housemaster: Mr. E. L. Barnett
Assistant Housemaster: Mr. D. Oxiade
Head of House. I. A. Blair.
Prefects: M. Barford, P. D. Cahill, J. M. Cleave, A. J. Flood,
F. J. C. McIver, M. D. V. May, D. B. Strachan.
At the end of the last year we were sorry to lose Mr. Hill, and our
thanks go to him for all his efforts on our behalf. To replace him Mr.
Oxiade arrived and we hope he has settled down to enjoy his stay
in Grigg.
The first term shewed a great effort by the whole House. We won
as was
Thesim
standrd wio g a tf
brlt
w
immers,
swimming standards without having any brilliant swimmers, .as was
reflected by our gala position. In the Hockey league cup we did well,
winning it for the first time ever. We were represented in the 1st XXII by
Strachan, Riches and Fairclough. At the end of term Deacon left for
England. He was an inspiring Head of House and we wish him every
success.
Cleave, Bennett-Rees, Sears, Anderson and Barford are to
congratulated
in obtaining Ist Class Passes in School Certificate.

be

In the Rugby term we did as well al could be expected with the little

CHALLENGE CUPS

talent that we had. We did, however, do better at Athletics mainly due
to the efforts of Eyre and Jones. Jones made a sterling effort in being

SPORTS TROPHIES OF ALL KINDS

* C U P S

runner-up for the Victor Ludorum. Eyre, E. Rotunno and B. Allison
represented the School in the Triangular and Eyre went forward to the
Inter-triangular meeting. Clive narrowly beat us in the Standards cup
and we improved on last year's position in the Sports. The term was
one in which the House excelled itself in work; our efforts brought us

SS HIELDS

the Work Shield.

"B OW LS

"*

M EDALS

M. Barford was appointed School Captain of tennis and with Strachan

and Grafton in the School team hopes were high for the tennis cup.
Strachan deserves special mention as he won three titles at the Parklands

]M I N I A T U R E S
SP OONS

Open Junior Tennis Tournament, and also for winning the Potter Cup.

This term our cricketers are doing well, being still unbeaten and we
hope to see that elusive cup on our shelves at the end of the year. The
soccer players are doing fairly well and are looking forward to a successful

"* T A N K A R D S

SHAND
DOB ENGRAVING TO ORDER
AIES

LRD.R

season.

D O B B IE S L T DP.O..Box 93,

Barford and Jones are in the cricket 1st XXII; Nkute and Blair in
the soccer 1st XXII. Jones did very well in being selected to play for
Combined Schools.

ESSO House, Queensway,
N A I R OB I

'Phone: 20285.
J
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Congratulations to West and S. Cunningham who won their weights
in Kenya Schoolboy Boxing Championships.
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During the yeat colours were awarded to:

1. Pairclough, Riches,

Jones and Eyre.
Our thanks go to the matrons who have looked after us during the
year. We would like to thank Mrs. Phillips, who left at the end of the
second term, for her invaluable assistance. Mrs. Oxlade has taken over
from her and we wish her a happy association with the House. Mrs.
Jessop i4 leaving at the end of the year after giving sterling service for
14 years. We wish her every happiness for the future.
We would also like to thank Mr. Barnett for his efforts on behalf
of the House. He continues as Housemaster for another year and we
hope that during that time the House will achieve even better results.
Finally, our best wishes go to Blair who leaves at the end of the
year. As Head of House he has set an example of quiet determination,
and we are sorry to lose him. Other leavers also go with our good wishes
for their success in the future.

Hawke House
Housemaster: Mr. D. S. Hogge
Assistant Housemaster: Mr. A. G. Potter
Head of House: R. J. Tweedle
Prefeets: A. Sutherst (School prefect),

J. A. Flelden, D. 0.
Ridsdale, A. M. Dale, N. C. W. Idris, J. R. Lenton.

As we had lost most of the good sportsmen
the previous few years,
our hopes of doing well in 1963 were slim, and of
on the whole these fears
have been justified. We did, however, manage to win the Swimming Gala
for the fifth consecutive year, though by the barest margin of one point.
Broad won the Senior Diving, Todd the Junior, and Verity the 100 yards
freestyle.
Though we did not do so well in the inter-house Hockey Competitions, Hawke was represented in the School 1st X[ by Broad, Tweedie,
Gill and Dale (Colours). Dale also played for the Combined School.
The House Dance as always was a great success.
Broad, after a dazzling sports career in the School, left at the end
of the Ist term, with the distinction of being Head of School, and with
five Colours on his blazer.

THE MODERN SCHOOL OF
DANCING
P.O. Box 14368

--

Westlands

--

NAIROBI

Telephone: 60306, NAIROBI
Studio: EMPIRE THEATRE
PRIVATE AND CLASS LESSONS IN

BALLROOM
GREEK

TAP

All Enquiries to the Secretary

Lessons in Ballroom Dancing are given

Despite the efforts of Mr. Phillips, we lost the rugger Cup. Hawke
did however have Fielden, Dale and Barnard in the 1st XV, and all three
were awarded their colours, Dale and Barnard also went on the Combined
Schools tour. In the 2nd XV were Sutherst, Tweedie and Gill.
Athletics has never been one of the House's strong points, and this
year w- came last by a bigger margin than ever! Our only claim to fame
was the winning of the 4 by 110 yards relay.

Hawke rose to second place in the work Shield at the end of the
sezond term. In July a great blow was dealt to the House by the sudden
departure of Mr. Phillips to England. In the four years that he was with
the Home, he served it to the uttermost. He has indelibly left the mark
of his personality in every feature of the House activity. He must also
be remembered for the work he put into coaching the 2nd XV tugger.
We w'sh both him and his family all the best in England.

at the School.

As our new Housemaster, we welcome Mr. Hogge: We hope that
his stay with the House will be a happy one, and much longer than his
brief visit last year.
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One of the first things that. has felt Mr. Hogge's presence is the
House Cricket team, though lack of material has made its successes so far
not impressive. Cricket however may look forward to a brighter future.
House Soccer is also not doing too well, and there is little hope of
retaining the Cup. Barnard is our only permanent representative in the
Ist XI.
At the moment there are five boys with House Colours: Sntherst,
Dale, Fielden, Tweedie and Barnard.
-

Mrs. Jessop, the Catering matron for Hawke-Grigg is leaving at the
end of the term after many years' service to the Schoolwith her go
our sincere thanks and good wishes.
Though at the end of the year Hawke will again be losing many
Senior boys, we hope that its individuality and traditional spirit will go
from strength, to strength.

Nicholson House
Housemaster: Mr. P. V. Caswell
Assistant Housemasters: Rev. P. R. Davies, Mr. J. H. Atherton
Head of House: J. C. Charlton
Prefects: T. E. B. Jacobs, M. R. Lyth, M. W. McFarnell, P. N.
Maudsley, M. L. Scarratt, R. Walker, J. J. Whitfield.
We ended last year on a glorious note by winning the Carthusian
Shield, for the first time since 1956. This year, too, has been fairly
successful, and we have so far achieved our aim of coming in the top
three at everything, although we have not won as much as we had hoped.
We have had, however, the rather unusual honour of providing the
Captains of all the major School games. David McFarneIl captained both
the School and Combined Schools hockey and rugby sides whilst Charlton
and Lyth have captained the soccer and cricket. Moreover, Michael
McFarnel[ is Captain of boxing, Came is Captain of swimming, and
Charlton and Trendell are the Vice-Captains of hockey and cricket.
The Rev. Davies joined us at the beginning of the year in succession
to Commander Hollebone who had gone on leave, and Mr. Atherton joined
ua in the third term. We welcome both to Nicholson and wish to thank
Commander Hollebone for the painstaking work he did on our behalf,
particularly in looking after our money.

Support
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Industry

AND buy the best

Coffee by JAYGEE

-

-

OLD GOLD, KENYA BLEND
JAYCOL.

Selling Agents

R. 0.

HAMILTON LTD.

P.O. Box 12030, NAIROBI
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David McFarnell, Charlton and Cousins were regular members of

the School hockey team, and we had high hopes of winning the hockey
cup but were once again foiled by Clive. However, we did better than
usual at swimming coming third in the standards competition and holding
first place throughout the sports until the last race when we were pipped
by Hawke, by one point I We were also beaten in the final of the waterpolo. Several from the House took part in the Kenya Junior Swimming
Championships in which Came won the 100 yards free-style event.
In the second term the two McFarnells, Lyth and Jacobs played
regularly in the School rugby side and MceFarnell, Lyth and Jacobs were
also selected for Combined Schools. It was a fitting tribute to David
McFarnell's skill and leadership when we won the rugby cup, and we
looked forward to retaining the athletics cup, but this was not to be. David
MeFarnell broke his ankle in the last rugger match of the term, Bridges

was in hospital following a most tragic accident at boxing and two of our
more promising juniors left before the end of term, so all in all we did
remarkably well to come second. The highlight was undoubtedly the
excellent performances of Michael McFarnell who won the senior crosscountry, mile, 440 yards and high jump, and came second in the 100
yards and 220 yards. He was also favourite for the 880 yards, and might
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Rhodes House

have set a new record had he not had to withdraw with stomach trouble.
Even so he established an unchallengeable lead as Victor Ludorum; the
first time such a trophy has been awarded. Earlier in the term he had
led us to victory in the boxing competition and had been awarded the
cup for being the most promising boxer in the Kenya Junior Championships. It was during this term that the School joined forces with the
Kenya Girls High School to produce "The Mikado" at the National
Theatre. Whether it was Gilbert and Sullivan or the girls which proved the
attraction is uncertain but Nicholson provided the bulk of the male
principals,
enjoyed.and back-stage workers; a great experience which was
thoroughly chorus

Housemaster: Mr. C. R. Burton
Assistant Housemaster: Mr. D. S. Atkinson
Head of House: P. K. Swan
Prefeets: J. C. Allen, W. P. Allen, R. J. Cherry, P. M. Flutter,
H. R. Fenwick, D. Robinson, C. B. Shepherd.
As in previous years, the 1st term began with rather disappointing
School Certificate results with only Adu, Brown, Greenaway and Welford
managing to secure first grade passes. We wish this year's School
Certificate and Higher School Certificate candidates every success in the
forthcoming examinations.

As these notes are being written, it is too early to judge how we shalt
finish the year although both our cricket and soccer sidel should be welt
in the hunt. Trendell is having a fine season with both bat and ball
and was selected to play for the Nairobi Combined Schools XI against
the M.C.C. touring side, whilst Charlton, McFarnell and Scarratt are in
the School soccer team.

We started the year with high hopes of winning the Hockey league
but these were dashed in the last round when we were narrowly beaten by
Grigg. However, failing this, we renewed our hopes for' the knock-out
competition only to be defeated again before reaching the final.
Like our hockey the swimming team met with little succes, despite
the fact that we had several strong swimmers. However on the final day
we pulled ourselves up to third position.
for Hockey XX[I were King, 1. C. Allen and Swan;
those for the Swimming team were Lusted, Purtell, Cole, Kohser and

We were sad to hear that Mrs. Wilkie will be leaving us before the
end of the term and wish to thank her and Mrs. FHemming for the cheerful way in which they have looked after us.

SRepresentatives
Summary of the year :whilst
1962/3
1963/1
1963/2

Work

Swimming Standards
Swimming Sports
Water-Polo
Rugby
Athletics Standards
Athletics Sports
Boxing

1st
:2nd

Mearl. Congratulations should go to both Mears and Swan for obtaining
School colours.

3rd
3rd
2nd

At the end of the term we were sorry to say goodbye to our Head of
House, King, and also to Mantheakis. We wish them both the very best
for the future.

2nd
1st
3rd
2nd
1st

The standard of Rugby in the second term was considerably higher
than that of previous years. However, although the House played vigorous
and spirited rugby throughout the season the Hamilton Cup eluded us we lost by half a point to Clive. We succeeded in winning the first of
the knock-out matches but when we were reduced to fourteen men in the
second game the odds against us proved too great. Fenwick, Shepherd,
Swan, D. Robinson, G. Robinson, Connor, 1. C. Allen, Welford and
Dokelman all played for the School Ist XXX; whilst Fenwick, Shepherd
and Swan were awarded school colours. Congratulations go to Shepherd
on being picked for Combined Schools. House colours this term went
C. Allen, Cherry, Connor, B. Dokelman, D. Robinson, G. Robinson
to:
and J.Shepherd.

School Colours:
Hockey: D. McFarnelt
Rugby: D. McFarnell, M. Lyth, Jacobs,
M. McFarnel
Scarratt
Swimming: Came,
Athletics: Charlton, M. McFarnell

Athletics in the second half of the term proved to be the House's
strongest poinL With able coaching from W. P. Allen the tug of war
team secured the du Toit Cup; this was closely followed by the cross
country 'B' cup. On Sports Day the House pulled off both the Allsopp
cup for the Mile Medley and the composite 'A' relay. The day was rounded

House Colours:
-

Bridges, Silver, Rosenkranz, Cousins, Scarratt.
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off by our winning the Athletics cup. Individual cups were won by Cole,
D. Robinson and Outram, whilst other members who distinguished themselves were G. Robinson, H. R. Fenwick, J. Fenwick, Adu and Knight..
Adu, H. R. Fenwick, Outram, Preketes and both Robinsons represented
the House in the School team, whilst Adu, Outram and Preketes were
awarded colours.
Gibson gained the title of Kenya Champion after three hard fights
at the Boxing championships held during the term.
At the end of the term we were sorry to see Connor and Taylor
leave for the U.K. We wish them both every succesi in the future.
The third term began by our winning the Cricket festival, and we
hope to see the soccer and cricket cups on the shelf. Representatives for
Soccer XXII are D. Robinson (vice Capt.), G. Robinson, Adu, Gibson and
Swan whilst those for cricket arc Flutter, Cherry, Lunn, W. P. Allen and A.
J. Welford.
It now only remains to thank Mr. Burton, who it leaving, the House
at the end of term, for all the invaluable work which he has put into the
House. We wish him and his family the very best in the future.
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Housemaster: Mr. N. R. M. Chadwick
Assistant Housemasters: Mr. H. R. M. Cowie, Mr. P. J. Brown
Head of House: N. P. H. Macaulay
Prefects: M. J. Borwick, A. Boakovic, C. J. Manuel, J. E. Smart,
D. G. Upward.
This year, unhappily, marks the passing of the C.C.F. and with it the
competition for the Ashburton Shield. We should therefore particularly
like to congratulate our five members of the Ashburton team, Macaulay
(Captain), Ellis, Bond, Ross and Cable for their part in helping the School
to win the last battle. Ellis, Bond and Macaulay came 1st, 2nd and 3rd
respectively, and Ellis won the Legat Cup. The House was well represented
in the Guard of Honour and Bands, which were the highlight of our last
Queen's Day.
Our thanks go to Borwck For captaning the House Swimming so
ably and for hWs efforts in the School Swimming team; and to MacLennan
who distinguished himself in the Kenya Junior championships, and who
at the age of 15 came equal 1st in the School 100 yards butterfly.
The Byrne Hockey Cup team acquitted itself well considering it had
only one member of the School 1st Xl, but was beaten in the final.
Macaulay played for the School 1st Xf and was awarded Colours.

In Rugger, we lost the Hamilton Cup after holding it for many years
in succession.
Congratulations to Bundred, Macaulay and Evans who
played in the School 1st XV and who were all awarded Colours. Duiks
also had a good season in the School 2nd XV.

LIM ITED

Telephone 55022

Scott House

P.O. Box 14240

In Athletics, Hundred, the School Captain, put up some fine
performances for both the School and House, and beat the School record

for the 220 yards.
The increased amount of spare time provides excellent opportunities
for those who like to be active: golf, tennis, squash, -debating, musical
evenings, but time seems to hang heavily for those less resourceful and
for whom we are finding it necessary to organise frequent activities such
as cross-country runs, in addition to the normal soccer and cricket.
Mr. Outram left us after the second term. Our sincere thanks go to
him for all the work be put into the House when Mr. Chadwick was on

leave.

Our Head of House D. J. Tooley, left
us at the end of the first term
to get some experience of farming in England; and he was followed by
44
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Bundred and Winter at the end of the second term, the first to a Technical
College in North Wales and the second to Chartered Accountancy.
It was with great regret that Clive and Scott said goodbye to Mrs.
by us all. We
appreciated
Elkington, whose catering has been so much and
Mr. Brown joined us in
welcome Mrs. Pell in her place. Mr. Cowie
the third term. They have already given much valued assistance to out
Soccer and Cricket teams. And once again our thanks go to Miss Cochrane
for her loyal, if unspectacular, help in the House.
The Carthusian Shield came back to us; in the first term; we are all
striving to retrieve it this term. Perhaps the highlight of the year, (though
not much publicity is usually given to these things) was the news in
Febrarydates,
We verymuchadhopeo
f
reseamong ourt 19pS e Cerf
tiiyeate
candidates. We very much hope to repeat that performance this year.
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Intermediate House
Houslemaster: Mr. R. S. Earl
Assistant Housemaster: Mr. D. L. Gillespie
Head of House: F. D. Rosenkranz
Prefects: J. L. Duxbury (C), M. Rotunno (G), D. E. Scrimgeour
(S), R. J. Spiers (H), A. J. Welford (R).
The House was filled to capacity the first two terms, but in the third
term numbers were almost halved. It now seems possible that Intermediate
will be closing at the end of term.
At the beginning of the second term Rosenkranz came from Nicholson
to replace Blair who had been recalled to Grigg to become Head of House.
Manuel returned to Scott and was replaced by Scrimgeour and Campbell.
At the end of the second term Campbell left us to go to School in England.
Maclure and Cherry returned to their senior Houses and were replaced by
Duxbury, Welford and Rotunno.
We were sorry to hear that Intermediate is to lose Mr. Earl, who will
be returning to England. Most Prince of Wales boys who have passed
through the school or are currently at school will have at some stage in
their career come into contact with Mr. Earl, in Inteimediate House, where
he has been Housemaster for over seven years. We thank him for his
untiring work and inspiring guidance; we wish him and Mrs. Earl bon
voyage on their trip home and all the best for the future.
We would also like to thank Mr. Gillespie for the work he has put
into the House library and into organising the House tournaments so
efficiently.
Junior/Inter is suffering yet another loss in that Mrs. Brady is leaving
after many years of loyal service. We wish her too all the best in the
future; and welcome Mrs. Wilkie to the unenviable task of feeding so
many boys.
This year the different Houses were evenly matched in all games,
with Nicholson, Scott, Rhodes and Hawke sharing the honours. .Hawke won
the Hockey and Scott the Rugger. It is anybody's guess who will win
both Soccer and Cricket; the Houses in the running are Hawke, Scott,
Rhodes and Nicholson.
Intermediate provided its fair share of players in ali Junior Colts
teams. Mention must be made of Brown who was Captain of Junior
Soccer and played for the Rugger and Hockey teams. Patel was
Captain of Junior Colts Cricket.
Splers was Chairman of the Young Farmers' Club and Mr. Gillespie
was the master in charge. This Club seemed to be the most popular and
had many Intermediate members. Scouts were welt supported as were
most other clubs.
This year a new holiday activity was introduced, namely the
Kilimanjaro expedition organised by Mr: Cowie. Intermediate boys gave'
their support to this and thoroughly enjoyed it. Many reached the peak.
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Junior House

to a us
strong
and lively
Scott Junior
XV. At intheScott
end of
the term
left
to become
Assistant
Housemaster
House:
ourMr.
lossCowie
was
Scott's gain. We have much to thank him for in the House and on the
games field. We must also thank him for his kindness ifi lending us his

Housemaster: Mr. P. C. Read
Assistant Housemaster: Mr. P. S. Wheeler
Head of House: E. J. Wainwright (C)
Prefects: A. J. D. Brown (R), P. G. C. Carne (N),
Carpenter (H), T. J. Ellis (S), J. D. Riches (G).

television to enliven our Saturday and Sunday evenings. We also said
goodbye to Fairclough (off to school in U.K.); Flutter, Lenten and Lyth
(back to their Senior Houses). They had all done good work in coping
D. W.

The year began with the usual complete and utter chaos "unforgettable, unforgotten" - as we struggled to introduce some 80 or
so new boys to the many intricacies of School life. The first two weeks
in the new year in Junior are quite unlike any other experience that can
be found in this School, Every sort of problem and poser that can be
thought of is thought of, and then put to the nearest Prefect or Housemaster at the most awkward moment ... The questions never end: Where
can we buy stamps? Where is the Tuck Shop? When is the first Leave
Out Sunday? Can I keep my white mice at School? Can my mother visit
me in the Dormitories? When can we first go home? Can I have my
new cycle at School? What is the system of punishment here, Sir? (and
what a respectful Sir!) When can we go home? Can I bring my model
railway to School? Can you look after this for me? Why must we do
this? Why that? When? Why? Who? Which? Where? ....
After two
weeks in Junior the Prefects are begging to be sent back to Senior; the
Matron is in a state bordering upon a nervous collapse; the House Banker
is a feeble, faded, fragile flicker of his former self; and the Housemaster
is, if he is wise, applying for a post in some far off island paradise, "far
from the madding crowd" and far, far from those everlasting questions
...Yet Prefects somehow survive to bloom again, and so do we all. For,
truth to tell, the answer to that old problem: "Which is the best House"
is a simple one. Junior il the best House, though few may know this at
the time. For in Junior all is new, and all Is hope. And few there are
who can really say that their stay in Junior was an unhappy one. And
few there are who do not jump at the chance of returning here as
Prefects in due course.
And what of the year that ends so soon? After settling in and being
shown the classrooms .... but who wants to read about classrooms and
all that therein is? The first major task was the hockey. For many of the
Juniors this was a new experience, but most soon adapted themselves
to the game, and by the end of the term their standard of play was
surprisingly high. After a hard tussle Nicholson Juniors won the Cup
for the 4th year in succession.

with the "rabble" and we wish them well in their retirementl They were
ably replaced by Brown, Came, Carpenter and Riches. We all
congratulate Came on being appointed School Swimming Captain for
next year: we hear that he has already had the team out practising, so
our opponents had better be on guard (he is also a keen member of the
School Fencing Club). And more congratulations to "Wee Hughie"
Stevenson who played golf for the School and was Runner up in the
Kenya Schoolboy Championships (Under I5).
This term both cricket and soccer are well under way. It looks as if
Rhodes may well win the cricket, while the soccer is wide open at the
moment. This is all to'the good as it should mean an even distribution
of cups for once. Unfortunately we have had to say a fond farewell
to Mrs. Brady, for many years our most efficient catering Matron. We
have much to thank her for and we wish her every happiness in Australia.
Our thanks go also to Mrs. Megson and Mr. Wheeler for their tireless
efficiency in matters of clothing and pocket money. And, of course, to
Mr. Read who returned to the House in January after his well-earned leave
in U.K. Somehow he alwayp manage to look on the bright side, and he
has saved many a situation by his sense of burnout. This term he has
introduced a model room in the House and many boys have spent many
hours building ships, aircraft and so forth.
This year, we have been especially fortunate in having John
Wainwright as Head of House. He has always kept calm under the most
trying circumstances, and he has never failed to give useful advice and
help to all and sundry. We congratulate him on winning the Kenya
Junior Golf Championship and for being Captain of the School Golf and
Squash teams and we wish him every succe4s at Cambridge University
And now, with the term well advanced, we all look forward
end of term party and a play entitled "Unhampered" which we are
on in the School Hall; Came and Ellis producing. Rumour bath
one of the characters in this play bears a strong resemblance to a
Housemastor in the School, but we must wait and sceM

In the second term the Juniors enthusiastically settled down to learning
the fine arts of the most popular of all School Games: rugby football.
Again, many were new to this form of unarmed combat, but all tried
hard, and despite the hard grounds there were few injuries. The Cup went
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This year again we are grateful for much help.
the Chaplain

The

Bishop of
and the Rev. F. J. Bedford (of the Bible Society) have come as visiting
preachers.
Special mention must be made of Archdeacon Nicholls;
unfortunately he has now left Kenya but he was able to give us a

of the Duke of York School, the Rev. R. Keltic

stimulating

Cotoc o

h'eDk

Chapel Notes

series of address on weekday mornings during Lent.

And

week by week our eyes have been delighted by the beautiful flowers given
and arranged by wives of members of the staff.
The main event connected with the Chapel was the arrival in January
of the Rev. P. R. Davies with his wife and family. His appointment as
Assistant Chaplain had long been contemplated and it was good indeed
that he was free to come. Mrs. Davies is no stranger to East Africa as she
lived in Tanganyika as a girl and was educated at the Kenya High School.
For some years Mr. Davies was on the staff of the Parish of Cannock,
an industrial parish of great interest to the north of Birmingham. His
experiences there, to say nothing of his skill as a games player, will do
much to enrich his contribution to the whole life of the School.
Voluntary evening services, in the form of a short compline with an
address, were begun in the second term and considerable numbers of boys
been attending them. They are perhaps part of the answer to the
oft-made criticism that, in a school where much chapel going is
compulsory, nobody would go if it were made a matter of individual
choice.
Well known and deserving charities in this Nairobi area have been
the recipients of gift4 from our collections month by month. Letters of
warm appreciation have been received as a result.

- -have

has

take place in the Chapel

in March

1964.

The Library
We have entered over three hundred new books in the library this
year and the range of subject should have provided reading matter for
both the serious and the more frivolous.
We are most grateful for contributions from the Old Cambrian
Society,
the British Council, and private donors.
The school little knows how much it owes to the school librarians
under the leadership of E. J. Wainwright. His assistants have been 0. Y.
Ado, W. P. Allen, M. J. Borwick, A. Boscovic, T. J. Ellis, A. G. Langley,
J. P. Maclure, M. May, D. 0. Ridsdale, R. J. Rodgers, F. D. Rosenkranz,
D. E. Scrimgeour, M. Sears, J. S. Sharrad, I. E. Smart, R. I. Tweedie,
C.
Upward, A. 1. Welford. The library

four !D.
yo

could not function without

their work and the master-in-charge knows full well his indebtedness to
•_

•

them.

W.R.S.
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Coca-Cola Bottling Company

of Nairobi
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Combined Cadet Force
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For the second time in its history, the activities of the cadets has come
an end; the old J.T.C. faded out in 1947. In 1951 this Corps was revived
the C.C.F. and the inaugural parade was held in the Main Quadrangle
September of that year. Queen's Day this year saw the farewell parade
the form of the customary Guard of Honour mounted for the Chief

"Guest.
The C.C.F. came into being with the revival of the Kenya Regiment,
now the activities of both units have been suspended. The Regiment iheld
its farewell parade on Sunday 12th May. A volunteer platoon under
C.S.M. Milton lined the route at the entrance to the Cathedral and then
went into the Cathedral to watch the moving ceremony of the, laying up

a

of the Regimental Colours.

1

The.surface of the Main Quadrangle recovered from the smoothing
and replanting operations just in time for the Queen's Day 9eremony. As
a dress rehearsal on the Saturday preceding, for the first and last time,
a guard was mounted for the Flag Raising ceremony. The rehearsals for
the Guard of Honour started with the General Salute, but as the London
dragged on, the Salute changed to the Royal and, very fittingly
for a contingent named the Prince of Wales, the last Guard marched, off
from a Royal salute. 1. D. Milton, now Junior Under Officer, led the
Guard which was mounted as two divisions under C.S.M. Macaulay and
Sgt. Jacobs with Sgts, Ulyate and Walker as left markers. The guard
consisted of volunteers and deserved their commendation by the Acting
Governor. The Combined Bands under Drum Major Swart and the baton
of Mr. Lockhart contrived to steal the show, but this years honours were
even.

,_Conference

_

.\________

/Camp.

'''

rof

The close-down has curtailed training, and the disbandment for the
regular staff of the Kenya Regiment caused the cancellation of the Annual
The proficiency and Basic Tests were advanced to the beginning
July; the shortened period' of training resulted in more failures than
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been customary but it was a question of then or never.
Mr. Maynard left at the end of the June 'and rejoined the army in a
civilian capacity. His infectious enthusiasm was a great help. The Staff
of the Headquarters, East Africa Command and of 24 Brigade Group
have always been most helpful to the contingent. This year the 1st Bn.
Guard and tst Bn. the Staffordshire Regiment (Prince of Wales)
very generously provided instructors week by week. In particular
SgL Baylis of the Staffs was most helpful in training the Guard of Honour
and the Ashburton Shooting Team.
The

Ashburton Shield Competition was held on the Saturday
Queen's Day which meant training had to be short and sharp.
this Sgt. Baylis and the 30 yard range of the Staffs were very useful.
Macaulay and Ulyate managed to get the rifles and the team sorted out

ROS
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to that the School retained the Shield for the 5th year running, to make

a total of 6 wins out of 8. The team had almost a clean sweep with
Ellis, Bond and Macaulay coming 1st, 2nd and 3rd. Ellis also won the
Legat Cup and had the best score at 500 yards. In the "chatti" the B
team knocked out the Duke of York A team to give a. Prince of Wales
final.
With a thank you to the small band of officers who have been so
helpful in difficult circumstances, all that remains is to hand over stores
and to hand over Thursday afternoon to 7
JIU/Offier: J. D. Milton (de Haaff Cup).

SPITTI-SING

W.O.II: N. P. H. Macaulay.
(left
Sgts: T. E. B. Jacobs, E.A. J. Ulyate, R. Walker, C. MeCulloch
April), 1 H. Winter (left July).
Drum Major: P. K. Swan, D. J. Tooley (left May), T. W. Gill (left
July).
Band Sgt.: I. L. Duxbury.

AN APPRECIATION BY KENNETH MASON.
Dramatis Personae
THE MIKADO OF JAPAN ..
....
........
........
NANKI-POO
......
.........
.
. ..........
KO-KO
...........
POOH-BAH . ........
..............
PISH-TUSH
........
YUM-YUM
.....
.............
.
KATiSHA..............MARIE
KO-KO'S ASSISTANT

..

..

CLIVE CHARLTON
BRIAN TAYLOR
BRIAN TOFT
JOHN LENTON
. ..
RICHARD
COX
MACLEOD
GAIL
JENNIFER ROSS
CAROLINE BRAZIER
ANNE DINOWALL

......

ROBERT SEENEY

CHORUS OF SCHOOL-GIRLS
Pat Atkins, Jennifer Begg, Celia Bridle, Alice Brown, Inge Brown, Carol
Burnett, Susan Carter, Ann Cooper, Sandra Dyce, Margaret Evans,
Carolyn Fawcus, Nancy Hlndmarsh, Susan James, Anna Marie Jones,
Dillian Jordan, Heather Millard, Felicity Mills, Rosemary Mirne, Rosemary
Owen, Amato Rebelo, Elizabeth Redman, Mary Ross, Pauline Shaw, Lynne
Sister, Felicity Small, Mary Spencer.
CHORUS OF NOBLES
Peter Allen, Peter Carne, Anthony Chetham, David Chetham, David
Connor, Ian Curran, Philip Eyre, Harry Fitzpatrick, Roger Goodwill,
Colin Higgins, Geoffrey Jones, Peter Knight, Peter Lunn, Michael
McFarnell. Derek Parry, Errol Pickwell, William Poppleton, Christopher
Stockwell, John Welford, Richard Williams.
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It isnow nearly six months since I saw Eric Royston Prince's

THE HOUSE OF CONFECTIONERY,

production of The Mikado with a cast of pupils from the Kenya High
School and the Prince of Wales School, but the memory lingers pleasingly
on. Unfortunately, unlike Ko-Ko, who "had a little list", I haven't; and
at this distance, it is inevitable that some details have faded from mind
and something or somebody will, I fear, be missed in this attempt at total
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Musical Direction: Jack Lockhart, Evelyn Harmsworth.
Producer: Eric Royston Prince.

For all kinds of

recall.

Imported 'Sweets, Toffees, Jellies, Chocolates

Reluctant Executioner
My resemblance to Ko-Ko goes a step further.

and Children's Popular Novelties.
P.O. Box 586

Bazaar Street
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Having been asked

to wield the axe of criticism, I, who have suffered all too frequently
from the same weapon, find myself a somewhat reluctant Lord High
Executioner, with not the least desire to lop off any heads. Happily, I
enjoyed the production and performance so much, that I have no potential
victims in mind, and my chief recollection is one of rapture not in the
least 'modified'; I spent the entire evening with a grin on my face as broad
as that of any Cheshire cat - my pleasure was unalloyed.
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Confession
Now, I have a rather shameful confession to make. My knowledge
of Gilbert and Sullivan operas is derived from "sets" of cigarette cards
I collected as a boy, and schools' and amateur productions. t have in
fact, never seen a professional performance of any of the works, an
admission which should make Ko-Ko reach for his axe immediately. But
of the many productions of Vie Mikado that 1 have seen, I say quite
unequivocally, none has given me greater pleasure that the one I saw at
the National Theatre in June of this year. What the cast may have lacked
in experience and stage technique was amply compensated for by the
freshness and zest of the young performers. They so obviously enjoyed
the timeless fun of Gilbert's witty lyrics and dialogue, and the equally
delightful and witty music of Sullivan that it became infectious and
communicated itself not only to me, but to the very enthusiastic audience
which filled the theatre to bursting that afternoon.
Characterisation
Now, as I say, it is extremely difficult after such a lapse of time, to
particularise about the production, but, in stretching my memory from
general impressions to details of performance, certain aspects do come
into sharp focus. One of the most notable facets was the general
excellence of characterisation of the cast. It was quite evident that the
brilliance of Gilbert's lines and Sullivan's score had quickened the
imagination of these young people, and the producer had expertly seized
on what his cast had to offer themselves and moulded it and enlarged it
into the true Savoyard tradition. There were many impressive performances
and if I single out only a few it is largely a matter of space and fallibility
of memory. I was especially pleased to sec how an ex-colleagste of mine
from another show ("Oliver I") — Brian l'oft hart developed in confidence
and attack. His performance as Ko-Ko, even taking into account that it
is the best part in the opera, was quite outstanding and was a source of
much innocent merriment throughout. His handling of the fan must have
acquired him many. His sense of comedy and character was shared
admirably by John Lenton as Pooh-Bah and Clive Charlton as the
eponymous Mikado. All three have talent, which they will, I hope,
develop in further dramatic work either at school, university or its later
life. In the less rewarding part of Nanki-Poo, Brian Taylor made an
appealing lover and had a pleasing tenor voice.
Make up
If one remembers the male characters more vividly it is because they
are strongly written and is no reflection on the distaff side, who acquitted
themselves charmingly. 1 particularly recalled the delicious mischievous
performance of Jennifer Ross as Pith-Sing and the other two little maids
from school, especially in their famous trio. Any criticism I have of
Marie-Anne Dingwall as Katisha, is more a question of temperament than
anything . else — her own sweetness of character swamped the formidable
man-eater and unfortunately she wasn't greatly helped by the make-up
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"The Mikado": The Lord High Executioner.

Queen's Day: The March Past.

"East African Standard".

"East African Standard".
Queen's Day: Lady Griffith-Jones receives a bouquet from Claire Saville.

"The Mikado" -- The Finale.

department, who, I felt, might have given her a make-up more in keeping
with such a grotesque creature. Otherwise the make-up and especially the
wigs, was excellent.
Gaiety and Colour
Costumes and settings made a very real contribution to the high level
of entertainment derived from the production as a whole — Mr. Read
Salmon's sets and Mrs. Lockhart's costumes, added just the right atmosphere of gaiety and colour. With costumes particularly, one so often
notes that the designer has conceived them as individual items without
any regard to their relationship to one another. The result is that whilst
separately they may look all right, together they look a mess. Mrs.
Lockhart tactfully avoided this pitfall and the costumes played an.
important part in the producer's groupings which were a constant pleasure
to the eye.
Musical Direction
However, The Mikado, is a comic opera, and in the final analysis it
must stand or fall by the manner in which the MUSIC is handled. Roth
schools are most fortunate in having at their disposal the highly
professional talents of Mr. Lockhart and Miss Evelyn Ilarmsworth. Their
musical direction during rehearsals and Mr. Lockfutia firm control of
singers and orchestra during performance gave one the most welcome
IV.eling of confidence from the very first bar of the overture. One just
sat hack and relaxed, certain that musically "all was right as right .could
he." Even the trickiest of numbers • and the score abounds in them —
were played and sung with such assurance that one could have nothing
but the highest admiration for the thoroughness of the coaching that
produced such excellent results.
The world teems with the most fanatical of Gilbert and Sullivan
enthusiasts; I have never been of that persuasion myself, and the greatest
compliment I can pay to the producer, the musical directors, the cast
and all the others who contributed their talents to this production is that
I'm beginning to walk about the place absent-mindedly tumti-tumming
tunes, which have the unmistakeable trademark --- "G. and S." on them,
and sound suspiciously like numbers From The Mikado.
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Music hath charms ...
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We are happy to report that the interest in music in the school
continues to increase. The Chapel Choir, the senior boys' choir, two
bands, the Music Club, and the Listeners' Circle are all doing well, although
all have room for new members, especially the Chapel Choir. Both bands
carried out their duties in an exemplary manner on Queen's Day and in
the Beating the Retreat after the games against the Old Cambrians. We
must accord a special word of praise to P. K. Swan for taking over the
duties of Drum Major at the last moment and for making such an
job of it. Now that we have no C.C.F. there will be one large
band numbering over seventy players. The number of boys taking up
other instruments has also increased, especially in the piano and violin.
Oh for the day when we can boast of an Orchestra, no matter how small I
Congrttulations must go to the Brass Section in
Vaughan Williams
arrangements of "Old Hundredth", at the ArmisticetheDay
Service. 3. R.
Lenten and A. 1. 0. Woods were awarded the John Charters' Memorial
Prizes for music.
We should like to acknowledge the many gifts of records and equip-

.

ment we have received from members of staff and boys and also the fine

set of drums given by Mrs. Roberts of Nanyuki. We have just received
this astonishing piece of news - C. P. M. Harrison, pianist, organist, viola
and horn player, and "A" Level Music - now plays the bagpipes in the
O.T.C. Band at Aberdeen Universityl Could this be the result of living
at sea-level or just the drop in temperature?
We should like to end this on a note of heartfelt gratitude to Mr.
Lockhart for his generosity, long suffering, and warm heartedness in the
way that he has helped so many boys to develop a real appreciation for
music. We wish him and his family a happy and restful leave in April,
and hope that he will come back after it in good health - ready, perhapl,
for more musidals?
1. R. L.
A; J. 0. W.

THE BEST WATCH IN ITS CLASS
Available everywhere.
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Kilimanjaro Camp 1963

Human nature being what it is, there will always be a lunatic fringe
who seek to know why people climb a mountain. In the cases of the
Schools' expedition, however, there was no need to reply with so lofty
a truism as 'because it is there'; the simple truth was that, with the demise
of the Kenya Regiment having brought a halt to the annual C.C.F. Camp,
there was really nothing else to do.

thirds. If it is true that 'hell hath no fury like a woman scorned', then
the mountain is certainly feminine. One boy spent the day prior to his
climb catching up on a quota of 'riotous living'; he proved to be the only
one of the whole two hundred who failed to reach Kibo Hut Another,
against the organiserl ' better judgment, set forth still suffering from the
remains of a bad cold; he returned on a stretcher.
Incidents of this kind, however, were mercifully few. There were
no dramatic injurie3, avalanches or heroics. We didn't even have to have

The idea was hardly even original. The Delamere School had been
doing it for two years already; the Outward Bound School for even
longer. The only main difference was that the numbers involved were
larger; this, in turn, meant that the cost was spread widely enough to be
able to afford a greater number of facilities.

a helicopter! For all concerned, the climb was a tremendous and exhilarating experience. Strangely enough, those who did not make
the top derived as much benefit as those who did. Even to have reached
a height of 15,000 feet, to have had your water-bottle freeze solid in a
matter of hours, to have been beyond the point where any vegetation
will grow, and to have stood a mile above the nearest clouds is hardly

The boys were grouped into parties of twelve, which arrived and
left daily in East African Road Services buses. (The concessions were
magnificent. The boys travelled at half price, all equipment and baggage
was carried free, buses ran the extra 20 miles from Moshi to Marangu
at no extra cost and, in case this was not enough, we were given an overall
rebate of 10% on the total bill!) They had a night in tents to recuperate
in. the beautiful grounds of the Marangu Hotel, and then set forth
the next morning by Land Rover (on free loan from the Cooper Motor
Corporation) to Bismarck Hut (9,000 ft.) From here they marched over
the moorland to more tents at Petera Huts (12,000 ft.), where they spent
the second night. The. next day took a somewhat more pensive party
Kibo Hut (15,500 ft.),
across the interminable saddle to the lone tent at off
on the final assault.
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Apart from having a ready-made base camp at the Marangu Hotel,
choosing the Tanganyika side in preference
were several reasons for
there
From Marangu rtins the established 'tourist'
to the Loitokitok one.
route, where experienced guides and porters are readily available (all the
mountain rescue
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A number of low-altitude mortals have questioned whether such
refinement is necessary or even desirable. The short answer is that they
It is amazing how many
should try it for themselves the hard way.
people take it for granted that, because no rope-climbing is involved,
Kilimanjaro is merely a walk. In reality, the failure rate averages two60

But the tale Li endless, for to everyone who undertakes the climb
it is an individual and personal experience. Below are listed the nates
of those who made Gilman's, but every name, in fact, tells a new story.
The Prince of Wales teams were the most successful, with a total of .58
out of 92, followed by the Duke of York with 41 out of 71. Both Schools
Among the
can also boast one team each where everyone made it.
ally the 'way from
noteworthy successes by fellow-climbers was a party annother
of a dozen
Dutton,a
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If anyof are
thanks are due first to those whose groundwork began the scheme, in
to the Headmasters of the three Schools, to Miss Lany and
Mrs. Brice-Bennett of the Marangu Hotel, together with their guides and
staff under the incomp3rable Head Waiter Rubin, to Mrs. Skett who
the paper-work, and Mr. Moore of the East African Road
managed all
Services; then to Mrs. Welford and to the Wellcome Foundation, who
equipped us With our medical supplies, and to our Fsponsors, notable
including Hughes' Ltd., the Shell
a
e p Last,
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hoid y toto run
w ee of ohiss holidays
two weeks
ov two
up over
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the base camp.
gave
by no means least deserving of our thanks are the escort of the
parties; in 'addition to Messrs D. S. Atkinson, P. R. Davies, D. L,
Gillespie, D. Oxlade and P. S. Wheeler of the school staff, particular
thanks are owed to Mr. P. Sanders and Dr. J. Wilde, friends of the School,
whose respective teams were two of the most successful of the trip.
among those not already mentioned
Company, Esso, and Ahmed Bros.; next, to Commander Hollebone, who

In the meanwhile, arrangements are already in hand for: the next
Camp in August 1964. The everlasting flowers with which the porters
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traditionally garland those climbers who have reached the top are growing
in readiness, too. Perhaps here lies a truer answer to the question 'why
climb?' That insignificant-looking little wreath is more than just a symbol;
it is an acknowledgement that on your own two feet you have stood
on the top of Africa; whatever may subsequently befall you nothing can
ever take this achievement away. Kilimanjaro -- that grand old lady
will never forget you.
H. M. C.
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The Arts Circle
Master in charge: Mr. J. A. Seldon
This year the Arts Circle has benefited from several visits to notable
art exhibitions. A collection of prints of various works at the Sorsbie
Gallery specially shown by Alitalia Airlines afforded a rare opportunity to
appreciate the modern and traditional aspects of Italian Art.
Elirnu Ngau, one of Kenya's outstanding African artists, showed an
interesting local approach to painting. His unusual technique in teaching
the children of Uganda to use local materials at hand In their art provided
much interest.
Our next visit was to the New Stanley Art Gallery where We saw, a
representative collection of local artists' work. Finally the visit to the
Young Artists' Exhibition Illustrated the present progress of art in Kenya's
Schools. Mr. Seldon's departure will be very much regretted, since the'Ailts
Circle has long enjoyed *his support and enthusiasm.

"P. D.

Hime (Secretary).'

The following reached Gilman's. Point :POW 1 6/11
Brown
Lyth
Maclure

Henfrey
Maini V.
Mehlsen
Sethi

Miller

Skidmore

Welford A. G.

Webster
Welford A. J.
POW 2. 3/12
DiverLovegrove
R-Smith
PHinett
POW 3 5/12
(Chedha)
Ombler
Reeder
Storrar
Young
POW 4 10/12
Anderson J.
Dixon
Edwards G.
Fyfe

.

POW
5 6/12
POW5•6/2Owen•
Cook
Davies
Dudin I. R.
Harris B.
Woods

'
'
'

POW 6 9/10
Agar
Coxall
East
Edwards P. '
Jeffery
'"Mears A.
[
Milton
Nightingale
Ruddock

POW 7 8/12
Atkinson
Ballance
Barnett
Earl
Er
Fry
Hook
Martin
.every'
POW 8 1111.
Albrecht
Brampton
Barber
G-Fenzi J.
Harris P.
Hurt
Paggi
Rawlings
Schwarz
Wilde J.
Wilde P. '

Bridge Club
.Sponsor:

Mr. J. Cave.

At the beginning of the second term of this year, Mr. Cave decided
to form a Bridge Club. The club had its origin this time last year when
a member of this school who has now left saw a book on Bridge In the
Bridge
in
into us
playing
were moment.
more or less
Libraryavailable
and wespare
one day
In the
Mr. press-ganged
Cave came upon
Reading Room, watched us for a minute with a sceptical look on his face,
and came to the conclusion that he must form a Bridge Club. The Club's
aim Is to show the ardent Bridge fans on the Staff, that In future they
would have competition. Four of us joined, to start the Club. For the
whole of that term Mr. Cave, with Mrs. Cave, taught us the rudiments
of the Acol system of bidding.
This term we are being taught the finer points of this system. Later
In the term we hope to play Bridge against a Staff team. We have every
confidence in our ability to beat them; so 'brush up' your Bridge, members
of staff who play the game.
Finally we should like to thank Mr. and Mrs. Cave for kindly letting
us use their house for:our Bridge evenings. We wouldalso like to thank
Mrs. Cave for the really delicious refreshments that she has supplied for
us in the evenings, to take our minds off the deadly serious game of
Bridge.
A. J. Welford.
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Debating Society, Forms IV and V.
The Society was started at the beginning of the second term under
the guidance of Canon Capon, to whom we are indeed grateful for the
interest he has shown. We have met on alternate Friday evenings, and
have had some successful debates, pervaded by a strong air of hilarity.
The year's highlights have been the two debates with the Kenya High
School. One, preceded by a magnificent tea, was at the High School. The
motion was that, "This House is ashamed to live in the Twentieth Century.".
Well prepared speeches were delivered on both sides by members of both
Schools. A noticeable weakness was that, some of them could only he
heard with difficulty in the tricky acoustics of the High School's Lecture
Theatre. The other on home ground also led on to a return of hospitality.
For this the girls invited us to debate with them whether we regretted
"That Woman is no longer the Weaker Sex."
A small group of boys from the Delamere School also invaded us to
debate the usefulness of prefects. Other subjects which we have debated
among ourselves have been, "That T.V. is a Menace" — "That Coeducation is a good thing" — "That Teen-agers' Freedom is the Great
Danger of Today" — and, "That Authority is a Dangerous 'Tool."
Some sixteen boys have been called upon to speak at the debates,
some of them several times. Many others have delivered what can best
he described as pithy telegrams from the floor of the house. The Society
has been steadily supported and is, I feel, invaluable in giving experience
in public speaking.
B. L. Harris,
Hon. Secretary.

Fencing Club
Secretary: P. G. C. Came
Although the club was formed only this term it is now well launched
and seems to. be a popular innovation. At first it was rather doubtful
whether it would recruit enough people to make it worth-while; however,
our doubts were soon dispelled when close on twenty people paid for
their equipment.
For the first few lessons we learnt the very bare and basic rudiments
of the sport. Every week the lessons became more and more enjoyable
for it is now felt we are getting somewhere at last.
The French Foil is our weapon at the moment, but no doubt in time
people will change over to. dpde or sabre.
Mr. Outram, our Maitre , has done all he can to make the club a succe s s
and he . has devoted much time and energy to the promotion of the Club.
We would like to congratulate him on being chosen for the Kenya Fencing
Team.
One or two of the members have fenced before gut most of us arc
very ignorant beginners. We hope that in time the more talented members
may fence in the Kenya Championships.
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Self-explanatory.
(Everyone in this party (No. 8) reached the top. incidentally.)

Crossing the saddle. (Mawenzi in the background).

Kibo ahead — from the saddle-

The first snows of Kilimanjaro.

The last few yards up to Oilman's Point are Interminable/

D. Barber (Junior House) signs the book. He was the 100th boy to
reach Gilman's Point. '
Room at the top

- of

Africtr.

And this is the highes; shoo in Afrca!

Globetrotters (The Geographical Society)
Master in charge: Mr. D. Oxhide
Committee Members: T. J. Clarke. A. Cook, N. Easterbrook,
.T.
Davatizo, A. C. Edwards, .1. Walker.
Assistant Projectionist: R. B. Turner
Treasurer: .f. Walker

Secretary: G. Linscott

The Globetrotters have had a success ['of year. Starting with a mere 8
boys in Room 3 at the beginning of the year. the roll has increased to
over 60 boys with a 1st year waiting-list. We arc now the largest society
in the School. Talks, films and outings have been the mainstay of Society
activities in our main aim or understanding other people and places.
Outings this year included a very enjoyable visit to the Tippetts'
Coffee Farm at Ruaraka where Mr. Tippetts showed us the growing coffee
and the different processes before marketing. Mrs. Tippetts provided on
excellent tea for the 21) fortunate members of the trip.
Mr. Cowie (organiser of fi le Kilimanjaro 1%3 ('amps) Was an admirable guide for another party or boys that scaled Mount I mugonot; and
the more daring members of the party scrambled down to the crater floor.
Slides of this trip were sho wn at a later gathering of the Society. The
Longonot trip was a training run for "Globetrotters" in the mass assault
of the School on Kilimanjaro during the summer holida ys. filo following
"Globetrotters" are to he congratulated on reaching Gilman's Point:• .1.
E. Atkinson, J.Cook, N. W. Davidson. J. Edward, I Jeffrey. 6. D.
Martin,
P. Mcl.ure, J. M. Owen, R. If. Reeder.
Queen's Day provided "Globetrotters" with an occasion to display
their prowess il l map drawing and showing their activities to parents and
public alike. Mr. Earl kindly lent the Geography Room for this purpose.
Talks this year have been on diverse subjects: - Dr. Morgan, Senior
lecturer in Geography at the Royal College, gave us a talk on "Nairobi",
interesting for School Cert forms.
Mr. Simpson of Bunsen Travel Agency, whilst wearing a Russian
fur hat, told us of his "Week in Russia." This was a very entertaining
talk.
Mr. Van der Meer of K.L.M. Airlines co-ordinated tape-recorder and
.films to provide us with an insight into the "Netherlands." Maps,
distributed to all Globetrotters present, were much appreciated.
Mr. Raker, a geologist, showed us the make up of "Mounts Kenya
and Kilimanjaro" with the aid of some excellent slides.
Hecht provided us with an entertaining talk of his "Holiday in
Austria,"
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Films shown this year have been criticised and judged by the
Committee members according to geographical information and entertainment value. A=excellent, B=very good, C=good, D=very fair,
E=fair.
March 1st

"Permanent Way"

(B-)

March 8th

"Norway"

(D)

March 15th

"Sweden"

(B)

March 29th

"Alaska -

April 4th

"Follow the Sun"

(D-)

May 3rd
May 23rd

"Our Nearest Star"
"New Zealand"

(C)
(A)

May 31st

"Serengeti Shall not Die"

(A)

June 14th

"France"

(C-)

June 21st

"New York"

(D)

July 12th

"Hawaii"

(C--)

September 20th

"Our Distant Neighbours"

September 27th

"The Growth of London"

(A-)
(B)

"Hongkong"

(C)

"Canadian Prairies"

(B)

October

l1th

October 18th

49th State"

Nicholson House have won the

(B)

n

Globetrotters' plaque" institutedr

this year for the greatest number of attendances and work hours devoted
to the progress of the Society.

D

Listeners' Circle
Secretary: P. H. French
In the third term Mr. Outram re-organized the Listeners' Circle, with
the purpose of giving boys both an excuse for missing "prep" and a taste
for Classical music. We meet on Friday nights in Mr. Outram's house.
The numbers, which, even at the first meeting on September 20th, filled
Mr. Outram's living-room, have now overflowed onto his verandah and
even onto his lawn. (We are sorry for his lawn). The School is buying
us several records a term. Many thanks to Mr. Liversidge for the gift
of his old short-play records. We hope that the Circle's upward growth
continues unimpeded by exanlinations or similar epidemic.
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William Shakespeare: "King Richard II."
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Many of these photographs are re-takes of old, small.
faded snapshots which, when 'blown up', looked as though
Kabete were perpetually subject to dust storms and locust
swarms in those days! Despite their technical imperfections, I decided their historical interest was over-riding. T
hope you agree.
M. T. S.

Opposite.

I. Ho w• it all began.

2.

Main Mock from the star.

3.

The Main Drive.
1929-31.
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The Staff in 1931 and in /959.
1.
2.
3.

Flag Parade.
Aerial view (compare the one in the 1962 "Impala"!)
Bat-body cars in the Quad. ("Why?" queries Mr. Salmon).

"Oliver Cromwell- at the Theatre Royal. 1915.

The School Rand in Detarta •ic Avenue, with the main Past Office
in the background.

Rugby and Cricket teams. 1937.

"What's the scoff like."

King's Day before the war.

Mr. B. A. Astley speaking during a wartime King's Day.

"Who's for tennis?"

Post-war overflow.

A 'temporary- classroom — nearly twenty years ago !

.Ch, h ic • ,11 c • I V//i//g.

ith/g ///c •

FBA /LC Vic I

In the new Metal-workshop.

The Chapel

rebuilding.

The commemorative plaque in the School Memorial Chapel.

The Motor Club
The Motor Club was inaugurated during the second term of 1963 by
Mr. Cave. We have limited the membership to seventeen, as we have
found that with more we all hinder one another's efforts.
Since the Club began we have acquired five cars and one scooter.
The Motor Mart very kindly gave us a Vauxhall Cresta. We were given
a Ford Special, which has been reconstructed by Miss Watson, and a
.1955 Plymouth. R. Simon donated a Lambretta Scooter: the Club bought
a 1924 Chrysler and a Ford Prefect. We also have a Ford engine. The
Club is most grateful to all these generous donors.
On 12th July Ryce Motors brought up eight new Ford Taunus
cars in order that we might hold a rally. The individual event was won
by E. A. Ulyate with R. C. Kohser second and M, Ridley third. The
inter-house relay for the Taunus Trophy was won by Clive. We arc most
grateful to Ryce Motors for the cars they lent us and for the superb prizes
which they donated. Our thanks arc also due to Mrs. Ryce for coming
up to present the prizes and to Mr, Cave and the members of the School
Staff who spent so much time in organising the rally.
During the short time that the club has been operational we have,
under Mr. Cave's direction, made quite good progress. The Chrysler is
running and by the end of November the Cresta will he too. The
Special has been largely reconstructed and the Prefect is being stripped
to make a second Special. We have recently been able to obtain a small
stock of tools for our workshop, but need more.
We hope there will be a motor cycle section soon. Mr. Cave has
got us off to a good start: our thanks are due to him for his enterprising
efforts, to which all members have enthusiastically responded.

N. O. 0.

The Natural History Society
Secretary: J. P. Cosgrove

"East African Standard".
Faces, faces, faces.

We have had a quiet but interesting year with a visit, in May, to
Mrs. Mann's farm from which we got some interesting specimens. These
included fishes, terrapin turtles and some curious flowering parasites,
Later in the year we were invited to go to the Royal College where we
were given a very interesting talk on the flora and fauna of Mount Kenya.
With the guidance and kind help of both Mr. Outram and Mr.
Seldon, whose artistic illustrations and diagrams will be greatly missed
next year when Mr. Seldon is no longer with we have been able to
make various interesting studies.
We have now established a fairly elaborate collection of fruits.
contributed by Galton-Fenzi and Kingston and a good collection of fishes
which has increased throughout the year with the kind assistance of the
Aquarist Society of Kenya.
As usual, the Queen's Day exhibition was our big day. The sixth
form put on a good show which took both time and patience and was
well worth-while.
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Sailing Club

Nairobi Visits

'•

.The

Sailing Club has, with Commander Hollebone at the helm, :'

~cruised without much excitement through the year. However club member-':

:•

S~~ship
SA•-Aqua-Sports
S\•

•

/

has risen to fifty-six and several other members are ready to take the i'
Club's examination. Another welcome addition to the club '
~is a' single seater Moth class boat which we acquired at the beginning of"
the year.
-The club raes on Nairobi Dam on Sundays, and on Tuesdays and
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boat s.We spent most of the second term repairing and painting our
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at the beginning of the season we had four serviceable
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We are most grate!uc to those responsible, in a variety of concerns,
who have welcomed parties from the upper forms of the School, and
partscularly to the Secretary ot the Nairobi Chamber of Commerced It
was through his help that the whole programme began to take s4hape,

WOtese daysplagued with bad luck and finished somewhat
helmsmen.
ignominiously in the last four places. Commander Hollebone has shown
us several films this term, including some of his cruines at the coast. We
hope thes. Will Continue.

c Visits have beena paid to factories (such as Bating Biscuits',h E.A.
Tobacco B.A. Industries' where soap and cooking fats are made in hugepr
quantidies) and to the City Brewery. We have been informed about theen
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"proper study of mankind is man" there im clear gain for us
to know how many of Nairobi's thousands earn their livings. Perhaps
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forthcoming
webshall build
disposed
of, or if funds
thyear we are losing both our Commodore R. A. Dudin
ou
and his sevond in command P. P. S. Bunny. We should like to thank
them both for the tremendous amount of work and enthusiasm that they
have displayed in making the club wharuit is and would like to wish them
all the best in their future careers. Finally I must say a word of thank
to Commo nder Hallebone for the immense amount of time and trouble
that he spends in organfsing the club.

an ivory castle
the unknown future. At least we have ceased to live in
of academic isolation when ýo much is going on around us.
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The VIth Fom English'Society
Ma~ster In charge: Mr. M. T. Saville

Secretary! R. J. Tweedie

We thought, when we began our activities in the new year, that we'd
call ourselves the English Society, if only because 'Literary and Debating
And
Society' sounds a bit long-winded, rather nineteenth-centuryish.
nobody would really bother what we were called because you'd just say,
as the occasion arose, "Are you going to tonight's debate?" or "What was
the play-reading like?" and that covered most of our activitie,.
We confined ourselves to Form Six to make gatherings manageable
Sixth usually,
in size. Play readers have been drawn from the Upper
because this is their last chance here; debaters have more public rdclame,
and have sprung from all ranks.
"The only true education is a vocational education" waa our first
persuaded the House into
shot in the world of polemics - Tweedie
giving him a majority of one.
Agatha Christie's Courtroom drama, with the unexpected, neat twist

at the final curtain, "Witness for the Prosecution", went down very well,
as our first play reading.
Miss Duncan brought over a charming contingent of young ladies
from the High School to debate "-The Englishman is so bad at learning
foreign languages, that he should put his faith, not in Europe, but in the
English speaking nations."
Much thought had gone into the main speakers' arguments.
Subsequent debate tended to disappear from the main road, up winding
alleys, even cut-de-sacs, before it returned to the broad highway. But
everyone chattered like mad afterwards, and enjoyed the lavish fare
provided by Mrs. Eikington, who was always extremely helpful and kind
to us.-

Mr. Patrick Jubb, the then Head o0 the Kenya Broadcasting
Corporation, gave a talk on the development of Radio and Television
in Great Britain and Kenya, from its early days. He enlivened his talk
with personal reminiscence; he has spent over twenty-five years with the
B.B.C. Mr. Jubb brought along with him a fascinating portable television
set, a magnificent "toy". He faced a barrage of questions with smiling
imperturbability and was most informative.
The motion that "This House believes America to be the source of
20th Century vulgarity" was [oat, after there had been some very pointed
speaking from both sides.
(which also
Two totally different plays rounded off the second term
Bolt's "A Man
happened to contain "The Mikado" and Trials): Robert
for All Seasons - a modern drama about the life and martyrdom of Sir
century
Thomas More; then on an appropriately light note, the nineteenth
farce by Sir Arthur Wing Pinero, "Dandy Dick"-this went down well,
as did Mrs. Saville's gorgeous eats, yet again.
Wynyard Browne's "A Question of Fact", a well-written West-end
success, with a School setting, was the first play reading in the third term,

which is inevitably interrupted with Royal Shows, Queen's Days and things

before the Last Dawn of Reckoning in the guise of H.S.C.
Before the shadows lengthened, however, we were delighted to accept
the High School to decide whether or not we
a return invitation from
preferred "To eat, drink and be merry - for tomorrow we die."
Charlton's powers of persuasion together with those of Miss S. Abrams
easily won the day.
We hope to fit in a reading of Terence Rattigan's "The Browning
Version" and possibly someihing such as "The Happiest Days of Your
Life" as Xmas fare before the term is out; as well as hearing Messrs.
Rogge and Brown propound "Sport is barbaric."
A fairly varied, not unsuccessful year, when one looks, back, I think,

Suggestions for next year are welcome, nay, encouraged.

We had the privilege and memorable good fortune to hear Mr.
for
Douglas Willis, the B.B.C. Correspondent for East Africa, speak
a
as
life
his
about
fascination
nearly two hours with humour and
or
quickly
so
passed
hours
two
have
Never
correspondent.
and
journalist
with such pleasant informality. It was with genuine, deep regret that we
sense
learned of Mr. Willis' death a few months later; it heightened our
of gratitude that he had come along to speak to us.
read
Sean O'Casey's "Juno and the Paycock" was the other play

brogue,
in the first term. Though we couldn't reproduce the Dublin Irish
we thoroughly appreciated the knife-edge brilliance of the tragi-comedy.
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"A Hawk from a hand-saw."
When an expert was reported to me as having said that some
120 or 130 varieties of bird were likely to occur in the ground of the
Prince of Wales School I was, I must confess, somewhat incredulous. He
was, of course, right. During the last year I have devoted a lot of time
to studying the birds which visit my own garden and its immediate
surroundings and the number definitely identified in that time falls just
short of 100, while a further 20 or so species have been identified in
flight. A few more whose identification is not certain, have not been
included in the score, while several other birds seen elsewhere in the
Compound have been deliberately excluded from this purely personal
"research." The expert's estimate, in fact, already appearh conservatively
low.
Non-residents
It is of course clear that many birds, such as a flock of hornbills
which roosted by the Oval some months ago, are merely passing through.
Many, especially the smaller ones, make their way by brief stages from
tree to tree, pausing frequently at vantage points and following routes
Theiris
intervals.
at convenient
tall trees
by extremely
the existence
determined
several whose
identity
hills may be
briefof and
indeed

of the existence of such birds as the chin-spot puff-back flycatcher, the
black-backed pufl-back shrike or the pretty little black-breasted apalis
warbler, (what outlandish names!) all of which I now recognise as
permanent residents. For years too I had been quite unaware of even
such conspicuoUsly beautiful birds and brilliant creatures as the scarletchested amethyst, golden-winged and variable sunbirds, and I now realise
that proficiency in observation as in most things comes only with practice,
even in such an apparently simple matter as using binoculars. When one
is on form they come to rest at the eye directed steadily in precisely the
rright direction and already in focus. One learns, too, to take in rapidly
the important features which make subsequent identification possible, but
I find it essential, nevertheless, to write down details as soon as possible
Or Sometiing Vital is Sure to be forgotten.
5"

Varieties
Identification is, naturally, the first concern of most bird-watchers,
and is frequently far from easy. It is a regrettable feature of many East
African birds that the female of tfie speckis looks quite unlike her male
counterpart. The sunbirds and weavers, of which we see several varieties,
are obvious examples, and the complications amongst the latter
especially, with all the variations provide(( by immature birds are so

such as the fiscal shrike, red-eyed dove, fire finches, vhite eyes and
mannekins, disappear for varying periods from time to time. When they
are here they frequently remain within a very small territory and it is
surprising how many birds which are common in one part of the
Compound practically never appear in others. The wagtails, of which
at least three varieties are so common in the Quadrangle at certain seasons,
are a particularly obvious example. Although my garden is not a hundred
yards away I have only on three occasions seen a wagtail in it. Goldenbreasted buntings are said to be not uncommon visitors to the Sanatorium
grounds but evidently do not like to cross the road leading to B Entrance.
Migrants
From November onwards migrants from Europe can be expected
and in many cases they take tip temporary residence with us. These include
spotted flycatchers, blackcaps, whitethroats and other warblers, birds once
familiar to me in England, which remained here for a considerable time
last year. A red-backed shrike was another attractive visitor which I
saw on several occasions and which spent the whole of one day in
company with another related migrant, a lesser grey shrike, hawking
for insects from the top of a big fig-tree which is a favourite place for
many birds of passage.
Outlandish Names
Many birds, especially warblers and other small species, creep
around among the foliage of high trees, searching for insects, and easily
escape notice. Until I took to "serious" watching I had no knowledge

bewildering that I almost gave ttp all hope of ever sorting them out.
It took me a very long time to discover that a risset-backed speckly
chested bird which I thought must surely be soie kind or thrush was,
in fact, the female violet-backed starling, the male of which, if you
succeed in getting a good view of him, is one of tile most strikingly
beautiful birds which visit us, Likewise the grey and goldl hen of the
black cuckoo-shrike is not easy to associate with her mate, who is all
glossy blue-black, with or without gold "flashes" on his shoulder. The
females, incidentally, in perhaps typically feminine manner, are often
bolder and show themselves far more readily than fite self-Clfacing males
whose characteristics give the birds their name.
Striking the Right Note
Some birds are scarcely distinguishable from close relations except
by their calls, especially some of the doves and warblers, and the sound
of a strange call is frequently the first intimation that somne new species
has arrived. One has to beware, nevertheless. The resident Rufell's robin
chat has an astonishing repertoire and will imitate anything from an
African whistling (slightly off tune), to a red chested cuckoo. Throughout
the last holidays one of the first sounds of morning was the distinctive
liquid call of the black-headed oriole. The bird eventually moved away
but the robin-chat had picked tip its call so perfeetly that I was
completely deceived until it suddenly broke, without pause, into a series
of trills and runs of brilliant virtuosity. Thirty species of cisticola (grasswarblers) occur in East Africa, many of which are named after their
respective calls. I like the niceties of distinction implied by a list which
include wailing, piping, tinkling, rattling, croaking, churring, whistling,
winding, sifting and zitting varieties, but mercifully, they do not all occur
in the same area. The familiar one here explodes with astonishing
loudness for such a small bird into a cry which sounds like "Kericho!
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beyond question have been seen by me on one occasion and for less
than 5 seconds at that, a fact which suggests that very many birds pass
through our grounds without ever being spotted at all. Some stay aroumd
for a few days or even a few weeks, but the really permanent residents
are remarkably few in number and many of the most common varietics,

Kericho KerichoI" and is, I am told, the singing variety, though "singing"
does not seem a very apt description. At least it neither zits nor siflIes!
Wrapped in Mystery
I have learnt a lot during this past year, but each scrap of knowledge
acquired merely poses fresh problems. For instance, at certain hours of
the day, but not always the same ones, my garden seems full of birds,
while at others it is quite deserted. Where do they go and what do they
do in between times?
Why have the lovely cinnamon-chested bee
eaters left my part of the Compound to frequent an entirely different part
of it? Why have the hoopoes which for years ne:ted in the Main Block
deserted us? Where does the black-throated honey-guide come from for
his quick daily drink at my bird bath? Above all, what new species will
appear tomorrow, or next week ., . or perhaps next month . . . or possibly
even next year? I do not hope or even want to know all the answers, for
the fascination of bird-watching lies in mystery. Solved mysteries hold
no charm.
D. W. M.

Night'Scene
It was 8.15 p.m. The air was heavy with expectation for the arrival
of the Prime Minister, who was returning after his talks with the leaders
of other foreign powers in New York. In the main building the floor was
littered with cigarette-butts discarded by impatient photographers and
newspapermen waiting to fill the pages of their newspapers with articles
on the Prime Minister. In the cafe, gallons of coffee were drunk, as reporters waited in anticipation.
Finally at 8.30 the shrill whine of jet engines was heard. Everybody
rushed out on to the terrace, craning their necks to catch a glimpse of
the 'plane. Suddenly it shot from behind a cloud in all its splendour,
sleek and swift, with the moonlight shining on its wingtips. As it came
down to land it looked like a creation from another world, a fiery monster
roaring defiance. The wheels touched the runway; the engines rose to a
crescendo. Then suddenly there was silence. At last the aeroplane had
come to a stop. Reporters raced to the silvery shape glistening in the
moonlight. Flashbulbs cracked all over the fuselage as the weary but
smiling Prime Minister waved. Television cameras began to whirr as he
was escorted down the steps to his shining limousine, the crowd opening
up on each side to let him pass. A press conference lasting about fifteen
minutes was held in the special lounge; then the exodus began,
The limousine with the Prime Minister went, at first escorted by
motorcycles with their sirens blaring away noisily. Then, the rest of the
cars left in their hundreds, crammed with spectators and reporters rushing
to get the scoop. Soon everybody had departed and silence reigned over
the airport. The beams from the huge spotlights glistened eerily on the
discarded flashbulbs strewn on the tarmac. The moonlight shone on the
silvery jet in the middle of the runway, and one was glad to leave the
cold, deserted place.
R. Maini, 3a.
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Holiday Memories
The islands lay in front of us, beckoning, the palm-trees waving
gently, the white beaches glittering beneath the rising sun, which floated
in a sky of brilliant king-fisher blue and shining gold. It was stilt early
and the clouds, soft and puffy, lay sleeping on the ground, looking like
white muslin sheets, gently drawn over the Seychelles.
The islad was Mahd, the largest of this string of orient pearls
scattered over the indian Ocean. We were on our way to Australia on
holiday, and the cruiser had called in there. We took a rickety taxi to
the major hotel, the Beau Vallon. This overlooked the beautiful, shining
white beach that balonged to the hotel. About half a mile away, beyond
this beach, the breakers roared and thundered, muffled by the distance; a
turquoise-coloured lagoon rippled gently in the light breeze. We picnicked
under the waving rustling palms, while a fisherman drew his canoe tip
on to the beach nearby.
From where we were, we could see the curve of white sand, lined
by pilms, rounding past the breakers, and then out of sight: it looked
like fl~twless white satin, with the velvet of vegetation thrown carelessly
across it. We took a bathe in the blue silk of water, which turned out to
be transparent. We floated, watching the sunlight flashing on the shells on
the sea-bed, and glancing off the glassy surface of that peaceful stretch
of water.
Then we returned to the harbour, where the palms whispered to uti
to stay, but, alas! we could not. Soon we were on our way.
On our return to Africa, the boat docked at Mauritius, for one day.
I distinctly remember, in the early morning, seeing, the hills and mountains
rise amethyst into the violet dawn. Rapidly the sky changed colour, turning to red, and then arched into blue. The colour of the hills changed
too - from blue, to green and violet-grey.
We watched the crowds onl the quay, and the busy streets. Above all
this bustle and turmoil, the mountain ranges soared peacefully into the
sky, until sunset, when the whole island was aflame with red and gold, and
one expected to see it gliding heavenwards - it was a sorcerer's pleasure
island.
Soon we saw the tropical flamboyance that is Mombasa and we
were back in Africa. That evening, through the silhouettes of the trees,
the dying sun threw a long. golden shaft across the water, which tinged
the purple sea a blood red, shimmered, and faded away. One was left
with the memory of a beautiful journey, which ended as it had begun
in a glittering sea.
D. Buchbinder, IV A.
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Gold Mining in the ýSuk

the stones, they are swept on down the river as well as all the
washed
excess earth.

The Suk reserve lies about twenty miles due north of Kitale, and
as it nearly borders our farm we have often been prospecting for gold,
which has been found in worth-while quantities by some people. An official
permit has to be obtained from the Government before one may enter
the reserve.

The stones and pebbles are thrown out, then the earth is swilled
around to allow the light dust to be carried away. When there remains
only a quantity of fine black sand, it is allowed to dry; then it is separated
to find the gold.

On the whole, the Suk country is barren and rather depressing, apart
from the mountains and hills and df course, the Marich Pass which can
be quite terrifying in parts. After one passes through the barrier, there
is a steady climb to Picnic Point just outside Kapenguria, where there is
a wonderful view over the Rift Valley. There is always a sense of vastness
about the point which cannot really be explained. There may be a few
vultures soaring overhead indicating the death of some animal, possibly a
cow having died of thirst, but even these do not alter the sense of
vastness.
From here down the narrow West Suk Escarpment is the most
pleasant part of the journey. Monkeys and wild parrots play in the thick
vegetation and also the irrigation and agriculture projects can be seen.
The escarpment ends and one is back upon the barren, hot plain with
nothing for miles but stunted thorn trees and a few drought-resisting plants.
Occasionally one sees some native cattle and goats trying to scrounge a
few blades of grass from beneath the thorns. Nearby a tall, elegant
basking Suk herdsman standing on one leg and leaning on his spear, lifts
his hand in welcome as we pass. Now and again we come to a dry
river bed which in a few hours could be a swollen mass of water. The
wider ones can only be taken fast or the truck gets bogged down in soft
sand,Although
of the
the first
About thirty miles from Kapenguria we have gold.
the country
Now view
pan for
Maron River, by which, further on, we will
becomes rugged and it is a steady climb for most of the way onto the
Marich Pass, where in some places one looks out of the car window
vertically down for hundreds of feet to the river below and to a few
shells of ears of some unfortunate owners. A little further on it evens
some magnificent camping sites, It is here also that
here tothere
out; hope
find are
gold.
we

If there is a fair amount, the work really begins. A water pump and
engine are brought down to the river as well as a sluice box. Extra labour
is taken on and so the mining begins. The pump is set to pumping water
from the river to the sluice box, which is a coffin-shaped box two feet
wide by six feet long, fitted with removable steps. These steps are slipped
into the box at different heights, starting with the highest of chicken wire,
(town to one of corduroy.
All the earth and rocks, transported by hand, are put into the top
step. All this is washed; the rocks which will not go through the wire
are thrown out, while the rest falls onto the second step,. which is covered
with coffee wire. The pebbles are washed and thrown out after careful
examination, because often large pieces of gold have just been thrown
away being thought to be stones.
The rest of the earth falls onto a step covered with coarse corduroy
where the gold, being the heaviest, lodges, but the gold dust goes on to
fall on the fine corduroy step at the bottom. At the end of the day the
two corduroy steps are removed and the gold taken out.
one can occasionally be lucky, often it takes weeks, sometimes months, to find a seam. Moreover the rivers arc very unreliable,
because a storm in their upper courses can cause serious flooding, so that
the pump engine and sluice box may be swept away like matchwood.
We have been very lucky with our fidings and have occasionally
made a handsome profit, but the life ishard, with sometimes no neighbours
for a hundred miles. Also. if nothing is found, all the money spent on
living costs is wasted. Moreover there is always the necessity to go back,
so it can be a pointless and expensive type of safari.
C. Hearne, 3a.

First of all an E.P.L. has to be obtained to prospect in one specified
portion of the river. Geologists say there are gold seams which are pushing
up the gold to the surface all the time, then the river sweeps it downstream.
When it reaches a bend in the river the gold drops to the bottom, so,
as this has been happening for centuries, the best place to dig is on the
side of the river course.
Before the proper mining begins a few karais of earth and gravel
are cut out to be panned. This is done in the river ao that after one has
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The Mara Game Reserve

The First Swim
The first cloud of dust of the Mombasa road smothered the car. We

Narok and its surrounding country are not impressive but beyond

had just left the welcome tarmac and from that time on all I could think

it to the Tanganyika boundary, the country changes considerably. The
Narok country is bush with patches of grassland which during the dry
season, because of dust, has a grey- appearance. It changes to rolling
grasslands interspersed with rivers bordered by thick tropical forests.

of was the sea,

In this area lies the Mara Game Reserve. It i,, about two hundred
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The bumps, the dust, the stones kicked tip behind us, the bleak,
endless scenery of thorn-bush upon thorn-bush - the odd giraffe standing
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to form the dry hot state of things. The air was still and heavy. The sea
leaped in front of me like a mirage. The journey seemed to lag; the time
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the rocks, to end at last in tiny bubbles of froth, over the pebbles,
lapping gently, only to be drawn back to the inviting sea.

On the way in, one suddenly comes upon the Keekorok Lodge which is run entirely by the Narok African District Council. This Lodge
is of a very high standard and once in the bandas, one feels as if one is
staying in a rather expensive hotel. These bandas are built from cedar

All this time we were getting nearer our destination, until at last
we noticed a change in our surroundings. The soil was not so dusty; it
was damper; round us the odd palm tree sprang up. Yes, the damp.
hot feeling had slowly, but surely, settled down upon us. Soon we were,
to our great joy, on welcome tarmac again.

which obviously comes from the Matt forest --- a good hundred miles
away. There is also electricity and hot water laid on, and a shop with
petrol pumps. In other words it is a luxury hotel in the middle of the
African bush; it even has a swimming pooll

The waves gently came in to the shore with a faint lapping noise.
This time it was real! I had arrived. For the first time for many years
I was here. Here, on the sands. The wide ocean stretched out before me
until at last it met the sky in a dark horizon. In the pale blue sky a few
white dots speckled the sheet of colour. A tiny crisp breeze played in my
hair and the palm trees swayed behind me.

was to be seen --- prides of lion, a herd of five hundred buffalo, several
rhino, hippo in both the Mara and Talek Rivers, and elephants which
during the dry season are in the north, and during the wet season in the
hills. In the thickest forest there arc quite a number of leopard. The
Mara is also one of the few places in East Africa where there are vast
herds. of topi, Amongst these topi roam zebra and Thomson's Gazelle.

When w. arrived there, we had a look at the list of game seen the
previous day, From this list we discovered that a large amount of game

There are also the fairly common, but fascinating, bat-eared foxes.
Travelling through, one may see a family of wart hogs, a pair of lions
Slowly I walked down the beach. The waves came tip, up until they
lapped and ran over my feet. Cool and yet warm, refreshing in itself. I
walked in further; the water swished round my legs and then suddenly
I plunged. It was here. I was in real salt water. For a moment I just
wallowed in it, fulfilling my bliss. Then [ swam. I swam up and down,
up and down, until I had had enough. I then came out, refreshed and
bach
Ilayon
te
in meditation.
lost inmedtaton.River
beach, lot
exhausted. I lay on the exhaste.

mating, a baby kongoni being born, or as we saw, a herd of Roan
Antelope. One may go to places with the oddest names, like OlchorroThere are also beautiful
Loormongi Spring or Olupai Look-out Hill.
birds -- the lilac Breasted Roller and the Emerald Bee-Eater or the rare
Egyptian Vulture.
qThe

about, watching one with their beady eyes. Occasionally an Egyptian
Goose flies over, honking, but otherwise the only noise is the gurgling
of the water and the rustling of the leaves overhead.

It was late now, around six o'clock. Eventually I got up to go. The
shimmering sea fought back the darkness in a beautiful blaze of colour
which stretched from the horizon right down to the beach. The palmtrees made soft shadows along the shore. I had a last look at the sea
and
over.then walked
wbeautifulaway. Soon I was lost in the shadows. My first swim was
over.
P. Rice, lb,
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A Thunder of Pistons

West African Sketch-book

Slowly the lights of the Land Rover died. We got out into the darkness and walked down the rough floating jetty, made of hewn logs, which
disappeared over the water of the farm dam into the blackness beyond.
"We are early," observed Mr. Cunningham, lighting his pipe. The flame
revealed a tired and anxious face, for its owner was making a final bid
to save his pedigree Boran herd from the savage African drought, by
hiring a Vickers amphibious aeroplane at a cost of £850 and flying
them out from his farm near Kiu, to his other land in the Mole highlands.
There were still forty minutes before the 'plane was due to arrive on the
dam.

That was our last sight of the sea. The blue lagoon slowly disappeared
from view and we left behind that hot humid atmosphere which is always
present on the coast of West Africa. We now began the long journey
northwards 300 miles over some of the worst roads in Africa. Part of the
journey inland was along a road consisting of a strip of tarmac about five
Yards with shoulders of red laterite, or murrai, is it is called here.

Soon after this, as the growing dawn was raising its colours in the
eastern sky, Kiptangat, the senior herdsman, inclined his head and quietly
the hill was growing
said, "Sikia, Bwana." Sure enough, a faint drone over
steadily louder. Suddenly it changed to a roar as the amphibian burst
over the pass and flew low over our heads. Inltinctively I ducked my
head, then, ashamed of my stupidity, glanced up at the powerful machine
slicing overhead - a glimpse of the pilot's face peering down at us
through the windscreen; an impression of the seemingly huge tail fin; then
gone, gone over the surrounding trees. Mr. Cunningham was by this time
ready to direct the raft out to the aircraft, which could now be heard
racing up the valley. Suddenly this man-made creation roared over the
trees in all its splendour, the first wisp of spray flew up from the port
float, followed by a great cloud, which seemed to race after the aircraft.
The pitch of the twin propellers rose to a crescendo as they were run in
but slowly, the prima donna
reverse to slow the 'plane down. Gradually,
settled down into the water, until it stopped and manoeuvred
of
the show
round,
to come thundering slowly back tip its wake to moor near the

Ninety miles inland from Lagos is the city of [badan. This city with
its Athletic Stadium, hospital and white Government buildings is the
largest city in Africa, and lies in a hollow surrounded by tree-clad hills.
After Ibadan the Rain forest of the coastal belt slowly merges into
savanna, which is much greener than East African savanna land but as
one goes further north this green disappears.
One aeesenlless numbers of Africans along the wayside. The Hausa
tribesmen especially catch one's eye, for they wear long
similar to those of the Arabs. Also they wear small caps usually embroidered with many different colours. They originate from the northern cities
of Kano and Kaduna but come south to trade and set tip businesses.
Occasionally whilst still in the rain forest one comes across men with
large cylinders over their backs and goggles protecting their eyes. They
are responsible for spraying stagnant pools of water with a special
inseticide to kilt mosquito larvae which abound in Stch plae,. Malaria
is still a hazard in Nigeria but is becoming less so, owing to constant
spraying and research.
of wild life, but big game is hard to find in
see a variety
One Lizard.s,
snakes and other reptiles abound and occasionally one
Nigeria.

jetty. Tw6' men clambered out onto the starboard float, pulled out some
"Senate" and began to smoke. After some polite shop-talk, the loading
began, three cattle at a time. In all, this took just under an hour.
e

sees a wild cat or a few baboons. Except for these, there is little else to see.

and

African because potatoes arc hard to get, where one has to sleep tinder

Then the crew climbed back into the interior of the aircraft

after a couple of minutes, one propeller began to spin slowly, gathering
spinning madly. The
speed, then its sister engine began to rev. Both were
up the valley. The aircraft slowly
noise echoed and reverberated down and
taxied to the far end of the water. There it turned and s.ped faster and
faster towards us, skimming gracefully like a bird, then the wake ceased
and she soared up. A friendly wave from the pilot and she was gone,
up and over the pass. All that was left to remind us of her being here
in the sun - and an empty
sparkling
of her silver
was
the remains
in the
swell.
gentlywake
packet bobbing
cigarette

The journey from Lagos to Okene is interesting in that it shows one
a glimpse of Africa as it is imagined by people in Europe - not civilised
too much, a country where yams are the staple diet of European and
Afrito
'regular' grade petrole

where

or

h

asngoasdeers

tiuder

One is frequently amused by the sight of the mammy wagons which
are like the buses of Kenya. The gaily dressed Ebu women with their
head-dresses of cloth and their gaily coloured cotton kikois give a
wonderful picture of swirling colours. They move their bodies to the
wooden pipe which emits a
rhythm of a twanging guitar, and a sorttoofgive
a picture of the carefree
melancholy tune. These things combine
life of a coastal West African.
G. Noble, 3a.

A. F. Slater, 3a.
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Beware of Fallen Rocks

As we started to tow the motor boat back to land, tie men who
were on holiday from Rhoclesia, told us that their boat had overturned

The driver of the loaded-up Morris frowns as lie slows down to
avoid a small African toto hawker, who, standing at the very edge of the

the previous afternoon. All the equipment had been lost except the outboard motor (which would not start again), and a coil of rope. They had

road, reaches out to show him his plums. The driver does not stop. He

used the motor as an anchor. If they had not clone this, they would

also passes a succession of small children holding rabbits and colourful
mats and baskets. He is speeding out of Nairobi to spend his weekend
somewhere up country, possibly Nakuru. As. he wants to be at his
destination as soon as possible, he leaves Nairobi straight after work.
After a while, the Morris passes a sign which most drivers will
remember as the first sign of one of the most beautiful places in East
Africa. The sign is 'Beware of fallen rocks'. After this follows: 'Escarpment. Drive slowly'. The driver slows down and sees before him the
immense sweep of the Rift Valley in the light of the evening sun.
The sun is slowly setting behind the great volcano which is now
dormant. The highest peak of Mount Longonot is silhouetted against the

probably have drifted miles out to sea. That evening all the Arab boats
which were passing by had ignored them. The, had been on the boat all
In thle morning a the Arab
awimming trunksho.
night with only their
boats had again ignored their signals ......
back to shore against the winn was a slow job, as the sail
Goit
Gcod
not be used anc Ak had to row all the way. More than three hours
hours
thae
the
wen,
wr the
a dt
binding
afterThey
linding
the men,
we reached
the ofl'eredJ
shore again
thanked
us very
much and
to pay for our fishing trip.
They left and we never saw them again.
l
T
Later that day we were told that a helicopter had been searching

red ball of fire which throws out blazing
towards the beautiful yet feared bottom of
unfortunate accidents areunfotunte
sill[
The
stll rusting.
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Meanwhile the sky to the West has

rays. The driver glances down
the valley where many cars of
signs
not help muchl
ign
ar do
donothel
muh Iback
changed to a darker red with

patches of blue and orange. But to the East the sky, half hidden by the
slope of the escarpment, looks a dull blue. The sky is changing colours
continuously as the sun sinks lower and lower. Now, the Morris passes
the last of the signs 'Beware of fallen rocks' and comes up to the small
church which was built by the Italians during the last World War. The
church stands very nearly at the bottom of the Escarpment with the cliffs,
full of dark caves, behind it. By now the sun has set and only the' dimri
outline of the volcano is to be seen. The dark form of the Escarpment
is left behind, as also are the road signs by which people will remember
their first sight of the Rift Valley.

SM.Wailes, 3n.

Samaritan, Fishing
During our recent stay in Malindi, we decided to go fishing with
an Arab we knew, in his outrigger boat. After an early breakfast, we
went to Casuarina Point where we had previously decided to meet him.
Ali was there with his boat; soon we were sailing out across the blue sea

.

for these men but had not round them. The next day it
paper that four men had been at sea all night in au
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spoilt our fishing trip in dding so.
1'. Harford, 3a.
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Total Assets Exceed £250,00,000
All Classes of Insurance Business Transacted
Life, Fire, Motor, Workmen's Compensation,. Public
Liability, Personal
Accident, Burglary, Cash In
Transit, Plate Glass, Marine.

in the clumsy sailing craft.

I looked back across the small waves, which were shining in the
morning sun, Beyond the waves was, the white sand of the beach and the
casuarinas waving in the gentle breeze. Everything looked milk-washed

in the early light.
As we came near the coral reef, Ali spotted four men standing on a
boat, waving frantically to us. We headed towards them. As we came
nearer, we could see that they were clad only in bathing trunks. When
we reached the men, who were shivering, although the sun was shining,
they asked us to tow them back to land.
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Quotations for all types of Life Assurance gladly made
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Hockey
Two innovations were tried this year. The first was to have an
inter-House league competition for senior teams during the first week-end
of term. It proved so popular that a similar competition for junior teams
was arranged the following week-end. Whilst designed primarily for

For all your requirements in:
*

CRICKET

enjoyment, these competitions served the added purpose of putting the

best players of the three main age groups on show so that selection for
school teams was simplified considerably. The other innovation was to

*HOCKEY

reorganise the games structure to enable all boys of Junior Colts' age to
play together all the time regardless of whether they were in Junior,
Intermediate or a Senior HIouse. Thus the JLuior Colts became truly
representatit4 and the standard of play noticeably improved.

FOOTBALL
*SQUASH

1st XI

TENNIS
*BADM INTON, Etc.

Captain: D. A. McFarnell
Vice-Captain: J. C.
Charlton
This must have come close to being the worst season on record -but I must be careful; a still, small voice keeps whispering "Just you
wait until next year I" We started the year with two old colours,
Mý,Farnell and Charlton, and two other members of last year's side.
Broad and Dale, A useful enough nucleus but the HIouse competition at

Also athletic goods, running spikes, football,

the beginning the term showed all too clearly that there

rugby and hockey boots, athletic and sports

these days and in a game like hockey, in which skill is the most important

clothing, etc., etc.

NA IR OBI SPO RT S HO U SE
(Opposite Hutehings Biemer Ltd.)

Phone 24879

P.0,

Government Road
NAIROBI

Box 5458

build round it.

was little to

We do seem to be extremely short of real games players.

quitity, this shortage shows up badly. McFarnell, of course, is a fine
player and will rank among the best the School has produced. But one
player does not make a team and it (lid not take the opposition long
to discover that he was the only Forward who neceded to be watched;
shades of Yeger six years ago ...
MeFarnell played at inside-right, with Strachan, a promising player
when he isn't dreaming, outside him. On the left Dale was moved in to
the inside position because there was no-one else to Il[[ it and Cousins,
whose game improved tremendously as the season progreeiscd, was on
the wing, Milton tried hard at centre-forward but somehow his performances always left one with the impression that we were watching a
competent rugby wing-forward in unfamiliar surroundings, which indeed
we were. The virtue of this forward line was its speed but unfortunately
we seldom saw this to advantage, since the ball had a dilconcerting habit

of running too far ahead or getting left behind altogether. The defence.
too, had its problems. After the head injury he received at rugger, we
could not risk playing Charlton in goal although he (lid play one game
for the Combined Schools to remind us how it should be done. Instead
he played at right back and Macaulay was converted from centre-half to
partner him. They made a useful pair anl with Tweedie in goal our
defence was as sound as we could get. It wal in the half-back line that
the real weaknesses of this year's side lay. Broad always worked hard
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but tended mote and more to adopt a one-handed style whilst both
lacked the
Swan and Gill were relatively inexperienced so thatin we
a good hockey
between forwards and backs which is essential
cohesion
team.
team, iplay
We fared ill against the Nairobi clubs this year, losing to Parklands
and twice to Impala. The second Impala match was in effect an Old
Boys' match since the entire Impala team was composed of Old Cambrians.
Once again St. Mary's School 4ot the better of us by winning the first
match whilst the second was drawn. Both matches were hard fought and
my impression was that there was little to choose between the two teams,
both if anything being rather stronger in attack than in defence. With
forwards like MeFarnell and Luckhurst about, the odd thing was that so
few goalgs were scored. We won the first encounter with the Duke of
Gloucester School, the first time we have beaten them for some years,
a vastly improved
but they made a number of team changes and it was
unlucky against
were
We
match.
side which came up here for the return
lead the team
early
an
established
Having
School.
the Alliance High
relaxed and allowed Alliance to cqualise late in the second half. This
produced some sort of a response and the pres~sure was increased but the
Our
its way into the goal.
final whistle went as McFarnell's shot was onalways
exciting to watch no
School are
matches with the Duke of York
matter whether the standard of play is good, bad or indifferent. This
very
year it was indifferent and the second match in particular was a to
it
on
held
and
on
early
lead
2-i
a
established
We
humdrum affair.
wrong,
went
everything
until late in the second half when suddenly
well
Tweedie, usually sane and solid, dived to a shot which was going
the process, Not content
past the posts and cast his stick to the winds in
with that he started kicking his way out of trouble in the penalty bully
that followed and seemed a little surprised at the award of a penaytyuke
it all the Duke of York popped in another one whilst
goal. And to crown
we were still muttering and scratching our heads. So, 2-1 up to 2-3 down
came to our rescue and, moving
in a matter of minutes. Luckily MeFarnell
himself temporarily to centre-forward, dribbled straight through from the
terms
level to
on which
the
shot to putnote[ison
end just
bully and scored with an excellentwas
a good
This
blew.
whistle
final
before the

season.

Visit of the Combined Rhodestan Schools' Hockey XI
a Rhodesian
learned that
of the season
end arriving
the be
before
Justside
term to
following Schools
of the
beginning
at the we
would
touring
matches against each of the European Schools, a Combined European
Schools' team, and a Combined Asian Schools' team. As things turned
out, their boat arrived two days late so that their stay in Nairobi was
reduced to little more than a long week-end. This meant some re-organisation
and their first match was against a combined Prince of Wales -- Duke
of York side which was captained by MeFarnelt and included Date,
Coumins, Macaulay and Swan. The next day they played the Asian Schools
and on the third a St. Mary's Invitation XI, a team largely composed of
St. Mary's boys but supplemented by two players from each of tile Duke
of York and Prince of Wales Schools. It Wits an enjoyable visit and
produced some interesting hockey; we hope they will come again.

2nd XI
Captain: R. S. King
It often happens that the 2nd XI tenls to attract the old men of the
younger
he future, we included m eny
School; this year, withan t
players and the results were encouraging. Regular Players were: King,
Jacobs, Mytton-Watson, Silver, Flood, Fairelough, M. McFarnll, M. Lyth,
Ulyate, J. Allen, Riches.
Results.
Delamere School
Schooln
of GSlos.ys
XI G....
Delamere School

Lost
2ndXt Won
Wun
Won

0
4
3
3

- -

Won
Won
Won

3
21
2

-

Duke of York 2nd XI
Duke of York 2nd Xl
Duke of York 2nd XI

2
o
0

---

0
I
1

Senior Colts

The season started in promising enough fashion with a win against
Dr. Ribeiro's school: as USual they showed a much higher standard of

Results :
Lost
Lost
Won
Drew
Won
Lost
Lost
Drew

Impala 'B'
Parklands
Duke of Gls.
Alliance H.S.
Duke of York
Duke of Gins.
Impala 'A'
Duke of York

2 - 4
i - 2
I - 0
2 - 2
3- 2
I - 3
6
I
3- 3

Colours were awarded to Dale, Macaulay and Swan.
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individual skill, but our greater speed and more direct methods were just
enough to counteract this, and we won by the odd goal in three. It was an
auspicious beginning, as we often go down heavily against the Goans.
Apart from a very flat and disappointing display against Delamcre High,
the 'A' X[ played vigorously and tasted nothing but victory. The team
was one of the most balanced we have had for many years; there were
no marked weakness, and although the inside forwards were sometimes
the reverse
slow to see and move through a gap, and could have used
pass more often, they shot hard and frequently and did not allow the
sound work of our defence to go to waste.
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The 'B' XI was somewhat starved of fixtures, but in essence the side
had an equally good season, and apart from winning its games against

Swimming and Water Polo

the Duke of York and St. Mary's, did very well to hold and sometimes
defeat the 'A' XI in practice games.

Captain: P. R. Nolan
This year swimming improved, owing to an upsurge of talent in the
B group and the support of such veteran swimmers as Broad. The A

Junior Colts

group
the C
were stole
able all
to hold
their own easily
the other
Schoolsand
while
thegroup
B group
the honours.
On thewith
whole
there

This year has seen a major re-organisation of Junior Colts games. In
the past, practices were severely inconvenienced by the increasing numbers
of Colts in Senior Houses; seldom was it possible for the whole team
to be together except at weekends.

was more enthusiasm for training, no doubt because of the previous
year's particularly poor results.
The large number of boys who entered for the Kenya Open Chainpionships put tip it very courageous performance, although unfortunately
we won nothing. In the future it is hoped that boys will train even more

Under the new scheme, Seniors, who are stilt young enough for the
Colts now continue to play games with Junior and Intermediate. (This
proved so successful that it has since been extended to the other games.)
One of the welcome effects of this has been the introduction of a third
Junior Xl (under 13.9); this has gone further, for yet another XI was
needed for them to play against while training, and so they in their turn
arranged two well-matched fixtures against the Duke of York, and, it is
hoped, will be able to expand to a full set of fixtures next year.

enthusiastically, for there is no lack of talent; then the School might
take some of the honours from St. Mary's. However, in the Junior Championships Came won tile Freestyle, Mears the Breastroke, and Melennan
the lutter-fly. The under 16's Freestyle team consisting of Came,
Rnndgren, Becker and Curry, set a new Kenya record of 2 rins. 17.6
against strong opposition.
The Water-Polo team was unsuccessful in its match against thle Duke
of York where it was beaten, In the two Inter-School Gains against the
Duke of York and St. Mary's the School beat the former by 113 points to
96 points, while in the latter the School wits beaten 98 pointlt to (6x points.
This was an improvement on tile previous year when we were defeated
by both schools.
The School Gala was again held in perfect weather and some firstclass swimming combined with determination gave the audicnce an

"A" TEAM: Dokelman; Fiorotto, Atkinson; Miller ((.apt.), Luck,
Burton; Carroll. Cunningham, Ramage, Ramsbottom, Coxall.
"B" TEAM: Clarke; Ombler, Waterton; Shaffer. Wilson, Cooper
(Capt.); Booth, Rundgren, Haley, Webster, Chedotal,
"C" TEAM:

Patel; Hutton,

Harris;

Dauncey,

Davidson

(Capt.),

Randall; Vidot, Stevenson, Mehlsen, Meerloo, Brown.
Results
Duke of York School

St, Mary's School

Home
A:
B:
C:
A:
B:

Draw
Lost
Draw
Won
Won

C:
Dr. Ribeiro's Goan School A:
B:
A:
Delamere High School
C:
C:
Kenton College
Nairobi Primary School C:

1-1
1-2
I-I
3-f
6A)

Lost
1-3
Lost
0-3
Lost
0--I
2-1
Won
Won 2-0
Draw 2-2
Won
4--0
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Interesting and often exciting afternoon, during which three rclrds fell
and Hawke narrowly beat Nicholson by one point. Thc water-polo wits
won by Clive.

Away
Lost
Lost
Won
Draw
Won

2-Gala
1-3
4-1
I-I
4-2

Won
3-1
Lost
0-1
Draw 1-1
0-3
Lost
1-2
Lost
Lost 0-11
Won

5--0

School colours were re-awarded to Broad and

awarded

to Came,

Mears and Scarratt,
Results
200x Freestyle Open
100x Butterfly Open
Plunging
Freestyle C

Came (N)
Nolan (C) Mcl.cnnan (S)
Langley (N)
Cole (R)

Freestyle B
Freestyle A'
Freestyle A'
Diving B & C
Breaststroke ABreaststroke B
Breaststroke C
100 yd. Breaststroke A'
Diving A, & A-

Becker (C)
Came (N)
Verity (H)
Todd (H)
Mears (R)
McLennan (S)
Cole (R)
Borwick (S)
Broad (H)
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Record

Eackstroke A & C'
100 yds. Backstroke A, &

Dudin (G)

Medley Relay B & C

Charlton
(N)
Grigg and Scott•

Medley Relay A, & AC

Hawke

4x1 Freestyle Relay
4xl Freestyle Relay
4x1 Freestyle Relay
4x1 Freestyle Relay
Composite Relay B
Composite Relay A

Rhodes (record)
Grigg
Nicholson' (record)
Hawke
Rhodes.
Hawke.

C
B
AA'

1st XV
M.R. Lyth; R. H. Mundred, P. K. Swan, A. M. Dale, P. G. H.
Carroll, D. A. MFarnell, N. P. H. Macaulay; T. E. B. Jacobs; D..Evans;
S. J. Barnard; C. B. Shepherd; J. A. Fielden; J. D.. Milton; H. R. Fenwick;
M
.M~ret
M.W. McFarnell.
All were awarded Colouri.
Also played: D. Robinson, B&Dokelman, R. J. Bridges.
Results:
Machakos
Staffordshire Regt.

Rugby

Won
Yvon

Home
Away

3
0

1815-

R.A.F.

Home.

We werIe short of experienced players at the beginning of the season,
and a team had to be built round a nucleus formed by D. McFarnell, the

Harlequins 'A'
St. Mary's School

Home
Home

Won
Won

289-

only surviving colour, and R. Bundred, P. K. Swan, A. M. Dale and J. D.
Milton, all of whom were from last year's 2nd XV. We therefore did not
entertain great hopes, but the enthusiasm and drive for fitness shown in
the early days were signs that we intended to give nothing away. Our
first game, against Machakos, was an encouraging success; the forwards
played with spirit, and although the finer points of scrummaging and lineout. play were not in evidence, the. pack was solid in defence, and well
together in the loose. The back were well served, ran hard and handled
competently. The increase in confidence noted in the early games played
struggles
ahead. The test,
an important part in the harder matches that laya much
and
sterner
provided
against Impala and the Old Cambrians
the School rose to the occasion. Attacking moves could not be mounted
in great 'number'against the strong sides fielded, but the defence held firm.
The team did well to leave the field with a draw and a win respectively,

Impala
Dnke of York
Old Cambrians
St. Mary's School .
Duke of York School

Home
Home
Home
Away
Away

Drev
Won
Won
Drew
Won

[(-I[
5- '0
8-- 6
6-- 6
14--6

1stXV.

Having see such promising display against senior sides, we were frankly
disappointed in the Schools matches. Against both opponents, the forwards
took time to settle down, and when they eventually did so, slow and
hesitating half-back play nullified most of their hard work; the three
on despairing
back team
fell whole
and the
cohesion for
lostfrustration
linewas
quarter
supporters.efforts.
and their individual
result
The
T
York
The final match of the season, played away against the Duke of
School, started on a similar pattern, and our opponents carried the game
against us for most of 'the first half; but in the last twenty minutes, the
team moved together; the forwardi played with real fire; gaps were found
in our opponents' line, and the game was played to a stormy finish.
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.

Lost

3-5

63- 5

Won

0
3

Total ptayed It: Won 7, drew 2, lost 1. Points for 123, against 45.
Points for . 34, against 15
School matches: Won 3, drew 1.

Captain: A. Sutherst
After a rather disorganised'start tie lear settled down'
the highest score
successful season, achi
Scolfr
eogiving tehgetsoeagainst the Duke. of.York .
School for a long time.
4

Dokelman . and Connor proved a dangerous close offensive pair,
'
whilst strong tackling from Duxbury and Sutherst inspired good defence
work from the side, especially in the face of much stronger teams.
We would like to express our thanks

to

Mr.

Phillips

for. his

coaching; the team had many successes in this, his final Rugger season
heire

'

Results:;

.
6- 0o
22-

Home
Away

Won
Won

-

Home

Lost

6-

8

Staffordshire Regiment
'
Wanderers
Duke of York School
Strathmore College

Home
Home
Home
Home

Won
Lost
Won
Won

9--33424ý-

3
6
3
3'

Royal College
Delamere Boys, School
Strathmore College

This was a season for the making of reputations and eight of the
first XV were selected to play for the Combined Schools: D. McFarnell,
(Captain), Lyth (full-back), Dale and Bundred (three-quarters), Milton,
"
Jacob, Shepherd and Barnard (forwards).

Home

Nondescripts 'A'

9

,

Machakos Secondary School Home
Duke of York School
Away
Delamere High School
Away
Nakuru 'A'
Away
Points for: 179. -Points against: 40.

Won
Won
Won
Lost

12- 3
22- 0
32- 0
9-11

Senior Colts
Captain: B. L. Harris.
This season we had the greatest pleasure in welcoming Rift Valley
(and supporters)
-Their
game. whe
who terrificenthusmaend
have taken up
Academy,
Asadeywhowhave
u thethougah
w players
hefirst at,spters
showed terrific enthusiasm and although we won the first match, the
experience they gained between it and the return game enabled them to
use their superior size and weight to greater effect and We were well
beaten at Kijabe,
This was our only defeat. Under the able captaincy of Harris, the
forwards dominated almost every game and if the back play was not quite
up to the standard of that of the forwards, there were nevertheless some
fine individual breaks. Altogether a most successful season.
Results:
Delamere High School
Rift Valley Academy
Duke of York School
Delamere High School
St. Mary's School
Duke of York School
Rift Valley Academy

Home
Home
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away

Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost

29- 6
11- 9
18- 8
27- 3
25- 8
17- 0
5--28

Combined Schools R.F.C.
At the end of the school's rugby season the customary games were
played at the Ngong Road and two teams took part in the Nakuru 7's.
D. A. McFarnell was appointed Captain for these games.
Through the efforts of Mr. Bieneman of the Duke of York School
and Col. T. Hobson, the Coast Representative on the R.F.U.E.A., a
coastal tour was arranged for the first part of August. The party travelled
by ship from Mombasa to Dar-es-Salaam and back, calling in at Tanga
and Zanzibar. Some hockey was also played. 1. D. Milton was appointed
their Vice-Captain.
Results
President's invitation XV
A Combined Services (E.A.) XV
Tour Results:
Mombasa Sports Club
Dar-es-Salaam Gymkhana Club

Won
Lost

[l--9
6-8

Lost
Won

Dar-es-Salaam Gymkhana Club
Tanga
Mombasa Sports Club A XV

Won
Won
Won

11-14
16--0
10-5
42-0
42-0

House Matches:
Sear Cup:
Winner of Pool A
Winner of Pool B
Final
Hamilton Cup:
Clive, just beating Rhodes

Clive
Nicholson
Nicholson
6-0
by I point with Ill points.

Junior 'Colts
Thanks are due to considerable advice and as.sistance from Messrs.
Irwin and Hollebone, and to Mr. Earl, who so ably coached the team.
Also to Prefects from Junior and Inter House and to the second under
14 XV, who acted as stooges in practice games, but who unfortunately
were unable to obtain any fixtures.

Athletics
Captain: R. 1[. Bundred

Secretary: J. C. Charlton.

The Athletics team had once again a successful season, although
Alliance High School managed to avenge the defeat we inflicted on them

The most remarkable feature of the season's matches was the
inspired beginning and the later ghastly flop! The captain, Engelbrecht,
played magnificent rugby in the early part of the season, but seemed to
collapse completely in subsequent matches.
In the last two games, the whole team gave the impression of
apathy, and perhaps of over-confidence. If individual players are to be
sorted out, Dauncey as full back and Migdoll as hooker, played
consistently well throughout the season.
Vidot showed tremendous
energy and played an excellent forward game.
Results:
Delamere High School
Away
Won
29- 3
Home
Won
36- 0
St. Mary's School
Duke of York School
Home
Won
10- 6
Duke of York School
Away
Lost
0- 6
3- 6
Lost
Away
St. Mary's School

in the Triangular Meeting last year.
The result of the Triangular Meeting held at the Prince of Wales
School on the 10th July was: -
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Alliance

High School

...

...

68 points

Prince of Wales School
...
58 points
Duke of Gloucester School
... 11 points
We had a total of 15 athletes placed in the first three of all events,
one more than last year. Some of the outstanding achievements at this
Meeting were:R. H. Bundred's treble win in the 100, 220 and 120x
hurdles. (His time (for the 220 yards - 23.2 bettered the existing record
by .1 secs.), Hime's greatly improved running in the 440 yds. and some
excellent throwing by Fielden, Preketes and Smith in the field events.
Outram, Eyre and Adu showed good form in the jumps and McFarnell
and Charlton were our mainstay in the middle distance events.

As a result of the Triangular Meeting we had 12 representatives In
the Inter-Triangular Sports, more than any other school. R. H. Bundred
shone in winning the 100 x in 10 sees., the 220 in 22.6 (new record) and

the' 120x hurdles. Hime had another good run in . the 440 yds:
a personal best.
•

doing

• 'A word' must . be said about our relay team of R. H. Bundred, Himc,
Me Runoff and Dale. They 'won both the Triangular and Inter-Triangular
events, returning a new record,•in the former, of 45.5 secs. •
Our own Sports Meetings on the 19th and 20th July were hotly
contested. Rhodes House won the Sidney Davis Cop from that stronghold of athletics, Nicholson.

Result :
I. Rhodes
2.
3.

2481
2211
1631

Nicholson
Clive

The Standards Bowl was won by Clive, under the direction of their
Athletics Captain, Hime, hut only after a fierce tussle with Grigg. The
standards were adjusted this year to cover a wider range of events. It is
hoped that this will eventually improve the overall standard of 'athletics
in the School and will give boys a chance to discover their best event, thus
enabling them to specialise more at a later age.
The Cross Country was a close affair between McFarnell (N) and
Charlton (N). the former winning. In the B Cross Country the Rhodes
team won decisively.
The season's most promising athletes were: Bundred, McFarnell,
Hime and G. Robinson.
New School records were: A' 100x
10.3 R. Bundred (5) (equals
record); A' 220 x — 23.1. R. Bunched (S); A ' 120x hurdles 15.4 R.
Hundred (5); Az Javelin —• 125' x 81" Jones (G); B 4 x 220x1 min. 51.2
secs., (2nd teams) Nicholson.
School Colours:— R. H. Bundred, Captain.
Reawarded: Hime.
Awards: McFarnell, Ado, Preketes, Charlton, Outram.
Mention must be made of the Athletics Secretary, J. C. Charlton,
who worked tirelessly on what must be the most responsible and yet
thankless job of the School office-bearing positions. He was well supported
by. the House captains however, which helped - a great deal. In future
this position will have to be held by a non-athlete, as it is unfair to an
athlete hi training to spend hours per week doing lists, and similar
administrative . work.
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D. Maynard. 3a.
The Owen Falls and the Murchison Falls.

W. J. Liversidge.
Sports Day: still life studies.

"East African Standard".
1he new Cricket .veore hut.

Cricket
Captain: M. R. Lyth

Vice-Captain: R. M. Trendell

1st XI
Despite the return of seven of last year's X1, the season so far has
hcen disappointing. However. there have been signs of improvement
recently, and this, if maintained, could mean ending the season on a high
note.
The mainstay of the batting and bowling has been Trendell, who did
so well in the earlier games that he was selected to play for the Combined
Kenya Schools against the M.C.C. lead by. M. I. K. Smith. In the game
against Kongoni.s, who fielded a very strong side, Trendell scored a great
55, which represented well over half our total runs.
The game against the Old Cambrians turned into a most exciting
match. It was also notable for a splendid undefeated 91 by Derek Breed,
and a lighting stand of 116 by Lyth and Milton after the School, having
lost 4 wickets for no runs in David Drummond's first fantastic over, had
crept to 35 for 6. As a result of this seventh wicket partnership, the
School was able to hold out and draw the match, being 159 for 8 at the
close, in reply to Old Cambrians' score of 195 for 4 declared.
Results:
Highway Secondary School
H.S.S. 56. P.O.W. 57 for 3. Won. (Trendell 19, Phillips 24 mo., Flutter
4/22, Jones 5/28, Trendell 1/2).
K.K.C.C.
K.K.C.C. 177/4. (Flutter 3/64). P.O.W. 89. (Trendell 55). Lost.
Duke of York
D.O.Y. 148. (Trendell 5/50. I.yth 3/35). P.O.W. 52. (Milton 15 n.o.). Lost.
Dr. !Metro's
P.O.W. 171: (Jones 36. Trench:II 29, Lyth 20).
(Trendell 6/18). Draw.

"East African Standard"
Last, and by all means least, your Editor. 1954-1963.

Dr. llibeiro's 74 for 9,

Delamere
P.O.W. 113. (Jones 34 , Trendell 22). Delamere 117 for 7. Lost. (Trcndcll
4/36, • Flutter 2/34).
Duke of Gloucester
U.O.G. 183 for 2. P.O.W. 60. (Cherry 19, Lunn 12). Lost.
Strathmore
P.O.W. 151. (Trendell 44, Phillips 30, Samji 27). Strathmore 137 for 9.
Draw. (Trendell 4/40, Lyth 3/27).
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Old Cambrians
159/8.
D.C.'s 195/4. (Breed 91 n.o., Shaw 42, Woods 44). P.O.W.
(Lyth n.o. 61, Milton 51).

Tennis
Draw.
Captain: ME Barford.
Successes in inter-school matches and in open tournaments have made
1963 a happy year for the Prince of Wales Tennis.

2nd Xl
Captain: J. P. Maclure, (B. A. Newton)
At the time of writing we have played only three out of our six
fixtures. We beat the Duke of York by four wickets on the Oval, with a
good Captain's innings from Maclure and a satisfying series of boundaries
The other
hit by Harvey, who also took four wickets for sixteen runs.
Duke of
the
and
matches we lost - to the Technical High School
Gloucester, both on their ground.

A narrow loss to the Aga Khan School was compensated for by handsome victories over the Duke of York, the Duke of Gloucester, Delamere
Boys' School and St. Mary's.

The team have certainly enjoyed their cricket this season, and three
of our players have been playing for the 1st XI - Maclure (Captain),
Harvey (No. 1 bowler) and Simon (wicketkeeper).

D. F. Strachan (Hawke), the Boys' Doubles. D. Dokelnan (Rhodes) was a
finalist in the Boys' Singles, Under 15, but paid the penalty for overconfidence.

Results:
p.O.W. 87. Technical High School 158 for 3.
P.O.W. 74 for 6. Duke of York 73. (Maclure 28 not out; Harvey 4/16)
and Rosenkranz 3/8).
P.O.W. 59. Duke of Gloucester 63 for 4. (Newton 2116).

In the inter-House Competitiobi for the McLellan Sim Trophy there
were more evenly contested matches than there have been for many years.
One set of 17-15 turned the scales in favour of Rhodes in their semi-final
encounted with Clive and a surprise defeat of D. F. Strachan with Gatti
allowed Grigg to pip Hawke at the post in their semi-final match. The
and everything
final between Grigg and Rhodes was an exciting duel and
M. Barford
hinged in the end on the clash between D. B. Strachan
(Grigg) and L. Phillips and B. Dokelman (Rhodes), Grigg proved to be
the eventual winners.

Senior Colts
Captain: D. Bennett-Rees.
This has been a good season. Both batting and bowling have been
high standard. However fielding and running between wickets have
a
of
been below average. N. Trerdelt and Samji have been our two outobtaining a well-deserved place in the 1st XI
esn
players,
h n othe hlatter
standing
toad_
towards the end of the season.
Team: Bennett-Rees, Samji, N. Trendell,

We completely dominated the scene in the Parklands Junior Tennis
Championships. D. B. Strachan (Grigg) earned three titles for himself:
the Boy's Singles, the Mixed Doubles and in partnership with his brother

N. D. Trendell,

Robinson,

Riley, Chase.
Webster, Ismail, Caird, Allison, Ramsbottom,

In the annual Staff versus School 1st VI match the Staff preserved
11-4 victory with 2 sets
their unbeaten record with a resounding
unemployed. Messrs. Hogge and Liversidge notched tip 2 sets out of the
of 6.and Davies 3 sets out of 6 and Messrs.
sets outWare
3 unplayed),
Potter 6 Messrs.
3 (with and
Davies
As/anticipated, the School Singles Championship for the Potter Cup
affairs in the final. D. B. repeated his Parklands win,
was an all-Strachan
this time by 4-6; 6-2; 6-1.

Results:
36). Won.
St. Mary's 16. (Samji 7 for 10). P.O.W. 137. (Samji
39 n.o.). Won.
Delamere 77. (Riley 5 for 7). P.O.W. 146 for 7. (Allison
3 (Trendell 50 n.o.)
Duke of York 99. (Samji 5 for 20). PO.W. 102 for
Won.

Eastleigh Secondary School 124. P.O.W. 75 for 7. Draw.
26). Lost.
Duke of Gloucester 160 for 6. P.O.W. 109, (Samji
Draw.
Delamere 176 for 5. P.O.W. 111 for 7. (Trendell 45).
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Valete
Where no final destination Is given, It may be assumed that the

W. E. TILLEY LTD.

leaver went to a school in the United Kingdom.
LEFT DECEMBER, 1962.

H IGH CLASS BUTCHERS

AGGETT, M. J. - January 1959. Rhodes. la -- 4M. S.C., C.C.F.: N.C.O.
To school in South Africa.
ALLAN, T. - January 1960. Rhodes. le - 3d, To Merchant Navy.
ANDERSON, D. M. - January 1957. Hawke. la - U6M. H.S.C. To
Electronic Engineering.
ARMSTRONG, G. V. - January 1958. Clive. Id - 4A. S.C., C.C.F.:
N.C.O. To K.C.C.
D.T. F.-- January 1959. Hawke. Id -- 4d. To R.AF
BALL, i. E.-- January 1958, Clive. le-- 4c. Hockey (Ist XI);
Rugby (tst XV); Soccer (lst Xl); Athletics (School team).

Suppliers of

Only Prime Bevf,
Beef, M uttoBALL,
utton,

Lamb, Pork and VealAprnieh.

BENNET,

e Fihl(st

Pork Pies

and Sausages a Speciality.
Chickens, Ducks, Turkeys.
*

Phone: 20589
Hardinge Street

NAIROBI

Rhodes.

lq

-

2c.

To

Army

T. -- January 1959. Hawke. In
- 4M. S.C. C.C.F.: N.C.O.
in South Africa.
BROOME, J. G. - January 1957. Scott. la -- U6M. H.S.C. School Profeet. Head of Intermediate. C.C.F.: N.C.O. Hockey (Ist Xl); Rugby
(Ist VX); Soccer (1st XI). To Engineering.
BROWN, W. J. - January 1960. Clive. 2c -,- 4S. S.C.
HUNDRED, P. E. -- September 1957. Scott. 2p -- U6B. H.S.C. School
Prefect. Head of House. School Band Corporal. Hockey (Ist XI);

Cdk

Rugby (lst XV); Soccer ([it XI); Squash (School team); Athletics

(School captain).

BUTrERFIELD, N. M.

N.C.O.

January 1959. Hawke. lb
To Fleet Air Arm,
-

-

4A. S.C. C.C.F.:

CARNE, 1. R. C. -- January 1957: Nicholson. la -- U6B. H.S.C. C.C.F.:

N.C.O.

CARSON, J. G. - January 1959. Clive. la - 4S. S.C. Band: Drummer
Corporal. Shooting (School team). To Royal Ulster Constabulary.
CLARK, T. H. -- January 1958. Nichollon. lb -- 4A. SC. To
Agriculture.

CONNOR, D. H. -

P.O. Box 1218

1961.

XI). To University.

Frozen and Fresh Lake FiskM.
All Kinds of Imported Fisk
Cooked M eats,

January

BOLOGNA, G. -- January 1959. Hawke. ld -- 4c. S.C. To Agriculture
in South Africa,
BONNER, P. L. -- September 1957. Scott. Ic. - U6A. H.S.C. Soccer

*

Froz
Freh
n an
La

M. J. -

Apprenticeship.

January 1960.

Rhodes. Ia -

4A. S.C.

COX, J. F. - November 1960. Grigg. 2bii - 4S. S.C. To University in
U.S.A.
DIMECH, R. M. - January 1959. Nicholson. lb - 4M. S.C. Boxing
(School captain). Won under 18 Kenya Boxing Championship. To
Chartered Accountancy.
DINGWALL,
P. D. - January 1960. Hawke. la - 4A. S.C. C.C.F.:
W.O. It. Young
Farmers' Club
(Chairman). To Farming in Australia.
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ESQUIRE LIM ITED
(Mickey Migdoll and Harry Winfield)

THE MAN'S SHOP
THAT QUALITY BUILT

OUR NEW STANLEY HOUSE PREMISES CAN PROVIDE
ALL REQUIREMENTS IN PRINCE OF WALES SCHOOL,
AND ALL JUVENILE OUTFITTING.
ARE

ENQUIRIES

UP-COUNTRY

WELCOME

AND

DEALT WITH IMMEDIATELY.

ESQUIRE LIMITED
NAIROBI

HARRISON, C. P. M. - April 1959. Grigg. 3a - U6A. H.S.C. Head of
choir. To Aberdeen University.
HOMFRAY, J. D. - September 1957, Scott 2b -- U6M. S.C. Rugger
(1st XV); Shooting (School Captain). To Civil Engineering.
JONES, D. W, - January 1959. Hawke. lb -- 4M. S.C. C.C.F.: N.C.O.
Young Farmers' Club (Secretary). To Surveying.
KELBE, B. E. M. L. - January 1958. Clive. Ic - 5R. S.C. To Quantity
Surveying.
KERR, A. D. - September 1959. Hawke. Ic - 4C. To Commerce,
LACEY, P. - January 1959. Hawke. ia - 4M. S.C.
LARKINS, A. W. -- January 1960. Scott. 2c Bugler. To Commerce.
LA ROSA, L. -

BUY WISELY, BUY QUALITY AT

P.O. Box 1241

1S.&C. C.IC;.
U6M.
U
DUNCAN, A. 1. - January 0951. Nicholson. ia
C,S.M. To I.C.r.
4d. Athletics (School
EAGER, J. E. - January 1959. Hawke. le
team). To Merchant Navy.
EVANS, M. B. - May 1961. Grigg. L6E - U6M. To University.
FREMLIN, R. R. A. - January 1958. Grigg ld - 5R. S.C. C.C.F.:
NC.O. To Forestry.
FYFFE, K. D. - January 1959. Scott. Ic - 4d. S.C. Shooting (School
team). To Commerce.
GARSIDE, 1. L. - January 1959. Clive. lc - 4C. S.C.
GRAY, G. N, - January 1956. Scott. Id - U6A. H.S.C., C.C.F,: R.S.M.
Swimming (School Captain). To Law.

'Phone 25727

January 1962. lp -

4d. S.C. Band: Silver

lb.

LAWRENCE-BROWN, M. M. D, - January 1957. Rhodes. [a - U6B.
H.S.C. School Prefect. Head of House. C.C.F.: N.C.O. Hockey (School
Captain); Soccer (ist XI); Squash (School team); Tennis (School team).
LEECH, S. B. - January 1959. Scott. Ic - 4S. S.C.
"LEFOURNOUR, R, - January 1962. Scott. ix. To School in Australia.
LOVELL, N. 1. - January 1962. Rhodes. Ix -- Ic. To School in South
Africa.
LYLE, C. B. - January 1957. Clive. la - U6M. H.SC. C.C.F.: N.C.O.
To St. John's College, Cambridge.
MACAULAY, L. D. I. - January 1957. Scott [a -- U6B. S.C. Athletics
(Secretary). To Rhodes University.
McADAM, K. P. W. J. - January 1958. Nicholson. 2a - U6B. H.S.C.
School Prefect. Head of House. Head of School. Hockey (ist XI);
Rugger (lstXV); Cricket (Captain of 1st XI); Squash (School team);
Tennis (Captain of School team): Kenya Junior Doubles Champion
1960-62; Mixed Doubles Champion 1961-62; Singles Champion 1958-60.

NAIROBI

To Clare College, Cambridge.
MOLENVELD, H. J. - January 1957. Nicholson. lb - U6A. H.S.C.
C.C. F.: N.C.O. Athletics (School team).
MURPHY, K. O'H. - January 1959. Nicholson. lb - 4M. S.C.
NIXON, G. R. - January 1962. Nicholson. to - 2c. To H.M.S.
"Conway".
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NEW STANLEY HOUSE

PEREIRA, 0. - January 1956. Clive La - U6M. S.C. School Prefect.
Head of House. C.C.F.: C.S.M. Hockey (1st XI); Rugger (lst XV).
To Nottingham University.

PRICE, N. P. L.

E S A

at your service

S.versity

*c *k *

Suppliers of Books and Stationery to the

Prefect.

-

September 1957.

Scott. Ia

U6A. H.S.C. School

-

Head of Junior, C.C.F.: N.C.O.

- January 1961. Clive. L6A RHOAD, D.in L.U.S.A.

U6A.

H.S.C. To Uni-

RUNDGREN, D. P. - January 1959. Clive. le - 4d. C.C.F.: N.C.O.
Cricket (lst XI) Shooting (School team); Squash (School team). To
B.S.A. Police.
RUSHTON, D. J. - January 1959. Nicholson. Id - 4d. S.C. East African
Water Skiing Champion 1962. To Architecture.
SALMON, S. R. D. - January 1962. Clive. Ia.
SCHWENTAFSKY, A. C. - January 1957. Hawko. 2p - U6A. H.S.C.
School Prefect. Head of House. Hockey (ist XI); Rugger (lst XV);'

Prince of Wales School and to schools
throughout East Africa.

Soccer (1st XI); Squash (School Captain 1960-62); Swimming and
Water Polo (School Captain). To University of Natal.
SHAYLOR, C. - January 1957. Nicholson. lb -- U6A. S.C. School
Prefect. Rugger (Ist XV). Secretary 'School Scripture Union. To
Teacher Training College.
SHAYLOR, D. 1. - January 1958. Nicholson. Id - 5R. S.C. Sailing
Club (Secretary). To Farming.
SHEARER, P. J. - June 1956. Grigg. lc - U6A. H.S.C To St. Andrew's.
University

Why not pay a visit to our showroom and
browse awhile.

SIMPSON, M.

Catalogues or information Available on Everything

Needed by 'Schools and Teachers.

N.C.O.
SIMPSON,
(School
SKETr, H.
Major.
torical

Anglia.

C. - January 1959. Nicholson. Ie -- 4d. C.C.F.:
To R.A.F. Police.
R. B. C. -- January 1961. Nicholson. Ix - 2e. Swimming
team). To Royal Navy.
C. - January 1958. Scott. 2q - U6A. H.S.C. C.C.F.: Drum
Soccer (1st XI); Waterpolo (School team). Political and HisSociety (Secretary). Head Librarian. To University of East

STEWART, T. F. - January 1958. Scott. Id - 5R. S.C. Shooting
(School team). To R.A.F.
STIMSON, W. H. - January 1957. Hawke. lb - U6B. H.S.C. C.C.F,:
N.C.O. Soccer (1st XI). Shooting (School team)
STUMP, B. R. - January 1962. Grigg. Ip.
STUMP, R. D. - January 1961. Grigg. iq - 2c.

THE E.S.A. BOOKSHOP
Church House, Government Road, Nairobi.
P.O. Box 30167 -

Phone: 20159.

Now open until 5 p.M. weekdays.

TAYLOR, P. C. Engineering.

January 1959. Grigg. lb

4A. S.C. To Radio

TAYLOR, R. G. - January 1957. Grigg. Ia - U6M. S.C. School
Prefect. Head of House. Hockey (1st XI); Soccer (1st XI). Golf
(School team). .Head of School Band for three years. To Electrical

Engineering.
THOMAS, A. R.

-

January 1958. Clive. Ic -

4M. S.C. C.C.F.: N.C.O.

Rugger (lst XV); Soccer (1st XI); Athletics (School team); Swimming

(School team). To R.A.F.
THORP, J. G. - January 1959, Nicholson, 3a S...... Chemistry.-,
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U6B. S.C. To Forensic

ROUGHI

TIMMINS, B. R. - September 1959. Grigg. 3b - U6M. S.C. Hockey
(1st X[); Soccer (lst XI). To Electrical Engineering.
TUCKER,
R. J. - January 1959. Scott. le - 4c. S.C. C.C.F.:
N.C.O. Shooting (School team). To Oil Exploration.
A. C. - January 1957. Clive. Id - L6A. S.C. C.C.F.: N.C.O.
Rugger (1st XV); Athletics (School team).
To K.C.C.
WATERTON,Cricket
J. - (Ist
January
1957, Scott.
Ic --team).
U6A. ToS.C.
XI); Swimming
(School
RoyalC.C.F.:
Navy.

HURRY!

ROUGI

HURY!VEITCH,

"x4

¢'C.S.M.
S¢

WEBSTER, M. C. M. -

March 1960.

Grigg. S.C. To Banking.

LEFT APRIL, 1963.
BRENDON, F. 0. C. - January 1959.
cultural Engineering.
He'll keep cool in his Arrow
"Mr. Golf" sport knit.

Bring back wash and wear
Arrow "Decton" GABANARO
short sleeve sport shirts[

DON'T WORRY, CHUM.

I SA

-ARROW!

Lucky we were wearing our
Arrow wash and wear
Fenway Club shirtsl
$0.00

Dectolene shirts
never need ironing... not even
a little bit!
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0D MAN

Scott. Id -

5R. S.C. To Agri-

BROAD, R. P. - January 1958. Hawke. Id - U6A. S.C. School Prefect. Head of House. Head of School. Hockey (1st XI); Rugger
(lst XV); Soccer (Captain Ist XI); Swimming (School team); Waterpolo (Captain School team); Athletics (School team).
BROOKS, 1. R. - January 1963. lb.
COX, M. A. J. - January 1962. Nicholson.
Ia - 2 bi. To H.M.S.
"Conway."
DAWSON, I. R. 0. - January 1959. Nicholson. lb -- L[M. S.C. To
Civil Engineering.
EASTERBROOK, K. - September 1961. Nicholson. 3b - LI6A. S.C.
To Law.
HODOSON, A. K. - January 1959. Hawke.
Ia
L6M. S.C.
HOOK, P. S. - January 1959. Hawke. Id - 4d. To Mechanical
Engineering.
KING, R. S, - January 1959. Rhodes. Id - L68. S.C. School Prefect.
Head of House. C.C.F.: N.C.O. Rugger (1st XV); Cricket (tst XI);
Shooting (School team). To Agriculture.
LUCK, R. L. - January 1962. Nicholson. lb - U2.
LUSTED, 3. K. - January 1959. Rhodes. Id - L6A. S.C. C.C.F.:
N.C.O. Shooting (School team). To accountancy.
McCULLOCH, C. J. - January 1958. Scott. Ia - L6A. S.C. C.C.F.:
"N.C.O. Head Librarian. To Hotel Management.
McCULLOCH, S. K. - January 1963. Scott. Ia.
ROSE, M. - January 1962. Rhodes. le - 2d.
SCHOFIELD, D. G. - January 1961. Rhodes. 1q - 3c.
STEVENSON-HAMILTON, A. J. D. - January 1961. Hawke. Ip - 3bil.
To R.M.A., Sandhurst.
TILLEY, J. M. - January 1961. Scott. lx - 3e.
TOMALIN, P. N. - September 1958. Hawke. Ic - U6B. S.C.
TOOLEY,
D. J. of
- January
_fect. Head
lb - L6M. S.C. School PreHouse. 1959.
C.C.F.: Scott.
N.C.O. Band: Drum
Major,.
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WILLIAMS, C. W. M. - January 1958. Hawke.
C.C.F.: N.C.O.
WITHEY, R. P. N.-- January 1961,
Hawke. lc"Conway."

Eat plenty of

U6A.

2c.

S.C.

To H.M.S.

LEFT JULY, 1963.

I

ALLISON, L. K. -- January 1961. Grigg. lp 3bi.
ANDERSON, G. R. V. January 1960. Grigg. Ia - L68i. S.C. Sailing
Club (Secretary).
BEADLE, A. S. - September 1961. Hawke. Ip - 2bii.
BROCK, B. S. B, - June 1961.
Nicholson. Iq 3bi. Geographical
Society (Ag. Secretary).
CAMPBELL, D. H. - January 1960. Grigg. 2c - L6A, S.C. C.C.F.:
N.C.O. Crusader,% (Secretary).

COUSINS,
M.H. - January 1959.
XI). To Accountancy.

S~(1st

isCitgood for you

CURRY, P. M team),

.

DAVANZO, 0.
Surveying.

P.

MANUFACTURED

IN

EAST AFRICA

V. -January

KENYA DAIRY
*

SOM E

BYOD
SMTAY

-

Swimming (School

n.

-

Nicholson, lb --

January 1961.

2bi

To

S.C. C.C.F.:

3bii.

To Royal

January 1958. Hawke. Ic - L6A, S.C. Band: Drum
Major, Hockey (1at Xl). To R.A.F.
JOHNSON, C. J. - January 1963. Nicholson, Ip.
KELLS, D. J. --7ý January 1962. Nicholson. lx - 2d.
LARTHE DE LANGLADURE, T. P. M. - January 1962. Nicholson.
GILL, T. W. -

2c,

LEA, A. M. - January 1961. Grigg. lb - 3bi.
LINSCOTT, G. R. -- January 1960. Clive Ia - L6A. S.C.
LOVEGROVE, D. J. --- January 1961. Hawke. lp - 3 bii. Sailing Club
(Vice-Commodore).
LOWIS, R. R. - January 1961. Clive. Ix - 2e.
McFARNELL, D. A.
J-anuary 1958. Nicholson. Id - U6A, G.C.E.
School Prefect, Hockey (Captain [st XI); Rugger (Captain Ist XV);
Soccer (1st Xl); ;Boxing (School team); Athletics (School team)
Water polo (School team). To King Alfred College, Winchester.
MONARI, C. - January 1962. Nicholson. lq - 2c. To Aeronautical
Engineering.
MURPHY, P. T. H. - January 1959. Clive. la - L6A. S.C.
RODMAN, A. R. - January 1963. Nicholson. Ip.
SEENEY, R. J. W. January 1963. Rhodes. lq.
SWANN, B. S. -
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1962NN. Nl

5R. SwCmHockey

Nicholson. lb - 3bl.
January 1961.
EARL, P. L.-FAIRCLOUGH, I. R. - January 1959. Grigg. lb - L6B.
N.C.O.

Iq --

from

Nicholson. lb -

January
1961. Nichooo.

FITZPATRICK, B. Navy.

BU Y

lb -

January

1963.

Nicholson. 2e. To Farming.
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TODD, P. W. - January 1962. Hawke. Iq - -2bii.
VAN RENSBURG, I. P. - January 1961. Grigg lp N.C.O.
VAN RENSBURG, M. R. - January 1959. Grigg. Id C.C.F.: N.C.O.
VISAGIE, P. W. - January 1961. Grigg. la - 3bii.
WIDDOWSON, C. P. - January 1961. Clive. lb - 3d.
WIDDOWSON, D. M. - January 1963. Clive Ia.

3c.

C.CF.:

4C.

G.C.E.

EXPRESS TRANSPORT CO. LTD.
Established 1918
Head Office! Victoria Street, P.O. Box 433, NAIROBI.
Branches at:
P.O. Box 884
P.O. Box 39
P.O. Box 2594
DAB ES SALAAM
MOMBASA
KAMPALA
Tanganyika
Kenya
Uganda
THE ONLY FIRM IN EAST AFRICA - THE COMPLETE SERVICE
International Shippers and Forwarders
Clearing
Air Passages booked at no extra cost
Forwarding
Storage
Packing.
Bonded and Duty Paid Warehousemen
Air Travel - and Transport Experts In Air
Freighting to and from all parts of the World.
International Air Travel Agents
Expert Road Transport Contractors.
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Mr. Georgiadis reported with sorrow Mr. Liversidge's resignation from

The Old Cambrian 'Society
Membership of the Society has stayed steadily at well in to four
figures, but as a result of the winds of change that are blowing around us,
many people have changed their addresses and failed to inform the Society
We posted a thousand Directories in September with fingers crossed
in many cases that the member might receive his copy and, if so he might
even remember to write and bring us up to date, not only with his address
but also with his latest "habari." Without such grist to the editor's mill,
the resultant 'corn' cannot be so plentiful in the pages that follow. Hence
yet another appeal to the well intentioned "oh-I-mean-to" members-let us
know not only your own changed address but those of friends too. Write
to the Assistant Secretary, Box 30047, Nairobi.
The Annual General Meeting was held on May 14th at the Impala

During the course of the Meeting, Colonel Dunstan Adams was to
be invited to become Patron of the Society; and Mr. Liversidge was made
an Hon. Vice-President. The officers of the Society who were unanimously
elected were as follows:
Patron:
Colonel A. Dunstan Adams, O.B.E., M.C.
T.D.
R. S Alexander.
PMr.
Vice-Presidents:
Messrs. B. A. Kampf. W. I. T. Dewar,

Chairman of the Council:

E.H. Trundell.
Messrs. N. C. Hill, 0. C. Wigmore,
W. N. H. Liversidge,
Mr. B.N. Georgiadis.

£ 17
£225
E100
£ 5

Hon. Secretary:
Asst. Hon. Secretary:
Hon. Treasurer:
Amt. Hen. Treasurer:
Members of the Council:

Mr. M.
Mr. M.
Mr. D.
Mr. W.
,Messrs.

£347

As this edition is about to go to press. this year's Old Boys' Dinner
at the Norfolk Hotel on Noerember 16th is still in the offing. Colonel

Club, a sign of the times perhaps in that there was difficulty in raising a
quorum. Mr. Byron Georgiadis, Chairman of the Council, reported that
the Council had met five times during the year, and had provided financial
assistance to the School, to the Old Boys and others as follows:
Prizes (Queen's Day; hockey stick, cricket bat)
Bursaries
School Library
Donation - Boy Scouts

the Assistant Secretaryship of the Society, which he hai filled for seven
years. "I cannot imagine the Society without him - as he has been the
driving force since its inception. For his work, advice and inestimable
services on the Council, the Society will be for ever indebtedly grateful."

Further it had made a contribution of £50 towards the Combined Schools
Rugby Tour to Rhodesia, which was a great success.
The Annual Old Boys' Dinner was held experimentally at the Norfolk
Hotel last November - it was well attended (over sixty) and much
enjoyed.
As numbers had dwindled at the actual reunion day at the School, it
was decided instead not to have a reunion day as such, but to arrange the
traditional cricket and soccer matches, as usual, and to meet the school
squash and golf teams as well. Mr. Georgiadis called for the co-operation
of members to support such occasions, indeed he felt most strongly that
some of the younger members of the Society should offer to serve on the
Council rather than leave the work to be done by the same people, year
after year. "Your present Council is getting somewhat doddery and bewhiskered!"
The Chairman emphasised that "in the somewhat demoralizing
atmosphere in which we work and live these days, the Society will need
the whole-hearted support and single - mindedness of all its members
if it is to continue to flourish and perform its duties adequately."
He paid sincere tribute to the memory of the late Teddy Boase, whose
untimely death came as a great shock to everyone.

Hon. Vice-Presidents:

L. Someti
.
,:' ,
T. Saville.
B. Whltd.'
R. Salmon.
J. D. M. Silvestcr, C. 0. D. Drown.

A. Dunstan Adams; our Pairon, will propose the toast to the School,
which J. C. Charlton, Head of School, will reply. The Headmaster [s
propose the toast to the Society and Mr. R. S. Alexander will reply.
the course of the evening, Mr. Liversidge is to receive a presentation
mark his devoted service to the Society.

to
to
In
to

United Kingdom
D. A. Webster is in his final year at St. Thomais's Hospital Medical
School, where he is finding life hectic but very interesting.
R.E. Foxton recently began a two years' Overseas management
mucrersm
recently began h tobars'
R. with
course with Godfrey Phillips Ltd., the tobacco manufacturers.
2nd Lt. M. M. Howes has been on a Course at the School of Infantry
at Warminster, Wiltshire.
Gordon Rose is a civil engineer, working on the new Forth Bridge,
the longest suspension bridge in Europe. His spare time at weekends is
spent with the Territorial Army. Recently he was warded the M.B.E. for
lsaving a T.A. staff sergeant from drowning in a canoeing accident.

During the year, Mr. Goldsmith, an ardent supporter of the Society,
had returned to England. To show its appreciation, the Society had
presented Mr. Goldsmith with a suitably inscribed electric clock, and it
was proposed to make him an Honorary life member,

Lieutenant Rose, of the 131 Parachute Engineer Regiment (T.A.) was, on
November 3, operating a two-man canoe on the river Forth accompanied
by Staff Sergeant D. Smith. The canoe capsized in a fast current and
together the two men swam towards the shore. Rose reached the shore
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first and looked back to see Smith floating face downwards, He plunged
back into the icy water and swam to the staff sergeant. He brought Smith
to the bank and successfully applied oral artificial respiration. A War
Office statement said: "In re-entering the cold and dangerous current and
rescuing his companion from certain death, Sec. Lt. Rose displayed great
courage and determination."
His brother Gavin is at an Agricultural College in Scotland and Ian
is soon leaving Daniel Stewart's College (where Mr. D. S. Gammie is
now teaching) to go in for hotel management.
News comes of the Eddy brothers - F.B. is at the S.W. Essex
Technical College; PJ. at Edinburgh University.
R. Gauden Ing has been accepted for flying training with the R.A.F.,
beginning in June at South Cerney.

i__C.

__,________________________1

_

J. G. Rees obtained an Honours degree in Civil Engineering at
London University, and is now working in London.
J. Clarke is at Harper Adams Agricultural College, Newport,
Shropshire. T. Fellowes, who is also a student at Harper Adams, was
recently featured in a photograph in the "East African
Standard" conducting an experiment.
K. W. Aikin graduated in History at London University, and having
taken his Teacher's Diploma, has been appointed to the staff of Repton
School, Derbyshire. Aikin gained his full Hockey colours whilst at University. Very enterprisingly Aikin, Foxton and 0. Coventry
organised an
Old Cambrian dinner in London in April for any Cambrian "exiles" who
could manage to be present. They planned to cater for about 40; 70
replied and 85 turned upl Mr. P. Fletcher, the Gtelt of Honour, made a
very moving speech which made a tremendous impact on all and indicated
how much he had appreciated the evening. Afterwards he tried to speak
to as many people as he could. Also present from ex-members of Staff
were Messrs. Goldsmith, Houldsworth, Redhead and Mr. B. A. Astley,
Headmaster before Mr. Fletcher.
Aikin reports that the main vintage years represented were 1956 1962, youngsters who are undergoing a wide variety of further education
in the U.K. T. Walton and N. Watson represented Southampton University. N. Binstead and D. Sanderson are in the Metropolitan Police. N.
Loudon is studying estate management; R. Parker came down from the
Midlands, where he is ieacher-training. Army manoeuvres robbed the
evening of the Sandhurst contingent - A. Westcob, L. Turner, R. N.
Cameron and C. Brightman; but P. Sudbury and H. Vernon also in the
Army, were present. M. Yeger was there in good form, as also were
J. Manussis, T. Capon, G. Coventry, M. Nattrass, the Nightingale
brothers, P. Simpson, D. Hicks, C. Snaith, the Taylor brothers (ex-Grigg),
G. Claasen, F. Howitt, R. Garside, M. McCulloch, B. Arthur, R. Tykeiff,
et al. - 'memory fades at this point', The evening was a great success
and it was genuinely hoped that the re-union would become an annual
event.
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Before disappearing into the Teahouse of the Augugt Moon on the
other side of the world, W. T. Drummond saw K. McNaughton, G.
Tulloch and 1. M. Stephens in Glasgow.

C AR T R I D G E

W. A. R. Wight is now settled at Boscombe, near Bournemouth; after
living in East Africa for nearly fifty years he found the uprooting was
hard; he writes happily of the local 'watu' however.
"

M. Young iA in the Veterinary Department of Glasgow University
where he is making the most of his time and thoroughly enjoying life.
C. A. Howie will by now have finished his course at St. Luke's
College, Exeter. For the next two years he is going to South America
and Antarctica, as a meteorologist with the Antarctic Survey.

C. V. Newman had had a fully packed first year at Leicester UniverLt this soltsvyour
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sity where he has switched to specialisation in Psychology.

B, Lennox gained an Honours Degree in Electric Engineering at

Southampton University.

G. Warren is working with a firm of Estate Agents In Hayward's
Heath, Sussex. His brother N. St. J. is now at the Royal Military
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with an Insurance

firm at Kingswood,

A. Barnes is in his fourth year at Liverpool University.
1. Mackintosh, having graduated from Leeds University, has joined

A.E.I. at Rugby.
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M. Kitchener, now married, is working in the L.C.C. Department of
Survey.

A. P. Davidson, who recently was on holiday in Kenya, has two

years to go in the Veterinary School of Liverpool University.

COMPLETE WITH 4 FREE REFILLS

B. I. Nightingale is in the School of Agriculture at Nottingham
University; his brother I. W. Nightingale is in Television in London.

D. I. Tooley is farming in the U.K. prior to going to Shuttleworth
Agricultural College.
B. Turner, recently married, is in Insurance in England.
L. T. Turner was commissioned from R.M.A. Sandhurst, in July.
3, Waterton is at the Royal Naval College, Dartmouth.
R. N. Borwick is at the Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.
R. A. Broadley has gone up to Reading University.
P. J. Perry, having gained the National Diploma of Design, in
Industrial Design, is now working in the Styling Department of the Ford
Motor Company at Dagenham.
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D. Jones is training to be a surveyor in England.
T. W. Gill has joined the R.A.F.
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B.
the Metropolitan Police, as is H.M. Slater.
A. Pettit
Kerr isis in
with the Lipton's Tea
Company in London.
P. A. Stater is in his last year at the Medical School of Aberdeen
University.
S. Baillon is continuing his architectural training.
K. P. W. J. McAdam spent two terms at Milifield School, Somerset
and played for their first XIs at Hockey and Cricket. He represented
Kenya and Uganda in the Junior Tennis Championship at Wimbledon.
He is now at Clare College, Cambridge, reading Medicine.

__A.

1. Duncan is reading Chemistry at Edinburgh University.
HUGHES

LI.

D. A. McFarnell is at King Arthur's College, Winchester, training

unsport isa necgty,

MacFrugal says:

H. Cousins, R. J. Bridges and A. Cowan are all in England
studying Accountancy.

to be a PT. Instructor.
D.Pereira after six months in Rhodesia is now reading Engineering

ian eent

M,

at Nottingham University.
C. Snaith is working in a London bank.
A. R. Thomas, now in the R.A.F, was recently posted to Biggen Hill,
of Battle of Britain fame.

A

'College
HUGHES LIMITED,

R. M. A. Leochini recently gained his Ph.D. at the Manchester
of Technology.
H. C. Skett joined the new University of East Anglia in October,
when it opened. He has had the distinction of being elected the first
President of the University Union.

East Africa
MacFrugal says:

,

iiihin

-

.

R. Oulton was recently appointed Shipping Manager for Wigglesworth

oucanbes 1t

& Co. in Dar-es-Salaam,
P.1.C.Ferguson, technician in the Royal Corps of Signals, is enjoying
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LIMITED---

a three year posting in Kenya.
N. Georgulas of Moshi has been awarded a Fellowship Grant to
study at the Maxwell School of Syracuse University near New York.
R. Byrne, now a Sub. Lieut. in the Royal Navy, paid a surprise visit

to
the School in June, when his ship H.M.S. "Blackrock"
Mombasa
unexpectedly. He was

put in to

returning to England when he will have

cicumnavigated the globe. So it is nice to know that he felt, gazing across
the Main field, that he could live in Kenya for always.
____119

"The direction in
which education
Sstarts
a man

.Surveys

will determine

M. Zola is now teaching at Delameae High School. He was the
producer of Chekhov's "The Proposal" which won the leading award of
the 1963 Schools' Drama Festival at the National Theatre.
D. A. Forrester has been appointed Assistant Secretary for Landm
and Town Planning with the Ministry of Land and Settlement
in Nairobi.
C. Kerr was elected one of the Sportsmen of the Year at Egerton

Agricultural College; Njoro.

s f1.

G. M. Wilson was out from Cambridge for the long Vac, and

life"

spent some time as an Instructor at the Outward Bound School at
Loitokitok.

Plato 427

3-47 B.C.

L. A. H. Hartley. has given up copper mining in Uganda for monkey
catching in Kenya. In September he will accompany and be in charge ofea
large shipment to England of assorted wild life,
S. Lindstrom is coffee farming at Ruiru.
M. I. MacLennan

0.
SS.

is the Sates

Manager

for

Nyanza

Province

Marketing Board.
Martin and 0. M. Nightingale are both farming in Kenya, the
latter at Njoro.
D. T. Walker is working in a tea and coffee firm in Mombasa. He
regularly plays rugger and soccer for Mombasa Sports Club, as does J.
Antoni, now with A.G.I.P.
A. Higgs is with East African Airways.
I. Eager is working for TOTAL Petroleum Co., as is J. Moulinie.

"Words from the past that have been an
inspiration to teachers and scholars for
many centuries . . . words that have particular
meaning in East Africa in the battle against
ignorance illiteracy and superstition. The

L. Pearce is with I.C.T. in Nairobi.
M. R. Wilson is working at the new Shell refinery in Mombasa.
P. Turner-Dauncey is with South African Airways.
C. Smith is with E.A.R. and H.

dedication of the Teaching profession of East
Africa to this task deserves the highest praise."

C. C. Reed is teaching at Chadwick College, an African Teacher
Training College, forty miles from Kisumu.

ESSO ARE PROUD TO ASSOCIATE THEMSELVES WITH

G. S. Kaps is a Construction Engineer with E.A.R. and
Tanganyika.

THE FURTHERANCE OF EDUCATION IN EAST AFRICA

H. in

R. Sapiro is the Engineer Foreman for the Tanganyika Extract Co.

Elsewhere
R. B. Isemonger wrote from the Umtali district of Southern
Rhodesia where he is now a Sergeant in the B.S.A. He polices 140 square
miles; from his post the nearest village is 35 miles away.
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K Heppes has finished his preliminary training at the East Geduld
Mines at Springs in the Transvaal, where N. Auty and A. Roberts arc
also doing their training.
Monsieur Colin Matcher wrote to u5 from the Ecole HateHere in
Lausanne. Switzerland, where he is busy learning the trade from the
kitchen stove upwards.
P. M. Collins left in January to settle in Johannesburg.
W. T. Drummond writes to say that he cannot report on the
activities of other Old Cnmbrians in Japan -- he has not come across
any Nonetheless the country is "quite fantastic" and he is thoroughly
enjoying his course in the intricacies of cotton spinning for his famous
firm, J. & P. Coats.
T. A. Randall wrote an interesting account of life at Cedara
Agricultural College in Natal, where J. Silver is on the same course as
he. He has met I. Broome, J. Bologna and F. Schwentafsk y clown there
al ready.
C. Dokelman is training in hotel management in Israel.
M. N. Powell writes from P.O. Hibberdine on the south coast of
Natal, where he has bought a fruit farm, in an extremely beautiful
district.
P. D. Dingwall writes enthusiastically about Bathurst in Australia,
where his family recently emigrated. They are running 2,000 head of
sheep on their farm; and have met with much kindness.
. A. Dingwall is training with I.C.T. in Sydney.
Flying Officer J. Swaine is now stationed at R.A.F. Station
Khormaksar, Aden.
J. L. Reide sent "greetings from the land of chewing gum and ex.
cumings. Inquisitiveness brought me over here . . have not yet seen
any totem poles or grizzly bears ... U.S.A. is all one expected only more
so"! He is travelling around until December.
D. J. Godley has been ordained to the priesthood in the Anglican
Church of Canada and is now Rector of Auburn, Nova Scotia.
Ian Grigg-Spall spent a working-cum-fact finding holiday from
Cambridge University in the Adelaide area of Australia during the summer
vacation. He worked in a legal office and for a large housing trust
organisation, as well as taking a 5,000 mile train trip, visiting the main
cities of that continent, over which he waxed enthusiastic.
E. Macartney-Snape wrote from Victoria, Australia where he now has
a sheep and cattle farm, specialising in medium-wool merinos. He is yet
another Old Cambrian who speaks highly of Australia and its boundless
opportunities.
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M. J. Wailes is working with the Federal
Audit

Department in

Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia.
P. Purchase is in Shenton Park, West
where he is about to
begin a course in teacher training, after a Australia,
spell in the Merchant Marine.

for

A. Mantheakis, a second year student at Stanford University,
California, writes vividly and enthusiastically of his life amidst the 9.999
other students there - one of whom is Prince William of Gloucester, a
recent visitor to Kenya. The University has an annual turn over of

QUICK

4i

aud

$30,000,000 as well as its own radio station, fire brigade, police station
and post office.
T. F. Stewart is in Mining in South Africa.
L. D. J. Macaulay recently went to Rhodes University, Grahamstown

to study for the Veterinary degree.

C. Manuel is farming in Brazil.

D. J. Evans is a Radio Officer in the Merchant Marine. at present in

QUALITY

New Zealand.

R A. Duirs is at Massey Agricultural College, New Zealand. where
his brother. D. J. Duirs is now farming.
G. J. Gilson is working for Gbneral Motors in Kimberley.

pri tng

MAJESTIC PRINTING

N.H. G. Reed.
University is now in having taken his .A. degree inSociology at Exeter
Ohio, U.S.A.

W ORKS

C. Bush is studying electrical engineering in South Africa.
G. E. Reeder isin Austral~a, studying Agriculture.
0. Sunde recently graduated from

LIM ITED

Agricultural

College

in

New

Zealand.

Weddings
R. M. BOSTOCK to Frances Gillian Aitken of Esher, Surrey.

Telephone 22662
p. 0. Box 2466
Govt.

Road

N A I R O B I

G. J. W. ROSE to Patricia Matthew of Edinburgh.
R. L. WINTER to Gwenyth Anne Banbury, in Laos.
M.A. WOODS to Angela Mary Humphreys of Richmond, Natal.
L. TESSARO to Felicity Anne Read of Tengeru.
B. M. SHORTER to Jeanette Olive Walters of Nairobi.
first
wedding
of an Old Cambrian to take
Memorial
Chapel.

place at

This was the
the School

M. J. WILLIAMS to Jean McDonald of Lymington, Hampshire.
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R. M. J. Wailes is working with the Federal
Audit Department in
Lusaka, Northern Rhodesia.
P. Purchase is in Shenton Park, West Australia, where he is about to
begin a course in teacher training, after a spell in the Merchant Marine.
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$30,000,000 as well as its own radio station, fire brigade, police station

, L. D. J. Macaulay recently went to Rhodes University, Grahamstown
to study for the Veterinary degree.
C. Manuel i§ farming in Brazil.
D. 1. Evans is a Radio Officer in the Merchant Marine, at present in
New Zealand. ...
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A. Duirs is at Massey Agricultural College, New Zealand, where
his brother, D. J. Duirs is now farming.
G. J. Gilson is working for General Motors in Kimberley.
N. H. G. Reed. having taken his B.A. degree In Sociology at Exeter
University is now in Ohio, U.S.A.
C. Bush is studying electrical engineering In South Africa.
0. E. Reeder isin Australia, studying' Agriculture.
0. Sunde recently graduated from
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G. 1.W. ROSE to Patricia Matthew of Edinburgh,
R. L. WINTER to Owenyth Anne Banbury, in Laos.
M. A. WOODS to Angela Mary Humphreys of Richmond, Natal.
L. TESSARO to Felicity Anne Read of Tengeru,
B. M. SHORTER to Jeanette Olive Walters of Nairobi.
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M. J. WILLIAMS to lean McDonald of Lymington, Hampshire.
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J. L. C. MANUSSIS to Alice Mackcith of Warlingham. Surrey.
M. L. SOMEN to Vera Gellert, of Nairobi.
C. MACLEAN to Marie-Lise Hoarau of Mahe , Seychelles.
P. J. PERRY to Diana Nightingale of Epsom, Surrey.
C. C. REED to Wendy Bovett of Bradninch, Devon.
C. A. GRIM WOOD to Betty Moorecraft of Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
D. M. WILLIAMS to Dorothy Margery Arnett of Tenbury Wells, Worcs.
H. G. CLARKE to Mabel Williamson Keppie of Edinburgh.
G. CORROYER to Joy Dey of Johannesburg.
H. FJASTAD to Jane Wollen.
P. 1. CLARKE to Angela Cleaver of Paignton, Devon.
B. H. HAWKINS to Shelagh Mary Cunningham of Ashford, Kent.
G. O'MEARA to Davina Kerr of Eldoret.

FAIRVIEW - NAIROBI

T. TURK to Jacqueline Hansen of Nanyuki.

The country hotel in town

Tele: 20272

P,O. Box 842
Telegrams: "Fairview". NAIROBI,

B. J. CHAPMAN to Sheelagh Mary Pollitt of Karen.
G. MOWAT to Emmy Rieske of Haarlem, Holland.
D. B. WHITE to Caroline Austin of Nairobi.
Yr

R. F. MILLERSHIP to Sandra Searson Blackie of Singapore.

Obituary
J. J. H. Marshall on June 9th at Moshi.

C. J. Stewart (Hawke House 1951) was accidentally drowned
whilst on holiday in Mombasa, September 1963.
P. Barry Joubert (Scott 1960) was killed . in a motor cycle accident in
Durban, September 1963.

MANOR - MOMBASA
In the centre of Mombasa's attractions
P.O. Box 9851

Tele. 5512

Telegrams: "Manorial", MOMBASA.
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Old Cambrian tics, badges cravats can be obtained only from J. R.
Stephens & Co., Ltd., Box 233, Nairobi.
Prices are as follows:
Postage
Sea
Air
Shs. eta.
Shs. ets.
Shs. cts.
5.60
1.00
Tie
19.50
Badge
5.60
1.00
38.50
Cravat
8.00
24.50
2.50
For all three in one parcel
11.00
3.50
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Can this be the last dawn of reckoning, the last time of giving a smile,
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Suppliers of school uniforms to
Prince of Wales 'School,
Duke of York 'School,
LUgard School,
Pembroke House,
Nairobi Primnary Sebool

Hfighland School.

UP-COUNTRY ENQUIRIES ARE WELCfOME
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a handshake and a sincere thank you on paper?
Wives are long suffering; there's a great deal to be said for them.
Especially for mine, for she has typed this magazine from cover to cover
for many years - and not only that, has made penetratingly constructive
remarks about things that male obstinacy hadn't noticed - and all for
the betterment of what you have read; for wives prove, all too often,
maddeningly correct in their assessments.
As a soother of ruffled pride, invaluable; as a putter into proper
perspective, unsurpassed: most generous thanks, albeit inadequate.
To Mrs. Skett and Mrs. Pinkerton who have been helpful,, interested,
encouraging; this year no less than in years past.
It has, for a very long time, been my pleasure to receive Mr.
Liversidge's massive wad of Old Cambrian Nbtes, diligently collected and
recorded over each
With his imminent
he is no fonger
responsible for such year:
a complicated business. So Ideparture,
must take the opportunity
here and now of thanking him (and Mrs. Liversidge is included here too)
for his conscientious, knowledgeable, ever-reliable support, tempered so
drily by his sense of humour. I knew it would be difficult for his
successor, who could not possibly know so many of the ropes. But I.can
honestly say he tried; I can personally vouch for his efforts. They happen
to be my own . . .
I've said nice things about our Advertisers for years and what's more
I have meant them. They are a breath of fresh air blowing through the
groves of Academe; they are generous, they are friendly, they are charming.
I'd cram these pages full of hidden persuaders if I thought I could make,
a small return, to reciprocatel
To Mr. Kenneth Mason, fellow editor with fellow feeling; for his
kind contribution.
To Mr. Wilkey, for adorning the text with line drawings as well a.1
the outside back cover.
To John Perry, Vic Tomasyan and Peter Heathcote, doughty trio, the
photographers of the East African Standard, who have always been firm
friends, kind and helpful.
To Mr. Fletcher, who taught me the ropes, and to admire his grasp
of detail - he was a proof reader par excellence. His kindly, encouraging
comments both here, and from Rustington subsequently, have always
meant a great deal.
Here, if anywhere, I say to myself, I can sneak in a spot more
nostalgi•c Quotations start knocking against one another in my mind, like
rowing boats when the steamer has passed and its wake ripples over to them.
But I can hear the clutter clatter of the typewriter in the next room and I
realise a well-known voice is about to say to me. "I can't read this rubbish.
Why don't you teach them to write clearly..." SO excuse me; won't you?
I must go. A quick fade-out is so much better than a protracted ending.
M. T. S.
Eleventh Hour
Printer's note:-The captions on the last two photographs of "The
have inadvertently been switched we offer apologies.
Editor's note:-The attention of readers and officials is drawn to the
fact that certain activities are not represented in the magazine simply
because no reports were submitted.
_Mikado"
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OXFORD ILLUSTRATED
DICTIONARY
This is a valuable addition to the Oxford dictionary
range. In its definitions it is based on the 'Concise'
but it also has 642 illustrations, comprising some
1700 text-figures, to help with the text especially
for subjects which can be defined more clearly by
this means than verbally. For example there are
13 illustrations under 'crystal', 14 under 'window',
and 18 under 'dog'. There is also a Deaf and Dumb
alphabet.
The cost, from your bookseller is about Shs. 56/-

OXFORD
Church House
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Government Road - Nairobi

a fine enriched loaf

OUR CUSTOMERS ENJOY....
Our personal attention
Second to none service
'Pick and choose from our fabulous range
of householdware
Monthly accounts and credit facilities
and on top of all rock-bottom prices.

ELLIOTS BAKERIES LTD.

We invite you to inspect our new and modern range of hair
dryers, imitation cut-glass, wine glasses, stainless steel
cutlery, hot/cold boxes and our amazing .Shs. 2/50 lines.

NAZARALI & SONS LTD.

NAIROBI

P.O. Box 12 - Hardinge Street,
NAIROBI
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Cameras

I LFORD

for nerfect black and white
or thrilling colour pictures
ILFORD SPORTTI 4
12 pictures on ILFORD
120 film, smart styling,
optical eye level view
finder, lever wind synchro
flash.
S"

Price with case
Shs. 69/ILFORD SPORTI 4
12 pictures on ILFORD
127 film, fixed focus lens,
sunny and cloudy, controls,
synchro flash.

This garment
Made of $up.rgradl:lnnlish
Melton cloth, 410%wool led
nylon reinforcod.

RTJ 4

Price 'with

thsay
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Glrn~

'Shs. 45/-

4

black warp.
Exclusive to REX TRUINORN

USE ILFORD FILMS

-

NATURALLY

Obtainable from all photographic dealers

Distributors

WARDLES

Branches

throughout East Africa.

ST0CKED BY:
Our Official

J

Outfitters

LTD.
CO.Theatre
J. R. STEPHENS & Empire
Building

P.O. Box 233

IHardinge Street

Telephone 20846

NAIROBI

Telegrams 'Hosters'
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Throughout East Africa
Dar es Salaam - Eldoret -

MAKE

Kampala - Mombasa -

SUPERMARKET
A FAMILY RENDEZVOUS !

Nairobi - Nakuru Tanga.

For
EXOTIC FOODS AND DRINKS
FANCY CHOCOLATE BOXES
GIFTS OF EVERY KIND
KITCHEN AND DOMESTICWARE

ROVER!

GRAMOPHONE RECORDS
TOYS AND GAMES
XMAS TREE DECORATIONS AND
WRAPPING PAPER

Remember
SUPERMARKET
First !
AGAKHAN WALK
Box 971

City Square
NAIROBI
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Tel. 27001

LAND
ROVER

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Barclays Bank D.C.O.
Bata Shoe Co., Ltd., East Africa
Block Hotels Ltd.
Browse, V. M. Ltd.
Caltex
Coca-Cola
Cooper Motor Service
Dobbies Ltd.
E.S.A. Bookshop ...
Elliots Bakeries Ltd.
Esso
Esquire Ltd.
Express Transport Co., Ltd.
Fairview Hotel
...
Galley & Roberts Ltd. •••
Guardian Assurance Co.. Ltd....
Hamilton, R. 0. Ltd. . .
Horticultural Co-operative Union Ltd.
Hughes Ltd.
Jaygee Products Ltd. ...
Kassam Kanji & Son Ltd.
Kampf Insurances
Kodak (East Africa) Ltd.
Lyons Ice-cream
Majestic Printing Works Ltd.
Minet J. IL & Co. (C.A.) Ltd.
Modern School of Dancing
Nairobi Sports House
Nakuru Drapers •-.
Nazarali & Sons ..
Oostdam & Son Ltd., N.R.A.M. (Arrow Shirts)
Oxford University Press
Patent Bros. Ltd.
Phillips, P. & Co., Ltd.
Schweppes
Sciex (East Africa) Ltd.
Stephens. .1. R. Ltd.
Supermarket Ltd.
Tilley, W. E. Ltd. ..
Uplands Bacon Factory
Wardles A. II & Co.. Ltd.
Westlands Petrol Station
White Rose Dry Cleaners & Dyers Ltd.
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day since 1888 -more pictures are
being made the
world over with
Kodak film and cameras
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Kodak products are available wherever you see this sign

